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This is

Report by the African Development Bank, 1993

probably the most comprehensive evaluative overview of the prospects for economic integration in Southern

Africa available. This three-volume

Report comes with a 54-page Executive Summary and covers a wide range of issues

broadly pertaining to the justification and rationale for regional integration, sectoral issues addressing the prospects for
regional cooperation in economic, infrastructure and social sectors, and strategic considerations related to initiating and
institutionalising the integration process. In this latter regard, the Report recommends a non-dogmatic and pragmatic
approach based on the newly-introduced notions of ‘convergence’, ‘variable geometry’ and ‘multi-speed strategies’.

Thorough account is taken of the implications of the emergence and entry of a post-Apartheid majority-ruled South Africa
in the
The

present quest for viable forms of regional cooperation in Southern Africa.

Report was undertaken by

well written and should be

a team

of

more

than 20 experts from within and outside the sub-region. The Report is

indispensable to those interested in, or addressing regional economic concerns in Southern

Africa, be they in civil society, academia, government or the NGO or Donor community.
Price: US$25,00 per

volume

Please include US$5 per

volume for postage.

US$10,00 for the Executive Summary
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SAFES TRUST

JOE SLOVO; AN AFRICAN PATRIOT

SAPEM

A SAPEM

in

inundo

joins other progressive forces in Southern Africa and the world
paying tribute to an African patriot that was Joe Slovo who died on
January 6, 1995.
As the accounts herein confirm, Joe Slovo will be remembered most

as

White person who identified himself with a cause that was essentially
Black Nationalist in form and even content. One might suggest that Joe
a

Slovo had

successfully committed “race suicide” in order to understand
fully to the struggle for national liberation in South Africa.
In doing so. he had so transcended the world of a White liberalism that is
able only to show guilt for White injustice and sympathy for its Black
victims. Naturally, most White South Africans hated him bitterly; for.
White settler colonialism demanded from all Whites nothing less than
total .solidarity with White domination. Even some White radicals failed
to understand this man that was Slovo, tempted to view him as a White
representative of the White group within their own conception of an
unfolding non-racial South Africa. In the end. only those Black Africans
who were fortunate to have interacted with Joe Slovo really understood
him and recognized him as no less than any other African patriot.
For, it is indeed a unique feature of African society in particular that it
has always demonstrated an immense capacity to integrate into itself even
the most apparently alien member of humanity. Joe Slovo himself often
acknowledged this; and the funeral ceremony in Soweto, attended by a
largely Black gathering of some 50 000 persons, was an affirmation that
Africa was only honouring one of its own.
Joe Slovo’s family background, his humble class origins and a life-long
and subscribe

commitment to Marxism-Leninism-all these will have contributed to the

political development of this outstanding man and afforded him the
framework through which he became one of the leading figures of the
South African struggle. So it is that Joe Slovo’s life was one largely
synonymous with the struggle itself. He endured the worst that any
African revolutionary has had to endure, including the need to sacrifice
the comforts of family life, no to mention in particular the assassination
of his wife. Ruth First, at the hands of the South African regime in Maputo
in 1982.

Many of us will miss that engaging personality that was Joe Slovo. his
intellect and refreshing sense of humour. We had the honourto publish in
SAPEM the

spirited debate between himself and his compatriot, Pallo

Jordan (SAPEM, Vol. 3, No. 8 June 1989); and many of our readers will
want to read again his interview of May. 1987. published in our
inaugural

issue of SAPEM in October 1987.

Speaking then about the South African
following in that interview;
It is a revolutionary proce.ss requiring a phased approach and
there is no doubt that in the period immediatelyfollowing a victory
by the liberation alliance in South Africa, there will he some kind
of mi.xed economy, a place for Black and White, those who have
shed racism and are prepared to accept complete majority rule
Joe Slovo lived Just long enough to see the foundations of a liberated
South Africa established in 1994. He was a key figure in those difficult
negotiations that were CODESA and has been criticised by some for
being the architect of the “Sunset Clauses” that constituted part of the
situation, he stated the

....

overall

compromi.se that was reached between the liberation alliance and
apartheid regime. But we have to remember that Joe Slovo was
essentially part of an African nationalist movement which, given the
circumstances and conditions of the day, could not attain political power
except through such compromises.Q
the
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junta-se as outras forgas progressistas na Africa austral e no
prestar homenagem a um patriota africano que foi Joe

em

Slovo. falecido
Tal

como

lenibrado

6 de Janeiro de 1995.
relatos aqui contidos confimiam. Joe Slovo sera
uni branco que se identificou com uma causa
que era

a

os

como

quanto ä sua forma e conteudo essencialmente de nacionalismo negro.
Alguém poderd dizer que Slovo tera com exito cometido “suict'dio
racial” de modo

a
compreender e a identificar-se totalmente com a
libertaijäo nacional na Africa do Sul. Assim fazendo, ele
transcendeu o mundo do liberalismo branco que so é capaz de
demonstrar o sentimento de culpa por parte dos brancos e simpatia para
com as suas vt'timas
negras. Naturalmente, a maioria dos brancos sulafricanos detestavam-no a sério; pois, o colonialismo branco exigia de
todos os brancos nada menos do que a solidariedade total com a
dominagäo branca. Mesmo alguns radicals brancos nao conseguiam
entender este homem que era Slovo. tentando ve-lo como um
representantebranco dogrupobranco nasuaconcepv’aodonascimento
de uma Africa do Sul nao racial. No fim, so aqueles africanos negros
que tiveram a oportunidade de trabalhar com Slovo realmente o
compreenderam e reconheceram-no como nao menos do que qualquer
outro patriota africano.

luta de

Pois, é de facto

uma

caracten'stica linica da sociedade africana

em

particular que sempre demonstrou imensa capacidade de integrar em
si propria mesmo o mais aparentemente estranho membro da
humanidade. O prdprio Slovo muitas vezes reconheceu este facto; e o
funeral no Soweto, no qual participaram cerca de 50 (XX) pessoas, a
maioria deles negros, era uma afirma^'ao de que a Africa estava apenas
a prestar homenagem a um dos seus filhos.
A ba.se familiar de Slovo, a sua humilde origem de classe e uma
dedica^ao pela vida inteira ao Marxismo-Leninismo — tudo isto tera
contribuido para o desenvolvimento politico deste destacado homem
e deu-lhe a plataforma atraves da
qual ele se tomou numa das principals
figuras da luta sul-africana. É assim que a vida de Slovo era largamente
sinonima com a luta em si. Ele suportou o pior que qualquer
revolucionario africano teve de suporlar, incluindo a necessidade de
sacrificar o conforto da vida familiar, para nao mencionar em particular
o assassinato da sua mulher, Ruth First, nas maos do
regime sulafricano em Maputo, em 1982.
Muitos de nos sentiremos a ausencia daquela personalidade enga jante
que era Slovo, a sua intelectualidade e o refreseante sentido de humor.
Tivemos a honra de publicar na SAPEM o espirituoso debate entre ele
e o seu compatriota; Pallo Jordan (SAPEM, Vol. ,5, No. 8, Junho de
1989); e muitos dos nossos leitores pretenderao ler de novo a sua
entrevista de Maio de 1987, publicada no numero inaugural daSAPEM
em Outubro de 1987. Falando entäo da
situai^äo africana, destacou
nessa entrevista o seguinte:
É umprocesso revolucionario que requer uma apro.xima^ äo em
fases e nao lid diivida que no periodo imediatamente a .veguir a
vitdria da alian^ a de liberta^do na Africa do Sul. haverd uma
especie de economia nil.sta, lugar para negro.x e branco.'i,
aqueles que condenam o racismo e se encontrem preparados a
aceliar um completo regime de maioria
Joe Slovo apenas viveu o suficiente para ver as funda^oes de uma
Africa do Sul livre em 1994. Ele foi uma figura-chave naquelas
negociagöes difi'ceis que foram a CODESA e tern sido criticado por
alguns por ser o arquitecto da “Sunset Clause" que constitum parte
de todo o pacote do compromisso alcan9ado entre a alian^a de
libertagäo e o regime do apartheid. Mas temos que lembrar que Slovo
era essencialmente parte de um movimento nacionalista
que. dadas as
circunstancias e condigöes do dia, nao podia alcangar o poder politico
execpto através de tais compromissos.Q
....

.
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SINARE SHOULD GIVE US MORE OF

LETTERS

COMESA
I

highly impressed by Hawa Sinare's
published in your December/January
1994/95 issue (Vol. 8, Nos. 3/4), entitled "SADC
Treaty: too general, incomplete, at times
ambiguous".
As one of those involved in the study of
regional organisations in Africa, I know that
Sinare is legal adviser for the Common Market
of Eastern and Southern Africa (Comesa).
was

article

distorted image we Africans have of ourselves.
Institutions like the media, movie houses,

beauty contests and advertising should be
lobbied to change from selling us sex, money
and violence through western movies, music
and the commodifying of women, to protect
our society from joining the west in its
decadence and decay.
To attack mini skirts will be the

same

as

attacking traditional dancers as they
fertility and life in the suggestive or
"provocative" dancing moves. Letusgo back
to the mother, to ourselves, wisely and well
informed. Letpeople wear whatthey like. The
immorality is in the warped minds of modern
people in a society that is getting less and less
celebrate

civilised.
Tendai Viki

Therefore, her criticism of SADC has to be
in light of the present struggle for space
visibility between SADC and Comesa.
It is very surprising that at a moment when
SADC member states are turning their backs
on Comesa
seeing no advantage in
becoming members of that organisation —
Sinare would spend her energy and intellect
criticising the SADC Treaty, instead ot
highlighting the benefits those states would
rip if they joined Comesa.
seen

and

—

What

Melfort
Zimbabwe

we

need to realise is the

context in which SADC

was

political

born, to

understand that the common colonial
of these countries and their

NO TO GAYS AND LESBIANS

subjugation at the hands of the apartheid
system was the engine that strengthened
their resolve to cooperate in the economic

I feel

field.

UZ MINI SKIRT DRAMA
Let

me add my views to those already
expressed in some of your previous issues
(SAPEM Vol. 6, Nos. 3/4, December/January

1992/93 and Vol.8 Nos.3/4, December/

January 1994/1995) on the "University of
Zimbabwe (UZ) Mini Skirt Drama". It is
unfortunate that we Africans are left to defend

white/Christian conservative culture whilst the
whites themselves have

long abandoned the

fort. The

present debate on the laws of
marriage and inheritance, going on
elsewhere, clearly shows how colonial
administrators distorted African customs and
instituted their

African
had to

own

"customary law". The

woman was

"Victorianised" and she

wear

long dresses and doeks. Pictures

from the archives show a very ditferent African
woman

—

no

doek, topless and leather skirt.

African young

girls/maidens wore mini skirts
(mbikiza). Were we then primitive and are
now civilised that we should say it is wrong or
immoral for women or young girls to wear mini
skirts? It is about time

we

took off the

Eurocentric spectacles through which we
view our world and claim back our history, our

pride, our identity.
The problem here lies in the "commodifying"
of almost everything in our lives — food, land,
water,

health, education and women!

Publicity should be given to ongoing research
on African ancient history, pre-colonial history,
traditions and customs, in orderto correctthe

history

common

we

should not uncritically embrace

gays, homosexuals and lesbians as some of
your columnists suggest. As a young male, I
feel terrified to realise that the free existence
of homosexuals etc;

might result in increased
being physically violated, just
like the women are violated by men. Given
that aspect and the mere fact that such
chances of

me

relations do not lend themselves to further

reproduction of our species as human beings
—

one

would be inclined to believe that this

The weaknesses in the SADC

Treaty that
rightly pointed out, can also be a
reflection of that burning desire to cooperate,
even against all odds. In my view, so strong is
their resolve to stick together that it cannot
be weakened by any legal flaws in their
treaty. A treaty is a legal document which
can be perfected from time to time, and
legal experts like Sinare would possibly be
Sinare

most welcome to assist.

form of alternative sexuality is an aberration
which must be discouraged. Given the

Coming down to the essence of the issue at
stake, it has to be admitted that Comesa is far

struggle human beings have engaged in,
especially their endeavour to strike a balance

too

with their natural environment, this is one of

big an enterprise to be taken lightly, and
the reticence by SADC members in joining
the organisation are more than justifiable.

those developments that do not lend
themselves to reproduction and therefore

African countries have wasted a lot of money

sustainable practice for those who practise it.

been to

Just

imagine what would happen to human
beings it all of us became gays. We are
doomed. This postulation might be naive, but
I believe in my underdeveloped opinions on
alternative sexuality, there is still room to
develop accommodation and forms of
struggle against practices that threaten my
freedom. Men and women beware. A
crop

new

of rapists is fighting for its right to sexist.

Charles

Mangwere

organisations whose benefits have only
provide jobs and travel expenses to
a handful of bureaucrats, while the majority
of their peoples continue to live in abject
poverty.
The only way forward in the current
on

bottleneck between Comesa and SADC
would be for the two

organisations to coexist, and find ways of exploiting common
interests to maximise benefits for their
respective member states.
Laurence Matlolo

Harare

Mbabane

Zimbabwe

Swaziland

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include the writer's full name and address and may
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AN OBITUARY TO JOE SLOVO
Blade Nzimande

HE RACISTS hate South African

T

communists with

a

To discredit what

we

special

venom.
stand for they

spread the myth that communists are a
strange people from far away places who
import foreign ideas from Europe which are
dangerous for Africa. The answer to all
these outpourings lies before us in this
coffin.

.

.

It is

no

accident that all these

working class and communist leaders also
outstanding figures in a national
movement. They stood for a simple truth
which could be easily grasped by every
worker and peasant and, indeed, by every
national patriot. For them, liberation was
much more than the raising of a new flag,
the singing of a new anthem and the
allocation of fat political jobs to a small
group of exploiters with black faces. They

became

bel ieved that there could be no real liberation

without

of our

country’s wealth to
people and without attacking racism at
its roots
economic exploitation of the
colonised working majority (African
Communist. Third Quarter, No. 106, 1986
pp.35-36).
a return

the

—

The above words could

serve

as

the

obituary to “Comrade JS”, as he was fondly
known to all of us in the Tripartite Alliance
of the ANC, SACP and COSATU. But they
were actually spoken by Slovo himself, at
the state funeral of the former General

Secretary of the SACP, the late Cde Moses
Mabhida, in Maputo on 29 March 1986.
They capture the life and mission of Cde JS
just as they capture the nature and character
of the revolution that produced him.
Like all national liberation struggles, the
South African struggle is a complex

PIC: PAUL VELASCCWSOUTHLIGHT

articulation of national liberation, class,

gender and anti-imperialism. It has been
particular by the rather unique
relationship forged over decades between
a progressive African nationalism and

Slovo in

May 1993

enriched in

communism. Cde Joe Slovo, like many
other fallen South African communists
before him, came to be an
incarnation of the

individual

relationship between the

Sapem February. 1995

national and class

struggles in South Africa.
Cde JS is perhaps the most popular and

well-known

South

African

white

revolutionary in post-war South Africa. He
is also one of the most popular political
figures in South Africa.

It

was

because Cde JS

white minority

such

venom.

was

white that the

racist regime hated him with
Whilst the regime hated

communists all-round, it could not accept
that a white person could be such a dedicated
communist and be at the helm of the
.“i

COVER STORY

revolutionary struggle to overthrow
apartheid. Apartheid was designed to ensure
that every white person enjoyed privileges
and comfort under a system buttressed by
military and police might. Indeed, the
apartheid regime was the victim of its own
racist ideology, as Cde JS became the darling
of the masses of the people of South Africa.
It is for this reason that the tribute paid to
Cde JS by the Speaker of South Africa’s
first democratic parliament, Cde Frennie
Ginwala, is so appropriate. She says: “Slovo
had been a great patriot who avoided the
lifestyle of the privileged minority to live by
the ANC’s non-racial ideal” (City Press,
18/1/95 p.2). To this end, through his

honour

dedication to the realisation of a non-racial

not

South Africa, he himself,

Holland at

perhaps more
than any other South African revolutionary,
became the symbol of the non-racial
character of the South African
This

struggle.

point was not lost by President Nelson
conferring the highest ANC

Mandela when

on

fashion his ideas very

JS at the ANC’s 49th National

fundamentally.
Internally, nazi-type ideas were gaining
influence within the National Party as the
imperialist world built up towards World
War II. In the early to mid-1930s, there was
a raging debate within the Communist Party
of South Africa (the CPSA as it was called

Conference in Bloemfontein, in December
1994.

Slovo the Communist

Joseph Slovo was bom in Lithuania —
later to become part of the Soviet Union —
in 1926 and came with his parents to South
Africa in 1935. Despite the fact that JS was

then) around the interpretation and

implementation of the slogan of the Native
Republic Thesis. This thesis was adopted
by the Comintern in 1928, and one of its key

South African citizen and

patriot, the
racist regime pointedly used to raise his
immigrant status, especially the fact that he
a

true

was

resolutions read thus:

from the communist Soviet Union. It
While

developing and strengthening
the customs, laws
and regulations which discriminate
against the native and coloured
population in favour of the white
population, the Communist Party of
South Afi-ica must combine the fight
against all anti-native laws with the
the
general political slogan in
fight against British domination, the
slogan ofan independent nati ve South
African republic as a stage towards a
workers’ and peasants’ republic, with
equal rights for all races, black,
coloured and white (South African
Communists Speak,/j/j.94-95).

ignored the obvious contradiction in this
propaganda — that Hendrik Verwoerd, the
architect of apartheid policies, was himself
bom in South Africa but
a

very young age.

regime

even

Cde JS

being

Slovo

came

the fight against all

from

The apartheid

spread false rumours about
“KGB colonel”.

a

came to

South Africa at

a

time of

important national and international
developments, whose outcomes were to

Whilst there was general agreement within
the CPSA around the need for the

Party to

orientate itself towards the

majority of the
people of South Africa, one position argued
that this should be done without alienating
the white working class. The other position,
whose protagonists occupied key positions
in the Party, argued that this was tantamount
to rightwing reformism and an anti-black
stance.

As

a

result, there

were a

lot of leftist

inside the Party against comrades
regarded as right-wing deviationists. This
also coincided with leftist purges of
purges

comrades identified

as

reformists inside the

Communist

Party of the Soviet Union.
Although these internal schisms weakened
the CPSA, the Party was able to rebuilt itself
in the late 1930s.

I

Cde JS

joined the Communist Party in

<

£
s

1942

the age of 16. This was war time,
and the CPSA was part of the worldwide
at

communist
5

his poor

Slovo with Chris Hani, at Helen Joseph’s funeral in January
6

1993

struggle against fascism. Slovo

had been forced to leave school because of

time, he

family background, and at this
was working as a warehouse
Sapem February. 1995
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assistant in

a

establishment in

chemical wholesaler’s

Johannesburg. He joined

the National Union of Distributive Workers

and became

shop steward.
experience as a worker on
the floor and a union organiser, growing up
in a country with acute national oppression
based on racism, and the growth and threat
of fascism worldwide, profoundly
influenced his thinking and political outlook.
After serving with the South African army
during World War II, Cde JS received a
demobilisation grant that enabled him to
enrol at the University of the Witwatersrand
at the age of 20 to study law. He received his
BA-LLB degree in 1950, winning the prize
Slovo’s

a

own

in the 1980s. He was a brilliant military
strategist, and we learnt of this through the
spectacular bombings of SASOL and
particularly the military headquarters in
Pretoria, Voortrekkerhoogte. The apartheid
regime demonised Comrade JS to the point
of dubbing him “Enemy Number One”, but
the

more we came to

and minds of the masses of the people
the country.
I will never

bright young white lawyer like JS
could have basked in his success and become
part of the white establishment. But already,
after the

banning of the CPSA by the
in 1950 under the
Suppression of Communism Act, Slovo
had Joined the Party’s underground and
played an important role in the reconstitution
Nationalist government

of the SACP in 1953. He carried out both

underground work and legal practice and
was a lawyer in numerous political trials.
Significantly, his last legal task was as part
of the defence in Nelson Mandela’s 1962
trial.

Slovo the

Military Strategist

In 1963 Cde JS

was

asked to leave the

of his

inside, this is where

biggest impacts on
political developments inside the country
Sapem February, 1995

every black
mainly in the actual
struggle against national
oppression that its class roots can he
grasped most effectively. It is that
which illuminates
struggle
most
brightly the underlying
relationship in our country
between capitalism and national
domination (Slovo, 1988, p.5).

worker.

townships, there was such
at seeing Slovo, for many of
them for the first time. Many were surprised
learn that he

was

white. His

surname

Slovo came to be one of the
symbols of our revolutionary advance.
The Political Strategist and Socialist
Intellectual
Cde JS

one

class

and

the

path-breaking and timely
by Cde JS was the pamphlet

“Has Socialism Failed?"

which

was

working

is democratic, it cannot be socialism at all.

that titled “The
national

It is

democratic

the SACP and the ANC, as well as among
core activists in the democratic

the

movement was

intervention

..

produced during the collapse of Eastern
European socialism. This pamphlet has
been discussed widely internationally and
inside South Africa. Amongst the critical
issues that Cde JS raised in this pamphlet
was the whole question of socialism and
democracy. He argued that it was on this
plane that socialism collapsed in Eastern
Europe. This pamphlet, amongst other
things, laid the basis for Cde JS’s call to the
SACP to adopt “democratic socialism” as
its political outlook and strategic
orientation. This was rejected at the S ACP’s
8th Congress in December 1991, on the
grounds that it implied a contradiction
between democracy and socialism. The
view of Congress was that unless socialism

of the

key political
strategists and intellectuals of the national
liberation movement, in particular the SACP.
Most of his writings came at crucial
moments in the development of the South
African revolution. At the height of
repression in the mid-1980s, SACP
underground literature was a prized
possession for every activist. This was
because such literature provided a basis for
discussion in mapping a way forward. One
of the pamphlets that Cde JS wrote which
had enormous impact in the underground of
was

.

Another

sounded Nguni!

revolution", which appeared in 1988. This

I

pamphlet

came out at a time when debates
within the left in South Africa had polarised

of “democratic socialism” and still do

between

pamphlet forced all of us inside the SACP
to problematise and interrogate the
relationship between socialism and
democracy. This was particularly important
in the light of the fact that Eastern European
socialism does not provide a positive
example of the democratic nature of
socialism. 1 have no doubt that this piece

a

Congress supporting left, and

a

group of academics and unionists who were
known as “workerists”. The latter

vehemently denounced the strategic

privileging the national over the class
question, thereby being in danger of
subjugating the working class under a
nationalist petty bourgeoisie.

one

consciousness for

forget the day of Samora

join Umkhonto WeSizwe, the ANC’s
military wing. For those of us who never
left the country, but were in the mass
movement

experience of
oppression. This is
certainly the starting point ofpolitical
national

inside

orientation of the ANC and the SACP

Slovo made

relevant than the

was

country to continue his political work and

democratic

There is no issue more immediate and

showed flashes of Slovo. For the comrades

to

Lawyer

Africa:

from the

he had

A

articulate the harsh realities of national

oppression and class exploitation in South

Machel’s funeral when SABC Television

excitement

Slovo the

ground who daily experienced but could

not

really behind the planning of these blows to
the enemy, the more Cde JS won the hearts

for the best student of the year.
In 1949, Cde JS married Ruth First, whom
met in the Young Communist
League. Like all political activists and
revolutionaries, his family life suffered
seriously. He was a disciplined communist
who devoted his entire life to serving the
party under any circumstances, even if it
meant sacrificing the comfort of a steady
and close family life. He was dealt a severe
blow when his wife was killed by a parcel
bomb in Maputo in 1982. The couple had
three daughters. Slovo later remarried.

know of who

the

It

was

as

with these words that Slovo

theoretically armed many of the activists on

was

amongst those who rejected the notion
not

believe in it, but I must concede that this

will be discussed for

by the entire
internationally.

some

years to come

socialist

movement

7
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“No

Cde JS. He

Slovo, No Talks”

After the

unbanning of the ANC, the
political organisations,
Slovo became one of the leading negotiators
for the ANC and the Tripartite Alliance as a
whole. In the very first talks between the
ANC and the apartheid regime inside the
country, De Klerk and the National Party
vehemently opposed the participation of
Cde JS in the ANC delegation. This led to a
huge outcry from the mass of the people in
South Africa, and the coining of the slogan
“No Slovo, no talks”. The regime had failed
in another attempt to discredit Slovo and the
SACP, as President Mandela firmly refused
to yield. Again, a costly and silly mistake by
the regime that only helped to raise the
SACP and other

stature

of Cde JS

even more.

Working with Cde JS as joint delegates of
the SACP to the CODESA

talks, 1

came to

know the person

much more closely. He had
a very witty sense of humour and a great
capacity and energy to concentrate during a
very difficult phase of negotiations. He
struck

me as someone

with

an

incredible

ability to read the flow of discussion and
demonstrate maximum tactical flexibility
without abandoning the strategic objectives
of the liberation movement.

Perhaps Cde JS will best be remembered

was very engaging person, a true
intellectual and communist

Marxist

revolutionary.
The

Struggle Under New Conditions

One of the main

Minister of

Housing, was the meaning of
post-April 27, 1994 period for the
deepening of the national democratic
the

revolution. He

He stood his

ground on his proposal on a
government of national unity despite the

was

concerned about the

meaning of saying we must
continue the struggle in the period in which
we are also in government. He raised this
not because he was implying that the struggle
concrete

has ended, but because he wanted comrades

concretely express the content of the
struggle during this period.
As Minister of Housing, he was faced
with the reality of homeless people
occupying houses, land invasions, rent
boycotts — all the realties of the apartheid
legacy — and the reluctance of the capitalist
banks to give loans for low-cost housing
programmes. It was his strategic sense and
negotiating skills that enabled him to get the
banks to agree to fund low-cost housing and
he came out forcefully against continued
rent boycotts under these conditions. When
to

I had lunch with him towards the end of the

for his controversial paper “Negotiations:
What room for compromise?” which first

publicly suggested a government of national
unity. It was only someone with Slovo’s
stature who could suggest such a
compromise and still remain popular with
the people. This paper generated an almost
unprecedented debate within the ranks of
the
movement.
Despite my own
disagreements with the paper, perhaps its
significance lies in the fact that it captures
captures sharply the kind of person JS was.

pre-occupations of Cde

JS, particularly after his appointment as

1994

parliamentary session in Cape Town,
jocularly pointed out to him that he could
find all the answers to his problems in
Engels’ Housing Question. He retorted, in
typical humour, “Is there any text like that
written by Engels?”
But, even more fundamentally, he was
raising the question of the nature and
implications of the shift for the liberation
movement from resistance to being the
leading component of the government of
national unity, and within this, the role and
focus of mass struggles. This is a question
that has presented complex problems for
I

national liberation movements, communist

parties and mass organisations in the period
after the defeat of colonialist and capitalist
regimes. I have no doubt that had Cde JS
had

time, he would have produced a

more

paper on this question from the standpoint
of the housing question in South Africa. He
has been an example and an
least two

inspiration to at

generations of South African

revolutionaries. South Africa has lost a true
son

of its soil, and the communist and

socialist

movement nationally and
internationally has been robbed of one of
its foremost thinkers and dedicated fighters.
Hamha kahle Qhawe lamaQhawe! (Go
well, hero of heroes!)G

SLOVO: AN ABLE

NEGOTIATOR
Gift Siso
the ANC
but also

the Government of National Unity (GNU)

possessed at the negotiating table,
a skillful negotiator who, along
with the ANC’s secretary-general Cyril
Ramaphosa, is credited with the

who died of

achievements that culminated in Nelson

A
to

S THE architect of the Sun Set

Clause of power sharing in the
interim constitution that gave birth

in South Africa, Joe Slovo,

comrades referred to

bone marrow cancer last month at the age of

Mandela

this paper as a

“sell-ouf’ position. He was
bold and forthright in his views, and
was never scared to scout uncharted territory,

68, had managed to transform himself from

South Africa’s first Black President.

very

being South Africa’s “public enemy

fact that

some

but at the

of

same

other views

no

our

time he did not suppress
matter how much they

differed from his. That is how he chaired the

meetings of the SACP Central Committee
was a joy to be in any
meeting, particularly strategy meetings, with
and Politburo. It

8

number one” and “the most wanted
terrorist” into

one

of the

country’s finest

human assets.

“Comrade Slovo”,

as

many

of his

affectionate followers in the South African

political arena used to call him, was not only
of the best brains and “lethal weapons”

one

walking out of prison to become

Slovo’s brains and intellect

were

uncovered for all to see when he

managed to
fuse together the political and military
structures of the ANC into a coherent entity,
an ability that earned him the post of Chief
of Staff of uMkhonto we Sizwe (MK), the
armed wing of the ANC.
It

was

in his time

as

Chief of Staff the MK

Sapem February,
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began to hit the “boers” were it hurt most,
with a series of well planned and calculated
bombings of enemy targets inside the
country.
In

Chief
of Joe
Slovo that he was the man that gave the
ANC bulldog (MK) teeth to bite the enemy.
It was soon after these military successes
describing his achievements

of Staff of the MK,

people often

that he earned his nick-name

as

say

“public enemy

number one”.
This is where he also

gained the most

respect among the Black people. With each
strike

at

.streets,

his name littered the
buildings and other structures in

enemy targets,

Soweto, where his remains
Slovo

now

lie. “Joe

love

you”, “keep it up Joe”, “hit
the boers until they come down on their
knees to beg for mercy” and “long live Joe
Slovo, long live MK and the struggle of the
people”, are just a few of the many slogans
and graffitti littering walls of houses in the
we

township that has come to symboli.se the
heroic struggle for the liberation of South
Africa.
Slovo became
black

people

how much he

so

a

household

name

among

much he too had realised

was

loved. He

once

told Chief

Mangosuthu Buthelezi, leader of the Inkatha
Party (IFP) and now minister of
Home Affairs at the height of the conflict
between the ANC and the IFP. that despite
being white, he could beat Buthelezi by a
wide margin if the two were to poll votes.
Joe was among the first batch of ANC
Freedom

leaders that returned home from exile in

1990 when the ANC, PAC and others were

PIC: STEVE HILTON BARBER^CXJTHLIGHT

Slovo, in Lusaka in January 1987, at the ANC’s 75th anniversary celebrations

unbanned and their leaders,

including
Mandela, were released from prison.
Returning home as “the most wanted
terrorist” was not easy for Slovo. This meant
he had to spend most of his time underground
and his movements were a closely guarded
secret as he was still atarget for a.ssassination.
When in April 1993, Chris Hani, the man
who took

Staff and

over

from him

as

MK Chief of

General

Secretary of the South
African Communist Party (SACP), was
as

assassinated at his home in Dawn Park, a hit
list which included the
found in

name

of Slovo

was

pos.session of the murderer.
Many attempts were made to kill Slovo,
including the scaling the walls of his Lower
Houghton home. Soon after the death of

Sapem February. 1995

Chris Hani,
vehicles

numerous

were .seen

unregistered motor

around his home and

of them sometimes

parked hours on
end in the vicinity, much to the tolerance of
the Police, who even refused to grant him a
some

license for
A

a

firearm.

campaign to disrect him was
also mounted by the apartheid regime,
which tried to capitalise on his communist
background by brandishing him as a "KGB
Colonel”. He used to joke about such
allegations, saying that he must have been
the world’s most unsuccessful spy. having
not been promoted to a higher rank after
smear

decades of service.
His first wife, Ruth First, was assassinated

by

a letter bomb in
Eduardo Mondhlane
where she

was

a

1982 in her office at
University in Maputo,

lecturer. She

was

an

outstanding political activist on her own
right.
When the talks began, Slovo was part of
the first ANC delegation that met the
government to structure the process for
negotiation and to end hostilities. This drew
protest from the National Party, including
from fomier President F. W. de Klerk himself,
who feared the brains behind the

man

many whites loved to hate.
When the Codesa talks (Convention

so

for a

Democratic South Africa) deadlocked and

finally collapsed, Slovo took to the drawing
9
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living for various periods in Angola,
England, Mozambique, Tanzania and
Zambia.

One of Slovo’s great
freedom

achievements as a
fighter was his co-authoring of the

Freedom Charter, the AblC’s constitution
and

guiding document. And while other
anti-apartheid movements in South Africa
remained locked in the philosophical debate
of whether

Slovo

to

become multiracial, in 1985

being elected a member of the
National Executive Committee (NEC), the
was

ANC’s

highest law-making body.
was elected Secretary-General
of the Communist Party, a post he held until
1991, when he was replaced by Chris Hani.
At that time he was elevated to the position
of chairman of the party, which he held until
In 1986 he

his death.

Following the ANC’s victory in the April
1994
PIC: JOHN LIEBENBERGfSOUTHLIGHT

Slovo with former

Swapo secretary-general, Andimba (Herman) Ya Toivo, during
Namibia’s independence in March 1990

board and devised what he called

a

“Sunset

and educated in

a

school

run

by a local rabbi

Clause” to be included in the interim

where he had the Bible “drummed into my

constitution.

head,

acknowledged the sun
setting on apartheid but that the regime
would not give up powereasily and therefore
a need to continue to elevate the regime, its
leaders and the Public Service. That gave

birth

to

the Government of National

and the retention of the Public

Unity

Service,

including the SADF and the police intact,
with gradual substitution in the coming five
years.
The document

as a

a

month of his death, Slovo told

“I am ready to
die now, to die in peace having seen the
fruits of my life-long struggle”. This was at
a time when it was visible to anyone that his
time was up and the cancer had taken its toll
on the deminitive and highly energetic Slovo.
a

foreign Television

A Jew, Slovo was

crew:

bom in Lithuania

on

May 23, 1926 and raised in a village ghetto
10

to

again”.

the age of nine, and his father, struggling
make ends meet, was in and out of prison

for debt and the young Slovo was forced to
leave school at the tender age of 13, as the

family could no longer afford to send him to
school anymore.
Slovo did some odd

jobs before joining

said of his
the only
organisation in the country without the colour
decision:

Party. He

“because

it

once
was

bar”.

After

taking himself to school, Slovo

earned his LIB

with distinctions

at

Witwatersrand
an

University and went on to
advocate of the Johannesburg

Bar, where he became famous

as a

defence

lawyer in political trials. In 1949 he married
Ruth First, daughter of the communist party
treasurer general. Julius First, and took part
in the formation of the MK and was a member

of its national high command from inception.
After

a

1963 and
three

series of arrests, he fled SA in
was

Mandela

families.
In his last days he had become
philosophical about his terminal illness,
joking to reporters that the cancer gave him
a sense of great commitment to the job.
“There is a great deal to achieve in a shorter

time’’, he would say.
In

pursuing his detailed housing policies,
proved to be a skilful negotiator.
When the banks considered lending money
for blacks to buy houses risky, because of
the ongoing rent and rates payment defiance
campaigns — a legacy of the apartheid
system — Slovo brought them together
with Township leaders at Botshabelo,
Orange Free State, promising the bankers
indemnity against mortgage defaulters.
In response, the banks promised to lend
he also

the labour movement and later graduating to

become

sell-out.
Less than

at

the Communist
described

period
to allow the whites to adjust to the loss of
power, to give them a certain measure of
power just before the sun sets on them.
Slovo was highly criticised for this by
leftists who only ran short of calling him a
was

over

He moved to South Africa, with his parents

The Sunset Clau.se

was

and

over

elections. President

appointed him to the all important job of
housing minister. As South Africa’s top
housing official, Slovo had the strange, but
justifiable dream of building 200 000 houses
every year until 2 009, for poor black

later joined by

Ruth and their

daughters, Shawn, Gillian and Robyn,

US$500 million to would-be black hou.se

buyers this

year.
At the time of his death. S lovo was married
Helena

Dolny, described as specialist in
agricultural matters.
Raymond Mhlaba, Premier of the Eastern
Cape province, has been named as his
successor in the chairmanship of the SACP,
while deputy welfare minister Sankie Nkondo
takes over his job as housing minister.Q
to

land and
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THE COMMUNIST PARTY WITHOUT

SLOVO
Edward Moloinyane & Tammy Mbengo
HE DEATH of Joe

T

Even before his death, Joe Slovo had

Slovo, national

chairman of the South African

stated that he

Communist

that he had

vacuum

was

“shameful” about the fact

supported the then Soviet Union
inspite of the repression that had reigned in

Party (SACP) has left a
which it is believed will have far

that country.

reaching implications for the future of the

Members of the S ACP interviewed could

party.
Debates and arguments

about the future
of the party flew thick and fast in the
country’s newspaper columns, radio and

only point to the role of the S ACP and Slovo
in the liberation struggle alongside the ANC.

television.

in the

a

Slovo’s comrades of

Although the death of Joe Slovo came as
the attendance at numerous

shock to many,

memorial services held for him

key and

a

was a

Slovo in

low

indication of the

apathy

about bread and butter issues.

A fomier Umkhonto We Sizwe

PIC: SOUTHLIGHT

(MK) and

regional executive member of the ANC in
the Western Cape region said people
expected delivery from the new Government
and less political rhetoric. The man, who
served more than 10 years on Robben Island,
said he believed “People were more
concerned about economic issues affecting
their lives than attending political gatherings
where there seems to be empty political
speeches.”
While Slovo was widely regarded as the
only white man who devoted his life to the
black struggle against Apartheid, he for
many years remained a thorn in the flesh of
most

white South Africans because of his

Joe Slovo

as

The most popular

black

white man in the
townships

party’s future role. Noted political scientist
Eugene Nyathi believes with the death of
Joe Slovo the SACP as a political force was
over the hill. Speaking in a radio interview
he said the party had no known membership
numbers, and

was

reluctant to break from

the ANC alliance because by
it

own

feared

standing on its
subjecting itself to

embarrassment.

“Whether

or

not

Slovo

was

there, the

party would not have much effect in
The party

future.

is unlikely to get the majority

support in South Africa, as it has lived

political ideology.
“In their search for

interview at their Vrederhoek,

a successor

the chairman of the

to

the late

SACP, the

the
to

comes
facts the SACP needs the ANC and not

the other way

editorial.

future in South Africa.
across

the

spectrum were also skeptical about the
Sapem February. 1995

off

credibility of the ANC. When it

ideological confusion in this party must
neces.sarily come to the fore.
“Why the SACP is still continuing its
existence as a party is a mystery,” a National
Party supporting Afrikaans daily said in an
However, other observers

couple described

Slovo, “one of the few left wingers who

that has set in as people were now concerned
more

an

Both in their SOs, the

dull affair.
was an

than 50 years

Cape Town home.

Those interviewed believe that the low
attendance

more

SACP, Jack Simons and wife Ray
Alexander, said little that is not known of

round,” Nyathi said.
anything, I see the SACP developing
a minor but vocal group”, he added.
top ANC official and member of the

“If
into
A

senate

this

also believes communism has

no

“People don’t like
thing (communism); it has failed

worldwide,” he said.

acquainted himself very well and who had
much to offer the country”.
But the couple declined to be drawn into
discussing the future of their party. They
instead heaped praise Slovo, saying he had
dedicated his entire life to the anti-apartheid
struggle. “It should be remembered that
comrade Slovo helped strategise at the
Congress for a Democratic SA (CODES A)
that led to the

elections”, Simons said.

The SACP, the

couple said,

was

wholly

committed and behind the new government’s

Reconstruction

and
Development
Programme (RDP). Asked about their views

on

Slovo’s statement before his death that

he

was

ashamed of not

having spoken out
against repression in the then Soviet Union,
the couple said they appreciated the role the
Soviet Union played in helping the liberation
movement against apartheid.
“But we did not know that oppression
was practiced there and therefore did not
denounce it”. They said they themselves did
not

stand for re election

to

the SACP central

committee not becau.se communism had

failed, but due to ill health and old age.
“However, the wrongs and injustices

underlying capitalism still remain,” Jack
Simons said, stressing a point often made by
Joe Slovo himself.
11
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Blade

Nzimande,

an

SACP central

committee member, while

conceding that
entitled to have views on the
future of his party, was quick to affirm that
“the SACP is definitely not disintegrating,”
and there were no plans to disband it.

SAFES BOOKS

everyone was

He told SAPEM:

“We have

never

depended on the strength of one individual,
and we have always placed great importance
on cadre
development.”
It may be premature to determine what
the future holds forthe

SACP, but Nzimande

points to history to demonstrate that the
passing away of important “comrades” has
never signified the end of the party.
“We have had great leaders such as Moses
Kotane, Moses Mabhida. Chris Hani, etc;
but

we

and

even

have

always continued to survive
We have learned a

grow stronger.

lot from the contributions of comrade Slovo
and other heroes, but that has
us

with the basis

on

only provided

which to build
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further,”

said Nzimande, also a member of parliament.
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COLONIALISM AND EDUCATION IN
ZIMBABWE
While

Slovo

was

renowned

as

the

champion of the liberation struggle, the
mood that greeted his death was far removed
and unbefitting for a man the liberal media
had labeled “the most popular white man in
the black townships”.
In taxis, trains and other social gatherings
in Cape Town Townships very little or
nothing was said of Slovo’s death. At a
memorial service held in Guguletu, a black
township near Cape Town, there was only a
handful of attendants, despite loud hailers
by organisers urging residents to come out
in full force.
But

no

doubt the

legacy of Joe Slovo and

other South African Communist thinkers
will remain in the hearts and minds of many

generations to

for although
communism is an ideology widely
discredited these days, the question remains
of whether capitalism is definitely going to
be the

answer

come,

for the social condition of the

Rungano J. Zvohgo
The current debate

education in Zimbabwe

today
largely around the fundamental question:
“Where are we heading to?” Educationists, economists
and even politicians admit that as things stand, the future
is difficult to predict. Education reform programmes
implemented since independence have not resolved the
problems of youth unemployment, poor economic
performance and public disillusionment with social and
economic policies. This book argues that perhaps the question people ought to be
debating is: “Where have we come from in our quest to get somewhere?” Dr.
Rungano Zvobgo argues that planning education for tomorrow requires a thorough
understanding of the forces that, in the first instance, established the system under
reform. Only then can the errors of the past be avoided in building the future. It is
within this context that the analysis of the development of education during the
colonial history of Zimbabwe is an integral aspect of the debate on how to establish
an education system which can be an instrument for socio-economic
engineering.
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France

was

the

only foreign

moved into Rwanda after the

ruling party candidate in the mid December
by-election held to fill a seat left vacant after
a

ZIMBABWE

the

A BLOW TO THE

INDEPENDENT MEDIA
HARARE

Zimbabwe’s

only private
daily newspaper The Daily Gazette,
wound up in December, after having been
—

owned

in circulation for almost 27 months.

a

The decision by its owner, Elias Rusike,
Black businessman to stop its circulation

surpri.se to many people who had
daily with endeavours
to hold aloft the banner of press freedom,
expose lies, hypocrisy and inept governance.
Elias Rusike’s publishing ventures include
the successful weekly business paper. The
Financial Gazette, monthly journals
targetted at industrial magnates, and special
business supplements. It is unbelievable
that the daily was not commercially viable
given the fact that it openly stood for private
enterpri.se interests and independence from
state control as opposed to the country’s
biggest daily. The Herald, run by
government and ironically enjoying
unlimited support from private enterprise
through advertisements.
came as a
eome

to

assoeiate the

For many Zimbabweans,
one

Cone, the retrenchment of several thousands

finally,

impending
deindu.strial isation as many local companies
are no
longer protected from foreign
competition.
an

for

car

accident of the

Sithole, it does not alter the distribution

parliamentary seats in the country,
because no other party has ever won that
seat since the 1980 post-independence
general eleetions.
Sithole made headline news during 1994,
because of the controversy that arose out of
his Churu farm where he illegally resettled
more

than 3 000 households in contravention

of the country’s

law which forbids the use of

farm land for residential purposes.
Most observers believe that people

of

Chipinge South will never forgive the current
Zanu(PF) leadership for dethroning Sithole
leader of ZANU

as

is

no

during the 1960s. There

doubt that Zanu(PF) took this election

seriously by fielding a candidate whom
they felt had prospects of winning,
Musikavanhu had to relinquish his
chieftainship in order to contest the vacant
seat.

PARLIAMENTARY BY-

ELECTION
Rev.

Ndabaningi Sithole,
leader of the minority party, Zimbabwe
African National Union (ZANU Ndonga)
bounced back into parliamentary politics
when he defeated Chief Edgar Musikavanhu,
—
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difficult circumstances and some of its
personnel have not been paid since July. No
foreign aid has been forthcoming and most
of the reconstruction and day-to-day
expenditure was made possible by internal
resources accumulated from well wishers
and taxation,
The Rwanda Patriotic Anny (APR), the
RPF military wing, has no doubt
consolidated its military presence in Rwanda
and has maintained a very high standard of
discipline. On New Year’s eve, trigger happy
soldiers fired into the air with some of them
detonating grenades resulting in the death
ofnine civilians. By the next morning, Kigali
was filled with a new set of soldiers amidst
reports that almost 600 soldiers were netted
in the four hour dawn crackdown. Certain
military sources confirmed that disciplinary
measures taken against the culprits were so
harsh that some of them vowed that they
will never fire a gun again without orders,
The financial state of the country is set to
improve after the recent successful switch
to new notes issued to replace the old one
crippled the activities of the
had looted
government coffers and fled to Coma.
move

fonner government officials who

RPF IN FULL CONTROL

all

KIGALI—France restored full diplomatic
relations with the

new

ANGOLA

government of

Rwanda dispelling rumours that it was
backing a 5 000 strong army based in Goma,
Zaire preparing foracomeback, having fled

OUTSPOKEN

JOURNALIST MURDERED

from the country
more

after the April genocide in
than one million people lost

their lives and

a

further two million

The

were

the

at a

met

that

is

definitely over in Rwanda.
Relations between the RPF and France
war

have

been

good since the former
helping and propping
the late Habyarimana’s dictatorship,
never

accused the latter of
up

LUANDA
was

—

An

independent journalist

found dead on the stairs of his residential

apartment block in Luanda, in what many
time when

Major
General Paul Kagame, the Deputy President
and Minister of Defence, successfully
concluded trips to Belgium and the United
move comes

States where he convinced those he
HARARE

The RPF dominated broadly based
govemmenthasbeenfunctioningundervery

This

displaced.

SITHOLE WINS A

massacres,

thousand and five thousand franc notes.

RWANDA

which

ZIMBABWE

a

of

of

competition triggered off by the four year
old economic reform programme, that has
led to closure of giant textile firms like

in

ZANU(Ndonga) member of Parliament for
Chipinge South, Wiseman Zengeni.
Whilst the victory was a morale booster

this is viewed as

of those inevitable consequences

of workers and

death

power that
April 1994

consider

to

have been

forces. Ricardo Melo,

a

murder

owner

by security

and editor of

/mparc/a/Fav, a Luanda-based publication
transmitted by fax, had recently published
articles denouncing corruption in high
government circles.
One such article implicated interior
minister André Petrof, who was accused of

misusing US$30 million from his
ministry.
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

MONEY PUTS RDP ON THE ROCKS
Gift Siso
RESIDENT Nelson

Mandela,

they accuse of charging exorbitant rents.
They are agitating for the return of the

within the ranks of the ANC.

faced with an increasingly restless

Black community that wants
immediate delivery on election promises

Rent Control Board which used to protect
the White residents but was forced to collapse

ANC had strong views on the need to
nationalise some strategic industries.

of

when Blacks moved

P

jobs,

houses

and

economic

empowerment, has lashed out at the low
level of American assistance to the

country, describing it as “peanuts”.
“We have received far too limited support
from the Americans compared to the
promises of aid we were made to believe we
could receive

process was put

the transitional

political
in place,” Mandela said

once

recently.

of rands in the South African economy to

help the government meet its reconstruction
plan.
Others included the United Kingdom,
Canada, France, Germany and Japan.
The massive financial assistance

as

bait for

a

was

smooth transitional

process to democracy.
It was partially based on those promises
that Mandela managed to persuade his

followers

to

with the old

agree to an

accommodation

regime.

Senior government officials have pointed
that the

country’s Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP), the
ANC’s economic blueprint will be
out

threatened if massive inflows fail to make

their way

into South Africa.
are already being asked by
many destitute South Africans about the
promised jobs, houses and the general social
upliftment that dominated the ANC election
campaign.
TTiere is growing disillusionment with
the slow pace of change, and Mandela fears
that this could compromise the ANC chances
in the face of the forthcoming local
government elections scheduled for October
Questions

this year.
Residents of

Johannesburg’s inner city
only the preserve of
Whites during apartheid, are agitated that the
government is moving in snail’s pace to
eradicate theirexploitation by landlords whom
areas,

14

en

mass,

leaving them

the hands of the shark landlords.

Moses Moshoeshoe, of the Johannesburg
Tenants Association

(JOTA),

a

collection

of inner city

and the homeless people of the
city, threatened that his association was
ready to ignite the fires of discontent if the
government did not speedily address the
plight of the residents.
A memorandum of demands has been drawn

America was among the major Western
countries that had pledged to pour billions

promised

at

which used to be

up and sent to the provincial government of
the PWV, listing the grievances and

suggestions

on

how the problems could be

solved.
B ut as the government appears to be taking
its time to respond, homeless JOTA members

havebeguninvadingempty apartment blocks
in the city, saying they cannot wait endlessly
for a government that appears not to know
what it
In

was

elected to do.

of their many protest

marches
through Johannesburg, JOTA members set
on fire an effigy of a judge on the steps of the
Rand Supreme Court in Johannesburg, as a
symbol of defiance against the summonses
being issued against its members who had
raided empty apartment blocks.
Some of the summonses were publicly
burnt. “We are not going to respect any
court order and law that was enacted during
the years of apartheid,” said a defiant
Moshoeshoe. And “If it comes to a push, we
one

prepared to fight.”
Already, one building in the Berea flatland

are

suburb where JOTA members
has been

were

evicted

destroyed by arsonists and

Moshoeshoe has threatened that such acts
could spread to

Way before the constitutional talks, the

Nationalisations

were seen as

part of the

ANC’s programme of redistribution of
wealth. But this policy had to be shelved
due to pressure from the Americans and
other Western countries with mining

interests in the country.
As a result, the ANC abandoned the policy
of nationalisation and redistribution of

wealth, and

came up
Black empowerment.

Empowerment

with the concept of
coupled with

was

affirmative action, entailing the promotion
of Blacks to positions of decision-making.
Known

as

the “Presidential

Projects”, the

US$1 billion RDP projects would cover

primary school feeding schemes, rural water
provision, land reform, urban infrastructure
upgrading, literacy, farmer development,
clinic building and urban renewal.
Of the RDP budget proposal, the
government plans to spend

US$140 million

extending municipal services to Black
townships, US$84million for urban renewal
projects and US$60 million on urban
reconstruction and housing projects.
Underthe RDP, the government also plans
to set up farmer development schemes,
where it would spend US$1 million in
training activities for small-scale farmers.
This will be coupled with a land restitution
programme to enable Blacks to own land
and set in motion the small farming sector.
In the land restitution programme, the
government has proposed to support 10
on

communities

to

reclaim their land in the

KwaZulu-Natal province, the Ea.stem Cape,
Northern

Cape, Northwest and Eastern

Transvaal.

include commercial activities
everybody in the
inner city should lose.”
It is this restlessness of the Black community

US$6,5 million for 1994-95, US$7,5 million
in 1995-96 and US$3,2 million for 1996-97.

that has infuriated Mandela, who fears that the

grand

running out ofpatient by the Black community
could soon engulf the entire country and
possibly lead to a revolution and revolt from

assistance his government

in the

area.

“If we lose, then

This will be done in

phases, at

With these and many more

a cost

of

other ANC

programmes, it is no wonder why
Mandela is already crying foul at the meagre
Western

is receiving from

govemments.Q
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ANGOLA: REBUILDING CONFIDENCE
Tazuary Nkeita

u

NITA leader Jonas Savimbi has

his political
bullheadedness, inspite of having
gone into hibernation for almost a year,
thus raising hopes of a new image in
his long and turbulent political
not

changed

career.

These words

uttered

by Paulo
Tchipilica, a Unita dissident now member
of the Tendency for Democratic Reflection
(a group of Unita dissidents), and minister
of justice in the MPLA-led government.
“We had expected a new posture from
Savimbi,” he said, when commenting about
two recent interviews given by Savimbi to
the French newspaperZ./7?crar/o/;, and to the
Portuguese Television RTF.
Many observers in Luanda believe that
the two interviews were ostensibly staged
were

to

show the world that Savimbi is alive and

well, and by so doing dissipate all speculation
that

the world’s most senior rebel leader

had been killed

injured.
flurry of speculation that had
surrounded Savimbi’s year-long silence,
some speculated that he had been overthrown
in what could have been a palace coup led
by Unita moderates. “We have no palace
coups in Unita,” Savimbi told
journalist
or

In the

José Barata Feio, in an interview on new

year’s

eve.
But to many

Angolans, however, their
knowing what is Savimbi’s

interest lies in

attitude towards the November 20 Lusaka

protocol, intended to end nearly two decades
of war between the Angolan government
and Unita.

In the interview, Savimbi could not have

the courtesy

of resorting to the texbooks of
diplomacy in his evaluation of the work
done by the tireless UN special
representative to Angola, Alioune Blondin
Beye. Savimbi accused the Malian diplomat
of “talking too much”, apparently in
reference to Beye’s statement in a recent
newspaper interview, that when he last saw
Savimbi, the rebel leader had gunshot
wounds.
It

was

not

the first time Savimbi

was

resorting to personal attacks against UN
personnel working to bring peace to Angola.
He once labeled Beye’s predecessor,
Margaret Anstee, “a prostitute”, as she
frantically tried to avoid Angola’s return to
a full scale war, after Unita had rejected the
September 1992 election results.
In vague terms, Savimbi admitted that his

Angola: O restaurar da confianga
Tazuary Nkeita
lider da Unita

o
e

teiniosia

nao

politica,

niudou

apesar

a sua

de ter

hibernado durante quase um ano,

deixar

iniagem

no ar

esperan^as

para a sua

longa

de

uina nova

e

turbulenta

carreira

politica.
palavras foram pronunciadas por
Paulo Tchipilica, um dissidente da Unita
agora membro da Tendencia de Reflexao
Democratica (um grupo de dissidentes da
Unita), e mini.stro da justi§a no govemo
dirigido pelo MPLA. “Esperava-se do Oder
da Unita uma nova postura,” disse ele,
Estas

comentando

sobre

entrevistas dadas por

francos,

o

duas

Savimbi

Liberation,

e

recentes

ao

jornal

ä televisäo

portuguesa, RTF.
Muitos

observadores

em

Luanda

acreditam que as duas entrevistas foram
ostensivamente orquestradas para mostrar
ao

mundo que

Savimbi esUi vivo
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e sao, e

assim dissipar todas as especulagoes .segundo
as

quais

o

sido morto

mais antigo li'der rebelde havia
ferido.

ou

de especula^öes que
longo silencio de Savimbi,
alguns chegaram a dizer que ele havia
sido destituido naquiio que poderia ter
sido um golpe palaciano liderado por
figuras moderadas. “Nao temos golpes
No

manto

envolveram

o

palacianos na Unita.” disse Savimbi ao
jornalista dstRTF José Barata Feio, numa
entrevista em vésperas do ano novo.
Mas paramuitos angolanos, o seu interesse
esta em saber qual a atitude de Savimbi
perante o protocolo de Lusaka, assinado no
dia 20 de Novembro, e destinado a por fim
a quase duas décadas de guerra entre o
govemo e a Unita.
Na entrevista. Savimbi
cortesia de

recorrer

nao teve mesmo a

aos

manuais da

diplomacia na sua avaliagao ao trabalho do

incansavel representante

especial da ONU
Angola. Alioune Blondin Beye. Savimbi
acusou o diplomata maliano de “falar
demais”, aparentemente numa alusao a uma
afirmagao de Beye numa recente entrevista,
segundo a qual a ultima vez que se avistara
com Savimbi, este apresentava ferimentos

em

de bala.
Nao

primeira vez que Savimbi
pessoais contra o
pessoal da ONU empenhado em
encontrar
a
paz
para
Angola.
era a

recorria

a

ataques

Anteriorniente, Savimbi rotulara

a

predecessora de Beye, Margaret Anstee,
de “prostituta”, numa altura em que ela
tentava

frenéticamente evitar que

Angola retornasse ä guerra, depois da
Unita ter rejeitado os resultados das
eleigoes de Setembro de 1992.
Em termos vagos, Savimbi admitiu nas
duas entrevistas que a sua orgtutiza^äo estava
L"!
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was undergoing its deepest
crisis since its creation 28 years ago; accused

The

organisation

I

might decide to go Luanda to meet him

(Dos Santos)... instead of him looking for a

the MPLA government of plotting to
a.ssassinate him. and was hesitant on whether

scapegoat... if I am to die then I will die by his

he would meet

hand

president José Eduardo dos

leader continues to be the Achilles heel in

the whole process.

“The peace is for all,
including myself,” said Savimbi in a recent

Santos in Luanda.
When Liberation asked him about his

returning to Luanda, Savimbi replied: “I am
not crazy. Why should 1 go (to Luanda) to
killed?” That

be

was

December

December 31, he

14.

telling
RTF a totally different thing; that it was
better if the Angolan government wanted
However,

on

assassinate him to do

to

so

was

in Luanda,

replete with posters announcing the end of
the war. while
civic and religious
organisations have been proclaiming a peace
that “has come to stay”.
Yes, apparently the war is over in Angola.
There

seems

to

be

a

lull

in hostile

foreign country, where
president Dos Santos would then find a

propaganda, and there are repeated calls for
the cease-fire to be observed, although
clashes have occurred in Uige, Negage,

scapegoat.

Huambo and Luena.

instead of

a

“1

might decide to go Luanda to meet him
(Dos Santos)... instead of him looking for a
scapegoat... if I am to die then I will die by
his hand,”

meeting was hailed as one step
Angolan peace process, amid
reports that a meeting between Dos Santos
and Savimbi is eminent. To many, the Unita
forward in the

Savimbi said.

But

the

of mutual

level

mistrust

between government and Unita forces
will continue to haunt the peace process
in

Angola. It

was

in

an attempt to

diffuse
and

broadcast

his clandestine radio station,

on

Vorgau.
A number of diplomats

Savimbi’s

in Luanda believe
problem lies in his inability to

concede defeat,
be

an act

tantamount

to

which to him would

humiliation of his

organisation.
Unita is undoubtedly one of the most
sophisticated guerrilla forces in Africa,
but to its surprise, the government seems
to have demonstrated its capability to
respond with yet a more sophisticated
operational plan that has .seen strategic
towns and cities falling one after another

attitude in relation
to the Lusaka protocol is one of wait and
see. The predominantly state-owned media
has been preaching a message of

such tensions that the government

from the control of the rebels. In less than

Unita

military delegations met on January
10 in Chipipa, a Unita controlled territory,
in the central highlands province of

a

reconciliation, and the streets of Luanda are

Huambo.

Cuito,

In Luanda, the general

a

a sua mais profunda crise desde
criagao hä 28 anos; acusou o governo
MPLA de o querer eliminar

enfrentar

a sua

do

fi'sicamente,

e

hesitou

admitir

a

possibilidade de se encontrar com o
presidente José Eduardo dos Santos em
Luanda.

QumåooLiberation Ihe perguntou sobre
regresso a Luanda, Savimbi respondeu;
“Nao sou maluco. porque é que devo ir a
o seu

Luanda para ser morto?” Isso foi no dia 14
de Dezembro. Contudo, a 31 de Dezembro,
Savimbi

dizia

å

RTF

uma

coisa

completamente diferente; que era melhor
que se o govemo angolano o quisesse
assassinar
um

outro

o

fizesse

em

Luanda,

em vez

de

pais, onde o presidente Dos Santos

iria procurar um bode expiratorio.
“Eu posso decidir ir a Luanda encontrarme com

ele (Dos Santos)... em vez de ele

procurar um

bode expiratorio... se tiverque

morrer entao vou

morrer na mao

dele,”

disse Savimbi.

ao

protocolo de Lusaka é

tern

16

anunciando

o

avenidas de Luanda
repletas de disticos

e as

fim da guerra, enquanto

organiza§öes civicas e religiösas tém
proclamado publicamente que a paz “veio
para ficar”.
Sim. aparentemente a guerra terminou
em Angola. Parece ter cessado toda a
propaganda hostil, e hä repetidos apelos
para que o cessa-fogo seja respeitado,
embora escaramu9as se tenham registado
no Ufge, Negage, Huambo e Luena.
o nivel de desconfian9a mutua entre
for9as govemamentais e da Unita
continuara a emperrar o processo de paz em
Angola. Foi numa tentativa de dissipar tais
tensoes que delega9öes militäres do govemo

Mas

as

e

da Unita encontraram-se

Janeiro

no

dia 10 de

Chipipa, uma zona controlada
pela Unita, na provmcia do planalto central
em

do Huambo.
A reuniao foi saudada

como

mais

um

frente no processo de paz
angolano, no meio de informa9Öes sobre

passo em

Em Luanda, aatitude de muitos em relaijäo
crer.

reconcilia^ao,
encontram-se

eminente encontro entre Dos Santos

year the government forces recaptured
Huambo (where Unita had set up its

headquarters), Ui'ge, Ndalatando, and
as

well

as

the diamond fields of

todo

o processo. “A paz é para todos,
incluindo para mim,” disse recentemente
Savimbi nas antenas da sua clandestina

esta^ao de radio, a Vorgan.
Certos diplomatas em Luanda

acreditam

problema de Savimbi esta na sua
incapacidade de reconhecer a derrota, um
acto que para si representaria a humilha§ao
da sua organiza^ao.
que o

A Unita é indubitavelmente umadas mais
sofisticadas

for9as de guerrilha

em

Africa,

mas

para a sua surpresa, o govemo parece
ter demonstrado a sua capacidade de
um piano operacional mais
sofisticado que culminou com a queda,

responder com

de cidades e vilas estratégicas
sob controlo dos rebeldes. Em

uma por uma,

outrora
menos

de

um

ano, as

formas govemamentais

recapturaram o Huambo (onde a Unita
havia estabelecido a sua sede), Ufge.
Ndalatando, e Cuito, bem como os campos
diamantiferos de Cafunfo e a vila petroh'fera
do

Soyo.
queda do Cafunfo terä privado a Unita

A
de

uma

valiosa fonte de receitas, desse

uma de ver para
A imprensapredominantementeestatal

um

Savimbi.

mas

modoreduzindo a capacidade do movimento

estado

continua

a

de adquirir armas no mercado intemacional.

a

pregar uma mensagem

de

e

para muitos, o li'der da Unita
ser o calcanhar de aquiles em
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Cafunfo and the oil town of

Soyo.
The fall of Cafunfo deprived Unita of a
valuable source of revenue, thus curtailing
the movement’s ability to procure arms in

and agreed to proceed

the international market.

removal of landmines, and the

with the peace process,
it is time to put into place the practical
mechanisms leading to a permanent ceasefire, including exchanging prisoners,
assembling

recently a Unita
representative in London, was called to
preside over Unita’s delegation in the joint
commission
responsible for the

of Unita forces before the arrival of the UN

the commitment of the

international

implementation of the Lusaka protocol.
Polite and humble
in sharp contrast with
Salupeto Pena and Abel Chivukuvuku, who
played his role before the elections in 1992
Samakuva prefers discretion to public
utterances that might compromise the peace

community in helping them

carry

Lsafas Samakuva, until

—

—

process.
For example, Samakuva chose to distance
himself from Savimbi's

personal attacks

against the UN special representative, but

quick to deny allegations that Unita
forces had sabotaged the powerlines carrying
electricity from Cambambe to Luanda,
which kept the Angolan capital in darkness
for a large part of the festive season.
Now that the top brass from both sides
was

peacekeepers, now scheduled for February.
Only by doing this will the Angolans enlist

through

the peace process.
Their failure to do

result in
warning
by none
other than Blondin Beye himself, on the eve
of a tour of France. Namibia and Portugal to
garner support for the peace-keeping force.
“No one is prepared to die for the Angolans,”
just that can
disastrous consequences. The finst
shot in that direction was sounded

he warned.
Gerald Bender, a

professor of African
University of Southern
California, in January made his fifth trip to
Angola, where made his point about alleged
widespread corruption in government ranks
studies

the

at

and the crisis within Unita.

have ironed out their differences

Bender refuted the allegations of any crisis

lsafas Samakuva, até recentemente

incluindo a trocade prisioneiros. a remogao
das minas, e o acantonamento das formas da

seem to

reprcsentante da Unita em Londres, foi
chamado para chefiar a delega^äo da Unita
ä comissäo

conjunta responsavel pela
implementaijao do protocol© de Lusaka.

Unitaantes da chegada dos capacetes azuis,

within Unita,
world

saying that Savimbi wants the

believe in the

fallacy that he has
military men, so that for
some time, they can continue to violate the
cease-fire. “It is a way of exerting pressure
while pursuing other objectives," he said.
Turning to the government. Bender
advised the Angolans to undertake a
tenacious fight against corruption or risk
keeping investment away. “Every Angolan
I know condemns corruption, but nobody
will take this country seriously unless
adequate steps are taken to clamp down
corruption," he said.
to

lost control of his

He went

on;

“1

am

not an

economist, but if

I had money

I would invest where it is safer,
and Angola does not offer such guarantees.”
Another important visitor to Angola
recently was Anthony Lake, president
Clinton’s national security adviser. Lake's
December visit was a first step in the
preparations for Clinton's visit to Angola
later this year, as part of a tour of nine African
nations. Until then, there is

no

doubt that

Angolans will have to put their house in
order.D

dos .seus mi I i tares, para que elcs continuem

algum tempo a violarem o cessarfogo. “É uma forma de fazer pressfio e

por

agora programada para Fevereiro. So
assim fazendo é que os angolanos poderao

atingir outros objectivos," disse.

atrair

aconselhou

Virando-se para o governo, Bender

Salupeto Pena e Abel Chivukuvuku, que
desempenharam o seu papel antes das
eleiyoes de 1992 — Samakuva prefere a
discriyao a pronunciamentos publicosque
possam comprometer o processo de paz.
Por exemplo, Samakuva preferiu
distanciar-sc dos ataques pessoais de
savimbi contra o reprcsentante epecial da
ONU, mas apressou-se a desmentir
acu.sai^oes de que a Unita havia sabotado
as linhas de transmissao de energia

empenho da comunidade
na implementagao do
processo de paz.
A sua incapacidade de fazer somente isso
so pode ter consequencias desastrosas. O
primeiro alerta nesse sentido veio do proprio
Blondin Beye, nas vésperas de um périplo
pela Franca. Namibia e Portugal, em busca
de apoios para a for^a de manuten^ao da
paz. “Ninguém esta disposto a morrer pelos
angolanos," avisou.
Gerald Bender, um professor de estudos

angolanos a darcm passos
significativos no combate ä corrupcäo, sob
pena de afastarem o investimento
estrangeiro. “Todos os angolanos que
conhefo condenam a corrupt^ao, mas
ninguém levara este pat's a sério enquanto
nao forem dados passos adequados no
combate ä corrupcäo," sublinhou Bender.

eléctrica de Cambambe

africanos

Universidade da California

impoitante visitante a Angola
foi Anthony Lake, o
conselheiro nacional de seguran^a do
presidente Clinton. Lake deslocou-se a
Luanda em Dezembro, num primeiro passo

Polido

e

humilde

deixaram
durante

—

o

que contrasta com

a

Luanda, que

capital angolana as escuras
uma grande parte da quadra
a

festiva.

Agora que as altas patentes dos dots lados
conseguido resolver as suas
diferen^as, tendo acordado em prosseguir
com o processo de paz. é tempo de colocar
no lugar os mecanismos praticos que
conduzam a um cessar-fogo permanente.
parecem ter

Sapem February. 199.S

o

internacional

na

do Sul. fez

Janeiro

quinta visita
a Angola, onde deixou o seu ponto de
vista sobre alegada corrup^ao em larga
escala no seio do governo e sobre a crise
na

em

a sua

Unita.

E acrescentou: “Eu
mas se
mats

tiver dinheiro

seguro. e

nao sou

vou

economista,

investir onde é

Angola nao oferece tais

garantias.”
Um outro

recentemente

com

Bender refutou

os

vista apreparara visitade Clinton este

savimbi

Angola, durante um périplo por nove
nagöesafricanas. Até lä, nao restam dii vidas
de que os angolanos terao de por a sua casa

nessa

em

cri.se

no

alegagoes de qualquer

.seio da Unita. afirmando que

pretende que o mundo acredite
falsa ideia de que perdeu o controlo

ano a

ordem.Q
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MALAWI: THE TRIAL OF A DICTATOR
Chatonda Mhone

T

HE MALAWI political scene took

Following the publication of the report,
singing residents

bizarre twist on January 5, when
former president Hastings Banda
a

thousands of chanting and
—

and his right-hand man John Tembo were
arrested following damning revelations
a Commission of Enquiry
report
presented to the Malawi Government.
Banda, who for thirty years ruled Malawi
with an iron fist and suppressed any real or
imagined political dissent, was placed under
house arrest due to his poor health, following
a major brain
surgery in October 1993 in a
South African hospital. Opposition Malawi
Congress Party (MCP) treasure general,

Tembo,

influential

once

and looted MCP

also arrested for their involvement in the
called “Mwanza Accident”

in

It is like
PIC; WILLIAM MAFUNGATHE HERALD & THE SUNDAY MAIL

a

notorious

one was

be

assigned the post of prime minister

(which existed under the old constitution,
but was never filled) as a way of designating
him the heir apparent.
In early 1983, the

succession crisis

worsened, leading to the death of Matenje
and others, in what was officially described
as a car

accident. Within Malawi the events

then

dream”, said Jonas Phiri, who

political prisons.

Meanwhile, the MCP has dissociated itself
from the

to

so-

Matenje, Aaron Gadama, and Twibu
Sangala, and one member of parliament,
David Chiwanga, were killed.
In the early eighties, as Banda became
visibly senile, the issue of succession became
a pressing one. A prominent candidate was
Dick Matenje, a politician with experience
of major cabinet portfolios.
His consensus building administration as
secretary general of the then ruling MCP set
the tone for the more relaxed style of the
post-Muwalo period (his predecessor who
was executed for an alleged assassination
plot on Banda) and his popularity was
enhanced by his ethnic appeal, as a long
term resident of the southern region,
although he was originally from the central
region, Banda’s own home area.
Matenje ’ s obvious rival was Tembo, then
governor of the Reserve Bank of Malawi

offices, while

spent a two-year stint in detention in Banda’s

John Tembo, Banda’s co-defender

1983, in

which three senior cabinet ministers, Dick

and his

untouchable Tembo arrested? It is incredible.

“Special Operations Squad” of the Police,
were

of Banda

actually set ablaze. Riot police had to fire in
the air to disperse the highly charged crowd.
“The invincible Kamuzu (Banda) and the

defunct

Likaomba and McDonald Kalemba

arrest

accomplices. Angry protesters ransacked

politician in the Banda regime,
now

—

immediate

the most feared and

and two members of the

of them victims of Banda’s ruthless

marched through the commercial
city of Blantyre carrying and waving antiMCP banners and placards demanding the

in

John

most

rule

committed

by Banda and his
party said
that these were acts of individuals and fully
condemn them if proved to be true. The
statement is seen by political analysts as a
calculated move by the party’s vice
president, Gwanda Chakuamba, to
consolidate his power base and clean up the
image of the MCP as a “party of death and
acts

henchmen. In

a

statement, the

widely interpreted as a preagainst rivals to Tembo’s
succession, and the official media hardly
attempted to explain the event, beyond
stating that the four politicians had suffered
the accident when fleeing the country after
exposure as “destabilizing elements”.
But the findings of the Commission of
Enquiry, dubbed the “Mtegha Report”,
reveal that the four politicians died in a
gruesome death during which they were
leg-ironed, hooded and pounded to death
with hammers and other sharp objects to
give the impression that they had died in a
car accident as claimed by the then MCP

1981, was sentenced to 12years in Banda’s
jails on trumped up charges for being
eulogised at a public meeting and failing to
repudiate the praises - a privilege which
was strictly exclusively reserved for Banda.
When hearing of the case opened on
January 9, in the southern region town of
Zomba, Malawi’s former capital, police
vehicles and other private cars were damaged
by a stone throwing crowd which had hoped
to catch a glimpse of the once
powerful
Tembo and the other accused men, as they

and the uncle of “Mama” Cecilia Kadzamira,

government.
Banda, a Scottish-trained medical doctor,

health Banda was

Banda’s official hostess, who has

was

Tembo was believed to be Banda’s favoured

rights abuses through detention without trial
and police hit squads, even boasting publicly
that “anyone who opposes me will be meat

played a
spouse role to Banda since the early 1960s.
candidate, and from the late 1970s, there
were

18

periodic waves of rumours that he was

were

emptive

darkness”.

move

renowned for his

for crocodiles”.

widespread human

Chakuamba,

as a

senior cabinet minister

in

were

led in handcuffs. Due to his poor

arraigned at his residence
Blantyre. All the accused were refu.sed
bail pending an appeal in the high court.
“It is probably the biggest excitement
in

they will have in the next twenty years,” one
reporter said.Q
Sapem February, 1995
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ZIMBABWE’S VICE PRESIDENT SINKS
INTO VILLAGE POLITICS
Nkululeko Jamela

HE DECISION

T

by retired air
marshall Josiah Tungamirai to
stand against vice president Simon

resources.

village leader’ and not a
protected from
facing intra-party primary elections.
This, according to a large section of ZanuPF’s leadership and supporters across the
regional, tribal and ideological divide, has
national leader, thus not

Muzenda in

primary elections of the
ruling Zimbabwe African National
Union-Patriotic Front (Zanu-PF) in

Masvingo province’s Gutu North
constituency in anticipation of the 1995
general elections has precipitated a
constitutional crisis in the country’s
largest and most powerful political party.
Tungamirai claims that he deserves the
party candidature for the constituency
because he had unsuccessfully sought advice
on

the issue from the vice

done

1992, that he would
polls from Gutu
North after abandoning his constituency for
14 years in Gweru urban, in the Midlands
province.
“I subsequently sought the advice of the
incumbent Zanu-PF Masvingo provincial
leadership and from the minister of mines,
Eddison Zvobgo, and since the end of 1993
I have been canvassing for support for both
the primary elections against any other
hopefuls like Muzenda and others... It is too
late for me to abandon the fray. In fact, it is
the vice president who is challenging me for
a fight, because I am already in the ring,”
Tungamirai explained in an interview.
Tungamirai also said that president Robert
Mugabe retired him from the air force in
1992, in order to pursue a full time political
career, and that he was, therefore, acting
according to his brief.
However, the odds are heavily staked
against Tungamirai. The party’s central
committee and its administrative organ,

the

politburo, resolved at meetings held after
the September 1994 Zanu-PF congress that
no primary elections would be held in a
constituency chosen by either of the two
vice presidents, who would thus become the
Sapem February, 1995

harm to Muzenda’s

cause

and

mounting trepidation that should
the vice president get away with arrogance
and double standards a precedent will be set
for the unscrupulous suppression of the
democratic rights of junior politicians by a
clique of senior politicians with personal,
rather than national interests at heart.

president.

seek re-election in the 1995

more

there is

There is also

Muzenda is understood to have failed to
inform Tungamirai since

This in itself reduced him to what

has been coined ‘a

a growing realisation that
fighting in Masvingo is raising
its ugly head in this constituency.
At a politburo meeting, on January 23, the
party decided that the issue was peculiar to
the Masvingo province, and that therefore
the solution should be found locally.
The entire political set-up within ZanuPF in Masvingo province is superimposed
by the perennial jostling for supremacy in
the region by vice president Muzenda and
mines minister and politburo member
Eddison Zvobgo. Muzenda, who regards
himself as the legitimate political guru for
the province, is ill at ease with Zvobgo’s
popularity in the province and the fact that
Zvobgo early last year successfully
sponsored a faction led by central committee
member and Masvingo urban MP Mavhaire
to beat Muzenda’s faction, led by higher
education minister Stan Mudenge.
According to a source close to Muzenda,
the political setting in which the vice
president was supposed to operate since
independence led to his current weak
political base in that he was put in a
constituency outside his home area, unlike
the other vice-president and president
Mugabe, who had adequate presence and
performance within their areas strong

the factional

Muzenda: sinking into

village politics

sole candidates for the party.
Seen in this light then, Tungamirai is
willingfully breaching a central committee

decision, of which he is part.
According to the party’s constitution,

Tungamirai should simply drop his
candidature for the constituency and avoid
disciplinary action and humiliation. But the
issue is not that simple, considering
Muzenda’s declaration in December 1994,
was going back in order to develop
constituency and his home village. He
even told a mass rally that people in Gutu
North must be grateful that they have a vice
president who hails from amongst them,
with ambitious plans to develop their area.

that he
his

This statement

main

was

highlighted on the
news, and raised

evening television

wide criticism

across

the nation,

now too

familiar with intra-Zanu-PF factional

fighting in Masvingo Province.
To many political observers, Muzenda
was implicitly saying that it is only those
areas which the president and his two vice
presidents come from that can rest assured
that development would be forthcoming,
with other

areas

left

to

their meagre
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enough to strengthen their positions

as

national leaders.
The

source

further

explains that things

wrong for Muzenda, following
the near fatal shooting of the then opposition

Zimbabwe

Unity Movement (ZUM)
candidate forthe Gweru urban constituency
Patrick Kombayi barely a few weeks before
the 1990 general elections. Kombayi, a
former mayor of Gwem and Zanu-PF activist
was posing a great challenge to Muzenda.
who was contesting forthe same constituency.
a court

case

later revealed, the vice-

president reportedly ordered the shooting, .so
that he could remain the only candidate.
This act of desperation and brutality
received widespread condemnation even
lunong Zanu-PF members, eliciting comments
critical of the role that the statesman played in
the build-up to the shooting.
Because of this development Muzenda
became a liability to the Zanu-PF leadership
in the Midlands province and plans were
put under way to politically eliminate

A

province.

alternative, but Muzenda has refused,

However, he could not revert to Masvingo

began to go

As

him from the

province before the Kombayi court
finalised

was

since

witnesses

case
were

implicating his aides and his name was
being mentioned in the hearing. When the
two convicted gunmen were finally
pardoned by president Mugabe, even before
their sentences were handed down, Muzenda
decided that this
As

soon

was

the time

to

leave.

he leaked his intention to

as

Masvingo province, battle lines
and
protegés in the province, and supporters of
the Zvobgo faction, in which Tungamirai
was one of the leading figures.
Reportedly the vice president is so
obsessed with his plans to weaken Zvobgo’s
popularity through any means but mainly
by wooing all district leaders to support
him, even by threat if other methods fail.
In an endeavour to placate his move, the
provincial party leadership has offered him
the Masvingo urban constituency as an
move

to

drawn between his supporters

were

and 1 would like to

see more

transparency,

honesty and dedication to the ideals of fair
play if we are going to seriously address our
political and economic ills — This is the
time

to

of the

be critical and

questioning of some

stereotypes among us,” said

Tungamirai.□

Socio-Economic

Aspects of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Figures Part - VI
of the forecast

FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION

Fixed

capital formation consisted of
investment in machinery and building.
Fixed price investment in 1990 in
machinery was 460,7 billion rials and that
of the building was 918,1 billion rials in
public and private sectors.
Total gross fixed capital formation in
1990 amounted to 2

200,6 billion rials

consisting of 613 billion rials in the public
sector and 765,8 billion rials in the private
sector. Fixed Capital Formation in real
estate, transportation, and industry and
mining were 492,9,175,5 and 254,5 billion
rials respectively.

BUDGET AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

Government’s

revenues

were

realized.

increased

by 23 %
over the previous year and was 6 933,3 billion
rials. Tax revenues increased by 63 % to 2 765
revenues

billion rials, its share in total government
revenue Increased from 30 % to 39,9 %. Tax
revenues were

16,5 % higher than the forecast

level.

Government’s

development spending in
1991 grew by 44 %. Current affair spending of
the government, being affected by wage
adjustment, increased by 34 %. Total
expenditure of the government was 8 122
billion rials, share of the developmental
spending increasing by 31,3 %.
Budget deficit of the government in 1991
was reduced to 1 189 billion rials, accounting
for 14.6 % of government’s payments. It Is
being forecast that the deficit in 1993 would be
nil.

The
the

20

declaring that he is too senior to be al located
around by the executive.
This uncompromising attitude has
reinforced the conception that the vice
president has definitely sunk low into village
politics, and it becomes obvious that
Tungamirai has been caught in the cross fire
of two giantsjostling for power. T o Muzenda,
Tungamirai must be humiliated and this
would be a big boost since in es,sence it
would be a defeat for Zvobgo and his faction.
The manner in which the politburo and
particularly president Mugabe will handle
this confrontation will clearly show whether
democracy exists within Zanu-PF.
“To me, this is intra-party democracy,

outstanding debt of the private sector to
banking system grew by 38,7 % and

Structure of

increased to 18 247,3 billion rials, 5 090 billion

was

rials

government’s budget in 1990
noticeably improved such that 93 %

higher than the previous year’s.

Volume of

liquidity in 1991 increased by

24.6 % to 28 826,4 billion rials, notes and
coins in circulation

accounting for 16,0 %.
in that year grew by
27.6 %, that of long-term deposits by 31,5
%, and Gharz-al-hasaneh (interest-free
loan) by 34,2 %.
Private sector deposits

It is to be reminded that banks in the
Islamic

Republic of Iran are forbidden from
paying or receiving interest. However, profit
accrued to time deposits in such a way that
the profits made by the banks are distributed
among the depositors in proportion to tne
amount and duration of deposits, this being
compatible with Islamic principles. Charges
on loans made by the banks are also
based

on

Islamic transaction such

as

partnership, being approved by Islamic
jurisprudence.
High rates of profit were some of the
main incentives for the rapid increase of
deposits at banks.

Sapem February, 1995
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MOZAMBIQUE: TECHNOCRACY AND
ETHNICITY DOMINATE NEW CABINET
Fernando

M

OZAMBICAN
president
.louquim Chissano broke his
tradition of an accomodating

GoNgALVEs

would have to be endorsed
Dhlakama, the party

by Afonso

leader,

therefore

footing with Frelinio, and that they can
therefore stall any Cabinet decision they

and

compromising the president's constitutional
prerogative to fomi a government of his

oppose.
To complete

the

choice.

to

leaders and went ahead to form a

ministers

government that does not include a single

Dhlakama, they

member of the

opposition.
his decision to
exclude the opposition, and particularly
Renamo, was solely based on the president's
anticipation of the dangers and the
impracticability of having the opposition in

their

the government.

Renamo

compromising personality. Against
expectations of many, he defied
pressures from donors and regional

Chissano’s aides say

They point out that any individual that
Chissano would

pick

up

from Renamo

A third consideration was that if Renamo
to be sanctioned by
would necessarily owe
allegiance to him, and not to the
were

president, which would make them seek
Dhlakama's approval before committing
themselves to any cabinet decision. As it
was

evidenced in the recent

row over

the

election of the

speakerof parliament, where
presented its own candidate
(despite being in a minority), the former
rebels still believe they are on an equal

his team, Chissano still has
appoint the 11 provincial governors, and
having lost the battle for cabinet posts,
Dhlakama emerged from a January meeting
with the president declaring that he was not
even going to press for the appointment of
Renamo governors

for the five provinces

where Renamo beat Frelimo in the elections.

However, Chissano made one concession

by agreeing, apparently on Dhlakama’s
to set up a consultative
presidential forum to include leaders of
political parties and members of civil
society. However, such body has no legal
request,

Mozambique: Tecnocracia e etnicidade
dominam novo governo
Fernando

presidente
mogambicano,
.loaquiin Chissano, quebrou a
sua tradigao de uma figura
afavel, tolerante e de coinpromisso.
Contra as espectativas de muitos,
ignorou as pressöes dos doadores e de
lideres regionais formando um governo
que näo incluiu nenhum membro da
oposi^äo.

o

Acessores de Chis.sano dizem que a
decisäode excluir a oposiqäo, em
a

particular

Renamo, baseou-se apenas na sua

antecipaqäo
dos
perigos e da
impracticabilidade de incluir a oposiqäo no
governo.
Afirmam que
Renamo que

qualquer individuo da
fosse escolhido por

Chissano teria necessariamente que ser

endossado

por

Afonso Dhlakama,
a prerrogativa

comprometendo assim
Sapem February. 1995

GoNgALVp:s

um

assim emperrar qualquer decisao do
executivo a que se opoem.
Para completar a sua equipa governati va,

de demitir

Chissano ainda terä de

constitutcional do

presidente de formar

governo da sua escolha.
O presidente estaria também incapacitado

qualquer ministro da Renamo
aprovaqao de Dhlakama.
Uma terceira consideragäo foi de que se

sem a

os

ministros da Renamo tivessem que ser

por
Dhlakama seria
necessariamente a ele a quern deveriam a

aprovados
sua

fidelidade, e näo ao presidente. o que os

a procurarem a aprovaqäo de
Dhlakama antes de se comprometerem a

obrigaria

qualquer decisao do conselho de ministros.
Tal como foi evidenciadonarecente disputa
sobre aeleiqäodo presidente da As.sembleia
da Repiiblica. onde a Renamo apresentou o
seu proprio ctuididato (apesar de estar em
minoria). os amigos rebeldes ainda
continuam a acreditar que estäo em pé de
igualdade com a Frelimo. e que podem

nomear os

11

govemadores provinciais, e tendo perdido a
batalha para assentos no governo. Dhlakiima
emergiu de uma reuniiio com o presidente
em Janeiro, afimiando que näo iria mesmo
pressionar para a nomea9äo de govemadores
da Renamo para as cinco provi'ncias onde o
seu partido saiu vecendor nas elei^oes de
Outubro passado.
Contudo, Chis.sano fez uma concessao ao
aceitar, aparentemente a pedido de
Dhlakama, criar um forum de consulta

presidencial constitui'do por lideres dos
partidos politicos e personalidades da
sociedade civil. Contudo, tal örgäo näo
possui nenhum estatuto legal e muitos
levantam duvidas quanto ao impacto que
21
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and many wonder what impact will
it have in the running of the country’s daystatus

to-day affairs.
Chissano appointed a close associate,
fomier foreign minister Pascoal Mocumbi,
as prime-minister. A Swiss trained medical
doctor, Mocumbi represents Frelimo’s old
guard, and is .seen by many as leader of the
party’s radical faction which opposed the
participation ofthe opposition in government.
Under Mocumbi, there are 19
and 16

deputy ministers, including, for the

first time

five

ministers

civilian defense minister, and

a

A novelty was the establishment of three
ministries in the office of the president.
are

economic and social affairs, under

former finance minister Eneas Comiche;

parliamentary affairs, headed by Chissano’s
former diplomatic adviser, Francisco
Madeira; and defence and security, still to
be appointed.
To

some

observers, Chissano’s

new

government is a compromise between the
old

guard, a new breed of technocrats who
emphasise on competence, and the need to

ele terä

Mozambique's

condu9äo dos destinos do pat's.
Chissano nomeou um dos seus principais
aliados, o antigo ministro dos negocios
estrangeiros Pascoal Mocumbi, para ocargo
de primeiro-ministro. Fomiado em medicina
na Sui9a, Mocumbi representa a velha guarda
da Frelimo, e é visto por muitos como h'der
da ala radical do partido, que se opos ä
participa9äo da oposigäo no govemo.
na

Sob Mocumbi hä 19 ministros

e

16 vice-

ministros, incluindo, pela primeira vez, um
civil como ministro da defesa, e cinco

of health. He also served

recognised political background.

campaign. He gained resjpectability at the

At least 12 members of the cabinet

non-southerners,
Chissano

visible effort by

a

to counter

are

allegations that past

governments were dominated by figures
from the south. However, the most
controversial decision

was

the retention of

interior minister Manuel Antonio, a Ndau
from central Mozambique, inspite of

allegations of incompetence in the
Antonio's

strength is probably his own
background and the confidence he
might enjoy from the president, as the man
who exposed an alleged plot to overthrow

ethnic

Chissano in June 1991. Antonio was among
those arrested for taking part in the coup,

supposedly to have been led by former chief
of staff Gen. Sebastian Mabote. but he

released before the other accused

was

were

brought to trial.
The new Foreign and cooperation
minister is Leonardo Simao.

a

British-

govemo inclui 19 caras novas, a maioria
delas sem qualquer base polftica
reconhecida.
Pelo

12 membos do governo nao

é

base étnica

Antonio

Chissano, Francisco Madeira:

com a

seguran9a,
nomeado.

e

cujo titular näo foi ainda

Para alguns observadores, o novo govemo
é

compromisso entre a velha guarda.
gera9äo de tecnocratas acentuando
a competencia, e a necessidade de criar um
equilfbrio entre os varies grupos etnicos. O
um

uma nova
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head the

fonnado

to

become the first civilian

ministry of defence. He replaces

na

Inglaterra,

e que ocupava o

cargo de ministro da saiide. Também
trablhou como secretario de publicidade da

oposi9iio) também fazem o mesmo”. No
passado, a coopera9äo constituia um
ministério separado sob o comando de

Junho de 1991. Manuel Antonio esteve

defesa

administration
to

regiao central do pats, apesar de acusagoes
de incompetencia na gestao da forfa
policial.

parlamentares.
chefiado pelo antigo acessor diplomatico de
e

European Union; and Daniel Antonio, who
was Mozambique’s ambassador to the
Organisation of African Unity.
Aguiar Mazula, a labour lawyer from
the northern province of Niassa, leaves his
portfolio as minister of public

colocar na defensiva, dizendo: “Mas eles (a

Eneas Comiche; assuntos

e

and former ambassador to the

woman

Ndau oriundo da

um

sociais, atribufdo ao ex-ministro das finan9as

dos assuntos economicos

height of the election campaign when he
responded to accusations of violence
against the opposition by saying that they
were going to be investigated, instead of
taking a defensive position like saying:
“But they (the opposition) also do the
same”. In the past, cooperation was a
separate ministry under Jacinto Veloso, a
white flight-lieutenant who flew his
Portuguese air-force jet to Dar-es-Salaam
to join the liberation war.
Simao’s deputies are two long-serving
career diplomats; Frances Rodrigues, a

Manuel Antonio,

acusagöes de dominio no

Provavelmente, o ponto forte de

o

publicity

secretary during Frelimo’s election

govemo de figuras do sul. Contudo, a
decisäo mais controversa foi a reten^ao de

para conter as

confian9a que
do presidente, como o
homem que denunciou uma alegada
conspira^ao para derrubar Chissano em

Estes säo

as

campanha eleitoral da Frelimo. Ganhou
respeito quando no auge da campanha
eleitoral respondeu a acusa9öes de violencia
contra a oposi9äo, afirmando que tais
alegaföes seriam investigadas, em vez de se

menos

säo sulistas, um visfvel esfor^o de Chissano

mulheres.
Uma inova9äo foi a cria9äo de tres
ministerios junto ä Presidenciada Republica.

trained medical doctor, who was minister

various ethnic groups. The cabinet includes
19 newcomers, most of them without any

management of the police force.

women.

These

balance between

create a

a

sua

podera

e

a

gozar

que foram detidos em conexäo
alegada conspira^ao que teria, ao
que se disse, sido dirigida pelo antigo
chefe do estado maior das formas armadas,

entre os

o

General Sebastiäo Mabote,

libertado

antes

mas

foi

dos outros acusados

comparecerem em tribunal.
O novo ministro dos negocios estrangeiros
e

cooperagao é Leonardo Simao. um médico

Jacinto Veloso.

um

branco que enquanto

piloto da for9a aérea portuguesa levou o seu
aviaopara Dar-es-Salaam a fim de se juntar
ä luta de

liberta9äo.
adjuntos de Leomardo Simao säo dois
diplomatas de longa carreira: Frances
Rodrigues, uma mulher e antiga
embaixadora junto da Uniao Europeia: e
Daniel Antonio, que era enibaixador de
Os

Mogambique junto da Organiza9äo de
Unidade .Africana.
um jurista em matéria
oriundo da provmcia nortenha do

Aguiar Mazula,
laboral

e

Niassa, deixa

o seu

cargo

administra9ao estatal

de ministro da

para ,se tomar no
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MAIN FEATURES
Gen. Alberto

Chipande, a Makonde from
province of Cabo Delgado,
who has held the post since independence in
1975. Mazula’s recognised organisational
the northern

skills will make him

valuable

a

asset

in

the ardous

job of bringing discipline in
ensuring
that budget allocations to the ministry are
spent according to the rules.
Mazula was part of the government
delegation that negotiated the end of
the defence forces, as well as

with Renamo, and is said to be

the

war

one

of the few Frelimo leaders Renamo
listen to,

very

important aspect

considering that the

new government
from where the

can

a

will have to take

over

United Nations left in the process

of
building-up the new armed forces. He
is also well placed to ensure that
benefits accruing to demobilised
government and Renamo fighters are
disbursed timely and efficiently. His
deputy, former chief of staff Lt-Gen.
Hama Thai will be responsible for the
operational aspects in the defence

Planning and finance come for the first
time under the

roof, with Tomaz

same

Salomao, former deputy minister of

planning,

at the helm. His deputy is

cooperation. Agriculture and fisheries

list. Therefore,

have

been combined

into

one

to be headed by Carlos do
Rosario, formerly governor of Zambézia

ministry

province.
There

are

two

other

new

ministries:

environmental affairs, and social welfare,
headed

forces.

primeiro civil a chefiar a defesa. Ele substitui
no cargo o General Alberto Chipande, ura

O piano e as finangas foram agrupados
pela primeira vez num unico ministério.

makonde da provmcia setentrional

com

Delgado, que ocupava o posto desde a
independéncia em 1975. O reconhecido
talento organizacional de Mazula serä
essencial no trabalho ärduo de disciplinar as
forgas de defesa, bem como assegurar que o
orgamento da defesa é gasto de acordo com
as regras da disciplina financeira.
Mazula fez parte da delegagäo
govemamental que negociou ofim da guerra
com a

poucos

Renamo,

e

é visto

como um

dirigentes da Frelimo

dos

com acesso

garantido aos ouvidos da Renamo. um
aspecto import ante considerando que o novo
govemo terä de continuar de onde as Nagöes
Unidas deixaram o processo de edificagäo
das novas forgas armadas. Estä também
bem colocado para assegurar que os

beneficios dos desmobilizados do govemo
e da Renamo sejam disponibilizados aos
beneficiårios
eficiéncia. O

atempadamente e com
adjunto, o antigo chefe do

seu

estado maior, o Tenente-General HamaThai,
irå ocupar-se dos aspectos

forgas de defesa.
Sapem February. 1995

operacionais nas

Tomaz Salomao.

and

Teodato

information, whose functions will be
transferred to

also

labour ministers,

Hunguana, and disbanded the ministry of

Diogo, a former budget director in
the ministry of finance, who Chissano
had to persuade to leave her well-paying
job at the World Bank office in Maputo.
She combines four essential qualities:
strict budget discipline, being a woman,
her non-southern background (she is from
Tete province), and her knowledge of
World Bank/IMF politics.
Industry, commerce and tourism also
become one ministry, under Oldemiro
Baloi,
former deputy minister of

Luisa

by Bernardo Ferraz, and Alcinda
Abreu, respectively.
Chissano has dropped two key figures,

de Cabo

former transport and
Armando
Guebuza

a

directorate in the

prime-

minister’s office.
The decision to

drop Guebuza (who
whip) and
Hunguana, may have had something to do
with the need to strengthen Frelimo’s
position in parliament, where the ruling
party enjoys only a slim majority.
According to Mozambican law, elected
members of parliament who are appointed
to cabinet are supposed to surrender their

becomes Frelimo’s senior

seats to

the next candidate

on

their party

bringing the most vocal
members of the party into cabinet would
weaken Frelimo’s ability to push
controversial legislation through parliament.
Speculation is also rife in Maputo that
Chissano will

not

seek re-election when his

termofoffice expires, and

that the decision to
keep Guebuza out of cabinet makes him
the likely Frelimo presidential candidate
in 1999.□

dos transportes e do trabalho.
Guebuza e Teodato Hunguana. e

Armando

extinguiu
infomiagäo, cujas fungöes
passam para uma direcgäo no gabinete do
ministério da

tmtigo vice-ministro
do piano, a sua frente. Ele é coadjuvado por
Lut'sa Diogo, ex-directora nacional do
orgamento no ministério das finangas. a
quern Chissano teve de persuadir a deixar o
seu bem pago emprego na repre.sentagäo do
Banco Mundial em Maputo. Ela combina
quatro requisites essenciais:estritadisciplina
orgamental, o facto de ser mulher, nao ser
do sul (ela é da provmcia de Tete). e o seu

o

conhecimento dos corredores do Banco

parlamento que säo
devem ceder os
seus lugares aos candidates que Ihes seguem
na lista dos seus partidos. Portanto, trazer
alguns dos mais sonantes membros do

Mundial

e

do FMl.

primeiro-ministro.
A decisäo de afastar Guebuza

(que se
parlamentar da
Frelimo) e Hunguana poderä ter sido
determinada pela necessidade de reforgar a
posigäo da Frelimo no parlamento, onde
este partido goza apenas de uma simples
toma

chefe da bancada

maioria. De acordo com a lei mogambicana.
os

membros do

nomeados para o govemo

Indiistria, comercio

e

turismo também

agrupam-se num unico ministério, sob a
chefia de Oldemiro Baloi, ex-vice-ministro
da cooperagäo.

A agricultura e pescas
também a constituir urn ministério,
a ser dirigido Carlos do Rosdrio, exgoveniador da provmcia da Zambézia.
Hå dois novos ministérios: Acgäo
ambiental, e acgäo social, chefiados por
passam

partido para o govemo enfraqueceria a
capacidade da Frelimo de fazer passar

Bernardo Ferraz, e

qualquer legislagäo controversa no
parlamento.
Por outro lado circulam em Maputo
especulagöes de que Chissano näo irå
concorrer a novo mandate, e que a decisäo

Alcinda Abreu,

respectivamente,

de

Chissano näo nomeou duas figuras-chaves
do

antigo executivo,

os

antigos ministros

manter

Guebuza fora da esfera

govemativa toma-o no possfvel cimdidato
presidencial da Frelimo em 1999.Q
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MAIN FEATURES

FULL MOZAMBIQUE CABINET LINE-UP
PRIME MINISTER: Pascoal Mocumbi
DEPUTY MINISTER

MINISTER

MINISTRY

1.

Economic and Social Affairs

Eneas Comiche

2.

Parliamentary Affairs
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation

Francisco Madeira

3.

Leonardo Simäo

Frances Rodrigues
Daniel Antönio

4.

Defence

Aguiar Mazula

Hama Thai

5.

Justice

José Abudo

Agucena Duarte

6.

Interior

Manuel Antonio

Edmundo Alberto

7.

Planning and Finance

Tomaz Salomäo

Luisa

8.

Education

Arnaldo Nhavoto

9.

Health

Auréito Zilhäo

Abdul Nooronahomed

10.

Youth, Culture and Sport

Mateus

Joel Limbombo
Salomäo Manhiga

11.

Industry, Commerce and Tourism

Oidemiro Baloi

Abtlio Alftno
Mohamed Rafique

Katupha

Diogo

12.

Energy and Mineral Resources

John Kachamila

Castigo Langa

13.

Labour

Guilherme Mavila

Adelaide Amurane

14.

Environmental Affairs

Bernardo Ferraz

15.

SocialWelfare

Alcinda Abreu

16.

Public Administration

Alfredo Gamito

17.

Agriculture and Fisheries

Carlos do Rosärio

18.

Public Works and

Roberto White

Agostinho Monjane

19.

Transports and Communications

Paulo

Antönio Fernando

Housing

Filipe Mandlate

Muxanga

DTP/ORIGINATION

SERVICES
We offer

speedy services at reasonable rates in the following:
'

We

jT/T Y

'' F

T HN

copy or spotless negatives/positives
Linotronic Imagesetter.

supply Laser camera-ready

from

camera

O':

logos and photos will also be undertaken shortly.
AU the above and

For

more

Dick Masala
or

call at 4

more

under

one

roof!

details phone

on

790815/727875

Deary Ave., (off Mazowe Street), Belgravia, Harare.
You won’t be
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our

ready-copy, through full colour make-up to printing plates.
F

of

direct from

disappointed.
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GUEST COLUMN

DEFINING AN AFRICAN MEDIUM

the paper, the most devoted communities of
readers would already know of the

which the Daily Gazette said we should
forget about — there was a tremendous
solidarity movement in communications and
culture which penetrated even the fortresses
of capitalist America and Europe. I
personally experienced many of the
community events in Philadelphia,
Baltimore, New York and Washington DC
which were the overseas equivalents of
the pungwes (all night parties) at home. The

impending closure through their intimate

activities included film shows, radio talks

N CONNECTION with the closure,

I

in December 1994, of the
based

—

Harare-

Daily Gazette, if I were to be

exciting situation
freedom”, this is what I would

asked to picture a truly

of “press

imagine:
Even

the

before

announcement

management’s

of the intention to shut down

connections with the

—

poetry readings,
selling of cookies and Tshirts, and the collecting of clothes for the
shows,

paper’s reporters and

already started organising a committee to
the paper: trying to find new
community-based investors, forming a
media cooperative including the reporters
and editors, or approaching local NGOs
with proposals for adopting and using the
threatened medium to promote authentic
indigenisation.
Surprised by the size and discipline of the
Save the Daily Gazette Committee, investors

frontline. We would often repeat

rescue

and advertisers would also become interested

in the

proposals. In other words, a clear

Ghanaian
a

fire with two

or more

logs which already

have burnt ends.

At those occasions, literature

we

a

of communication and culture which we
now

call the liberation movement. Therefore,

instead of telling

readers that the liberation

still have too much influence

contemporary life, the Daily Gazette
needed to learn from the very same

they mobilized community
support world-wide, yes, even for their
publications —against western and settlerist
propaganda. This propaganda was no joke.
In the first five-year plan of what came to be
known as Muldergate or the South African
movements how

its editorial staff from Modus Publications,

information scandal, US$100 million was

the

spent on propaganda against

also be

a

the paper,

there would

flood of

editors of all the

public support: letters to
existing dailies, weeklies

and monthlies; calls to radio and

television

more

than 13 countries, including Rhodesia,

the

stations; lecturers and symposia; and street
demon.strations.

Corporation

Through these, devoted

of how

they savoured each issue of the
paper since the first one appeared on the
street; how a copy would circulate among
three or four families in the community
before cuttings of the most valued stories
were filed and preserved for future use. As
the African proverb says: It is easy to rekindle
Sapem February. 1995

liberation

by the apartheid regime alone.
In the second five-year plan, the amount had
risen to US$250 million. By the time the
effort was exposed, there were projects in
movements

where

readers would give heart-wanning accounts

of a tree,

from Zanu-

published their own newsletters. I myself
belonged to the National Alliance of Third
World Journalists, who published amonthly
called Alliance Report. Many films also

if

on

save

scrapes the medicine from the bark
it drops outside the receptacle.

the
alone

people built up inch-by-inch the new system

not

of the paper

committee to

one person

PF, PF-Zapu, ANC and PAC sold like hot
cakes. The solidarity groups in turn

movements

publishing company.
In additions to the formation of a national

proverb: If

far-fetched scenario? It is
remember how millions of little

Now, is this

demonstration of the community popularity

and of the ability of each
reporter to rally scores of readers around
herself for the medium would compel the
market to take the paper and the proposals
on it quite seriously. The impending closure
would be averted, as a good number of
funding options become obvious. Some of
them might mean removing the paper and

concerts,

fundraisers, the

editors. The.se communities would have

Broadcasting
under the direction of a

Rhodesia

came
South African and

a

“Christian” NGO

was

to bring God on the side of settlerism.
Therefore, the Daily Gazette, were it to be

set up

real people’s paper, needed to learn from
the ways the liberation movements defeated
a

their enemies’

propaganda machines.
Besides guns from North Korea, China,
Cuba, East Germany and the Soviet Union

came

out

of this international movement.

The Last Grave at Dimhaza. South

Africa
Beloufts to Us, You Have Sruck a Rock. A
Luta Continua, Pamheri ne

Zimbabwe, the

New Zimbabwe and others. The down-to-

earth, community-based, nature of this
world-wide solidarity movement was the
main reason for its universal communicative

appeal to all oppressed groups. Soon, many
university professors and school teachers in
Europe and America began to adopt the
liberation movements’ texts and materials
for classroom
to

use

be accurate,

because

they found them

consistent, reliable and

effective with their students. I knew school
teachers in

African

Philadelphia who adopted
prisoners and had their students

write thousands of letters to both the

prisoners and their tomientors at such
poignant occasions as Africa Day, Soweto
Day, Sharpeville Day, Easter, Christmas
and

so on.

What this

history teaches me is that a
people ’ s paper, like the people’s story, must
already exist in the daily experience of the
people before it comes out of the printing
25
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press. And when it comes out, its life is
assured. People thronged to see Nelson

on a daily basis. In journalism this is called ! be forgotten except on visits to mu.seums.
t
| knowing one’s beat.
Despite the Africans’ adoption of this
Mandela in every city he visited after his \
Any medium without an effective mutapi settler view, Nehanda returned in the
release because he had already been there in
can gain neither legitimacy nor influence, I 1960s and 1970s and worked her miracle:
the work and imagination of his reporters
When the ancestors (history) recommend a I She showed that the first Chimurenga
iyatapi) in the solidarity movement. The | crucial decision through the w/iont/oro who (history) in Zimbabwe, and ail other
same people world-wide who were
reading speaks through the medium, the Zvimurenga going back to the Mani Kongo
Sechaha.Ri.xaka.ANCNewsBriefing,Black recommendation is accepted in the and Queen Nzinga of Angola, were not
Scholar,Zimbabwe review,Zimbabwe News community only if it is confirmed as j past traditions. They were destiny itself,
and others came out in their hundreds of
desirable, legitimate and consistent with the I the future.
thousands to greet Mandela.
destiny of that community. The purpose of I Colonial education and settler propaganda
Within Zimbabwe, one publication which
history therefore is to serve destiny, to guide i taught that European tradition and history

has demonstrated this

community-based

j were our destiny; that the dead-ends of
j white civilisation were to be our

age.

the future. The mutapi, through intimate
relations with the community, enables the
medium to establish herself and exercise
influence. The particular interests of the

I feeding with the Nestlé formula and plastic

network behind it. In fact, the barbaric act

person of the medium as a citizen should
have no role to play in what and how she

tenacity against all odds is Moto. The
Rhodesians tried
back into the

to

bomb Moto presses

But they could not
wipe out the entire local and international
stone

publicised world-wide through that communicates to the community the
same network,
resulting in the quick ancestors’ (history’s) message.
What this history means is that all media
replacement of the presses.
Another way of looking at this historical ■ claiming to have a liberative mission should
lesson is to say that Afoyo survived because
foreground their reporters and editors
it was doing for real communities what they | (vatapi) as the most crucial players in the
would have been doing, less successfully,
establishment of the medium in the
among themselves anyway if Afoto had never
community. The community theatre
existed. That is the modest way in which a
movement uses the same principle. When
powerful African medium should see itself, taking a story around the country.
The Role of Vatapi in African Media
community theatre uses players and
The tragedy of the Daily Gazette was to
language(s) from the particular village, town
adopt the rhetoric of community-based or district being visited at the moment,
There are publishers, directors and
struggle while denigrating its experience
and history. Yet if we take the use of the j investors who impose and create everything
Shona term mutapi (vatapi, plural) for news
top-down. There are many media set up
gatherer and communicator, we see how through
imposition and market
this strategy was contradictory. Among the
manipulation. These should not claim to
greatest communicators of our first and
speak for down-trodden communities with
second wars of liberation were mediums,
whom they do not share vatapi in the African
the most popular being those of Nehanda.
sense. Salt does not proclaim, “I am tasty”.
However, it is a grave error to fail to link
A people’s medium does not denigrate
the success of all African mediums to their
history. As we know, the mutapi is also
vatapi, the ancestral equivalents of editors j often called munyai (messenger), not
and reporters for mediums. For in every
because he is the messenger of the medium
African community the medium may
but because he is the messenger of history
actually be a stranger or outsider, just as in i (ancestors) speaking through the medium,
publishing today the proprietor may not be Hence the African proverb: “One can see
close to the community for whom the paper
inside the assembly by standing on a taller
is intended. Yet success depends on the
person’s shoulders”. The tendency to
medium being able to enact, visualise, ; dismiss history as dead tradition is the
vocalize, what is going on inside the people, ! unfortunate result of colonial and
even what is unconscious. What makes this
neocolonial education which presented
possible is not the medium herself but the European history and culture as the future
mutapi, who must originate from and live in 1 (contemporary life) for Africans to imitate,
the community, maintaining a relationship
and African history and culture as all past
of intense interaction with that community
(dead) traditions which were finished and to

breakthroughs. One example of such deadends
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the

replacement of ancient breast-

nipple. It was only as aresult of our liberation,
following Nehanda, that we realised that
Nestlé plastic nipple was not a breakthrough

was

,

was

but

a

pinned

western

dead-end. We have since

future once again
ancient past: Breast milk is best.
our

upon our

Nehanda, the African medium with her

i vatapi, taught us that European slavery,
I forced labour, settlerism and imperialism
which had been presented as our destiny
and our breakthrough — could once again
become the past. And Chimurenga, all the
way from Mani Kongo and Queen Nzinga
—

'

to

Lumumba and Mandela

Europeans said

—

which the

dead “tradition” —
I was the future, the real breakthrough. Now
another cry of historical wisdom is heard:
Patrimony is the pillar of autonomy.
That the Daily Gazette’s editors and
reporters—by treating our history as a dead
1 weight dragging us backward from our
! destiny — failed to play the role of vatapi is
I shown in the following examples of articles:
“Many still favour N’angas” (instead of
I
being weaned from them), 13 December
was a

;

1993; “Zimbabweans hold

on to

belief in

traditional healers” (they shouldn’t), 5
March 1994; “Beliefs cause backwardness”

I (so let’s have no beliefs), 8 March 1993; and
“African culture collides with basic human

rights” (other cultures, even apartheid,
automatically protect human rights), 10
April 1994.
Granted, journalists often must report
events as they happen, leaving little time for
thorough research. Yet as the Twi of Ghana
would say; If someone shoots an animal by
accident, we do not skin it by accident.^
Sapem February, 1995

ECONOMY & FINANCE

ZAMBIAN ECONOMY

GROWS, BUT IS IT

SUSTAINABLE?
Square Yalemana

D

ONORS HAVE

pledged US$2

billion in external assistance to
Zambia for 1995, as part

effort to

of their
through

help the country carry
its Economic Structural Adjustment

Programme (SAP).
Under the chairmanship of Katherine
Marshall, Director of the world Bank’s
Southern Africa

Department, both the
Zambian government and donors agreed at
a Consultative Group meeting in Paris on
the importance of 1995 as a turning point for
Zambia’s economy, and the need to focus
attention on long-term development issues,

particularly poverty reduction.
The December 8-9 Paris meeting agreed
that the US$2 billion will mainly be used to
support Zambia’s balance of payments
carried over from 1994, project and
commodity assistance, short-term credit
flows, and imports. The remaining
requirements would be provided through
new balance of payments assistance from
bilateral and multilateral

resources

and

possible debt relief.
With this, Zambia’s 1995

Financing
requirements have been fully met although
the
donors
emphasised that the
materialisation of this support will largely
depend on the Zambian government’s ability
maintain the

with

regard to
expeditious
implementation of the reform programme.
This is particularly in areas such as
privatisation mainly by establishing and
maintaining clear action plans and timetables
with respect to Zambia Industry and Mining
Corporation (ZIMCO) and Zambia
Consolidated Copper Mines (ZCCM).
Most important, a comprehensive
assessment presented to the meeting revealed
the grave situation facing the Zambian poor.
The discussion emphasised the vital need to
halt the share increase in poverty which has
taken place over the last fifteen years. Nearly
to

the

momentum

effective

and
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70 percent of Zambians live in households
where basic needs can not be met.

problems under control.

Chronic malnutrition affects 45 per cent
of all children; and infant mortality rate has

November 1991

increased to 107

from 12.7 percent to

perhousehold.Thus, major
emphasis has been put on supporting the
social

Inflation which reached 298 percent in
was down to 35 percent by

November 1994

same

period

In

sector.

on

the annual basis and

1.7 percent during the
the monthly basis.

on

addition, the Government has

“The pledges made by the donor
community during the Meeting in Paris
were largely determined by the successful
efforts by the Zambian Government at

progressively moved toward market
determined exchange rates allowing the
kwacha to find its value against other

macroeconomic stabilisation and creation

within ranges

of a firm foundation for economic

growth,”

said Zambia’s finance minister Ronald
Penza.

Despite the drought of 1992, the dry spell
periods of
low copper prices, in macro terms, the
Zambian economy appears to be moving
towards stability.
of the first months of 1994 and

Inflation has fallen, interest rates have

declined, staple food prices have been stable,
the balance of payment

situation viable, and
requirements
and relationships normalised.
Statistics indicate that over the period

Zambia’s external financial

1991-94, real Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) increased by 3.2 percent and real

currencies. This has resulted in fluctuations

determined by the level of
supply and demand for foreign exchange.
In 1992, the Kwacha depreciated against
the US Dollar from K178.51 in August to
K319.35 in October,

and to K670 in

December 1994. It has been

fluctuating

between K650 and K700 for almost the
whole of

1994,

showing

a

relative

stability.
This has been

largely determined by the
exchange controls that has
dramatically facilitated individual and
corporate access to foreign exchange. By
July 1994 about US$23 million held in
Zambian foreign bank accounts were
brought back into the country, while foreign
elimination of

reserves rose

to

US$333 million in October,

GDP per capita declined by 7.0 percent.
This achievement has been seen against

from

the

background of almost two decades of
regression characterised by high
and rising inflation; large arrears to

the 20 percent range

economic

as

multilateral and bilateral institutions because

successful efforts and macroeconomic

of non-servicing of debt that reached US$7.2

stabilisation.

billion; lack of business and consumer
confidence; flourishing parallel market in

ashes, the Zambian economy stands today

foreign exchange; large and growing budget
deficits; rapid rise in money supply;
collapsed private investment and
macroeconomic instability.
However, the liberalisation of the
economy as

required by SAP and strict

monetary and fiscal controls through a
balanced budget have brought most of these

Nothing in April the same year.
Nominal interest rates have now fallen to
recently

as

commendation

from over 200 percent
April winning donors’
on

the Government’s

“Like the Phoenix about

at

the dawn of a

and

a

new era

to

rise from

of sustained growth

gradual return to prosperity,” said
Dominic

Bank of Zambia governor
Mulaisho.

And Deputy Minister of Commerce, Trade

and

Industry Henry Kabika added:
“Although some of the objectives under the
structural adjustment programme have yet
27
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bear fruits, one would

rightly say most of
despite adverse short-term
effects on the economy and on the living
standards of the people, have helped stabilise
the economy.”
to

US$2,55 million for that period.

the measures,

According to the minister of Finance, this
due to higher than expected recurrent
expenditure, such as payment of interest on
domestic loans and high payouts on
promisory notes to farmers.
The privatisation process still remains
Zambia’s main failure in implementing SAP
due to delays in effecting the process. This
has resulted in the liquidation of Zambia
Airways, and other companies may follow
if nothing is done.
was

The achievements havecreated investors’

confidence, as evidenced by the registration
of 1 149 local Limited

Liability companies,
foreign companies and the issuing of 166
licences between January and July 1994.
11

However,

as

the economy continues to

through the adjustment process, many
sectors of the economy have been caught
mapping as they have found it difficult to
maintain the previous levels of employment
and production capacities. Most companies’
production capacities have fallen to 35
percent, resulting in continued decline in
employment levels.
Employment level in the formal sector
declined from 552 000 jobs in 1991 to
pass

The Government has, however, restated
its commitment to the

transfer of its

regulatory and monitoring
ministry of Finance as well
as to proceed with the mining sector reform.
functions

Dominic Mulaisho
Bank

—

Governor

of the

of Zambia

494 000 in December 1993. This has fallen
further

following liquidation of Zambia
Airways that has thrown 1 300 workers into
unemployment. Between January and July
1994, a total of 3 669 employees were
declared redundant with I 272 from the

Manufacturing sector.
The labour force stands at 3.6 million

out

of the estimated 8,4 million adults in the

country. Zambia has in the past few years

experienced de-industrialisation resulting
in the closure of more than 100 businesses,
as

the stiff competition

current

economic

brought about by the
reforms

of unfavourable weather conditions in the

farming season, and
marketing policies.

poor

agricultural

A local Economist. Meebelo Mutukwa

said: “We

really
28

are not

in

say we are

to

the

In 1995, with continued progress on
reforms, Zambia could look forward to a
successful conclusion of its

stability is a result of increased
donor funding”.
Donors pledged US$L3 billion in 1994,
US$500 million over the 1993 figure.
It is, however, argued that the capital
inflow in Zambia is not permanent, which
means the
country should have its own
development strategy that will bring in
sustainable economic growth in the long term.
current

In the first six months of 1994 Zambia
had

already achieved

a

budget deficit of

US$53,38 million, against the projected

Rights

Accumulation

Programme with the
International Monetary Fund, additional
support for its structural adjustment
programme, and a Paris Club meeting to
discuss bilateral debt issues. These actions

could lead Zambia down

growth path
centre

of

a

sustainable

placing the poor at the
Zambia’s development strategy
—

and focused increased attention
nation’s
sectors

on

the

major development challenges in
such

as

education. Health, water

supply and transport.Q

forces

uncompetitive companies to fold up. The most
affected were in the manufacturing and textile
sectors, which could not sustain competition
from highly subsidised and technologically
advanced companies from abroad.
As a result, over 55 000 jobs have been
lost through redundancies while the
Government intends this year to reduce the
civil service by 7 000 to comply with
conditions imposed by the donor community.
Inspite of all the achievements of the past
year, the projected 4.0 percent growth rate
in GDP failed to materialise, mainly because
last

privatisation

programme, including the phasing out in
the first quarter of 1995 of ZIMCO and the

a position where we can
doing well, because the

PRIVATISATION IS

MOZAMBIQUE’S BUZZWORD
Leandro Paul

F

OR THE Mozambican authorities,
the

selling of the country’s cement
company was the most successful

in the

ongoing process of privatising
state-owned enterprises.
case

When in mid-1994 the Mozambican

government opened public tenders for the

largest cement

company, which for many
loss-making parastatal, it
anticipated that the move would generate
interest amongst potential investors. But

years was a

they did not realistically calculate the
enormous

investments that would be

required for such

undertaking.
more flexibility in
the evaluation of the different proposals, the
initial US$18 million bidding price was
presented only as a reference value.
Five international consortia took part in
the bidding, but finally the company was
sold for US$20 million to the recently
privatised Portuguese Cement Company,
an

In order to allow for
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Cimpor, which

now

retains 51 percent of

the shares.

On October

12, the final take-over

agreement was signed between

the

Mozambican government and Cimpor, with
the

taking over the
responsibility of rehabilitating the three
new

company

remaining 20 percent will be left for the state
or the companies’ respective workers.
Soveste, a holding textile company with
three subsidiaries, is also on the privatisation
list. The company has been through troubled
times as a result of soaring costs of importing

following massive retrenchment of workers.
But the exercise has kept capital flowing
into the treasury. By the end of last year, the
ministry of finance had received 70 percent

cotton and otherraw materials.

year, f/r/ c expects to earn US$20 million
the sale of other companies.

Undernormal

factories of Cinientos de

conditions, Mozambique produces enough

which

cotton

are

based in

Mozambique,
Maputo, in the south;

Beira, in central Sofala province; and
Nacala, in the northern province of Nampula.

According to a 10-year plan of activities
up by the new shareholders, the
rehabilitation of the three plants will require
more than US$77 million at current prices.
After rehabilitation, the three plants are
expected to reach a maximum capacity of
1,1 million tonnes of cement a year, with
20-25 percent earmarked for export.
The process of privatisation in
Mozambique began four years ago, as a
set

result of recommendations made to the

government following numerous studies
undertaken

by the World Bank and the
Monetary Fund (IMF), the

International

main sponsors of Mozambique’s Economic
Structural Adjustment Programme, PRE.
So far, the government appears to

be
pleased with the results of the privatisation
programme, with both the director and
deputy director of Utre (Technical Unit for
Enterprise Restructuring), Banifacio Dias
and Momade Juma, boasting that “in
comparison to other countries, privatisation
in Mozambique has been very successful.”
By December last year, 295 small and
medium-scale enterprises had already been
sold to private investors, 24 surrendered in
management contracts, and 50 transformed
into joint ventures.
The majority of the enterprises were sold
to Mozambican private entrepreneurs some
of who, for lack of liquidity, have been
given concessions to pay for their
acquisitions within a period of up to 12

lint

feed its

textile

industry,
recently ended ! 6 years of war made
it almost impossible for farmers to continue
production.
The selling off of loss-making and over
staffed state enterprises is not always as
smooth sailing as Dias and Juma have tried
to impress.
In the recent sale of Mocargo, the statehauling company, only 40 percent of the
company shares were bought for
US$107 000 by three Mozambican
businessmen, perhaps a reflection of the
to

own

but the

local
liquidity facing many
entrepreneurs, while foreign investors
showed very little interest in aquiring shares

poor

of the US$40 million made from the sale of
state

firms. In the first three months of this

in

Many Mozambican state-owned
companies, mainly in the industrial sector,
have today become victims of the rapid
economic transformations in the country,

which aims at moving away from a centrally

planned statist economy, towards one in
which the private sector is the key player.
The

opening

up

of Mozambique’s

mainly to the South African
market, has forced many companies to face
unequal competition, particularly in a
situation where the government is reluctant
to set up protective measures to counter the
predominance of an increasingly more
aggressive South African business, more
familiar with the capitalist mode of

economy,

in the company.
The privatisation programme has been
under stem criticism from those who believe

production.

the state still has

of local companies, particularly those owned

role to

play in the
development of the country’s economy. To
these, it is not

a

question of ownership
which makes an enterprise viable. “A
company will remain uncompetitive if it is
managed inefficiently, whether by the state
or by a private businessman,” said Filipe
Joao, a Maputo-based economic analyst.
a

Critics of the privatisation programme
strengthen their argument by the fact that
some privatised companies have abandoned
their traditional industrial activities, having
been transfomied by their new owners into
huge warehouses for trading commodities.

It is because of this situation that there
have been calls for the urgent

undertaking which will
require massive investments to replace the
now aging machinery and an overhaul in the

by the state,

an

often bureaucratic and inefficient sy.stems
of management.
But

doing this will face two major
problems that are endemic in the
Mozambican business class: lack of a culture
of

saving, which makes it difficult to find

Mozambican entrepreneurs with the
financial resources ready to invest; and scant

managerial capacity amongst most of
them.Q

SADC Currencies
as

rehabilitation

Exchange Rates per US
end of December 1994

Dollar Unit

Country

Currency

Rate

Botswana

Pula

2.73

Lesotho

Maluti

Malawi

Kwacha

Mozambique

Metical

Namibia

Dollar

3.56

South Africa

Rand

3.56

Swaziland
Tanzania

Lilangeni
Shilling

418,50

Zambia

Kwacha

837.00

Zimbabwe

Dollar

months.

This month, three other major companies

sale. These are the Mac-Mahon, a
Maputo-based brewery and soft drinks
manufacturer; another soft drinks producing
company in Gaza province, and a mineral
water processing plant at Namaacha, on the
go on

border with Swaziland.
In all three cases, 80 percent of the shares
will be sold to private concerns, while the
Sapem February, 1995

3.62
15.50

6438.46

3.53

8.37
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PERSPECTIVES

ON THE ROLE OF THE UNOFFICIAL

OPPOSITION IN AFRICAN POLITICS
IBBO MANDAZA

I

T WAS in the context of Namibia that I
made reference to “those sections of the

surprise at the apparent suddenness with
which societies, hitherto characterised by an

or

continuum of societies, each at

petit bourgeoisie outside the governing
play the important role of an
unofficial opposition (SAPEM, Vol. 3, No. 2,

apparent acceptance

November, 1989). Ever since then, events in

such countries as Malawi. I recall adiscussion

the conditions

Africa appear to have lent much more
credence to the concept — the unofficial

with

group of Malawian scholars (the
authors of the S ARIPS/S APES book, Malawi

civil

opposition

at

class that

—

than I might have expected

when I first coined it five years ago.
the

heyday of the debate

on

That was
the One-Party

State in Africa, on the eve of the multi-

partyism that came more on the heels of
Western political conditionalities than as an
outcome of a home-grown African political
process. On the whole, it is too early to
conclude whether or not multi-partyism did
enhance the content of democracy in those
societies that found it impossible to resist the
new fad. Nevertheless, it is
my hypothesis
that multi-partyism has tended to legitimise
political systems that remain essentially antidemocratic; the formal opposition thus bom
has emerged less a challenge to the old order
than a willing participant in a status quo that
it would happily inherit ifonly circumstances
could permit. So it is that the real opposition
in post-colonial African politics remains that
of the unofficial OT informal sectorofpolitical
and social activity, based as it is on the real
political and economic issues that affect
various sections of the society. Sometimes,
some section of the unofficial opposition is
responsible for the emergence of those
political parties that acquire the status of
official opposition; most times, however, the
unofficial opposition remains firmly in the
background, the apparent voiceless voices
of disgruntlement, the muffled and muzzled
anger at the excesses of the state, at the
unresponsiveness of officialdom, and in the
face of a declining economy and increasing

hardship.

Indeed, oblivious

mass

of

a

One-Party-One-

out in the

form of such

uprisings as triggered of revolutions in
a

the Crossroads) some three years ago,

right on the eve of those events that marked
the beginning of these tumultuous changes
in Malawi. Even those who were coming
from inside Malawi refused

to

accept my

hypothesis, based simply on an
acknowledgement of the existence of an
unofficial opposition in all post-colonial
African societies, that there was something
brewing in the Malawian political process.
So intimidated and blinded by the Banda
dictatorship that even the most patriotic had
virtually resigned to a regime that appeared
so supreme and permanent. So two years
later, in January 1994, it appeared almost
incredible that

we were

able

to

launch

are

most

a

book

which, although largely tentative and
uncertain in its conclusions about the future
of Malawi, had hitherto been

banned

a

publication. History had overtaken even the
home-based analysts, now mesmerised and
confused
emerge

at

the events that

Malawi

saw

Obviously, the origins of the unofficial
opposition in

any society lie in the dialectic
between domination and resistance, a struggle
that is

as

old as class

society itself. But in this

dialectic is inherent also the democratic
process, in the inter-face between state and
civil society. Therefore, the nature and content

of

democracy has to be examined in the
history ofthe society concerned,

context of the

its social/class structure, the extent to which

both the National

Question and nation-state

culture that characterises such
formation.

political
a

democratic ideal. On the

social

Against such a conceptual
framework might be drawn a broad sptectrum

one

continuum, those societies

—

side of the

based

on a

national bourgeoisie and its state—in which
are

conducive to such

state-

society interaction as do give rise to a
genuinedialogue between the ruling party
and the opposition, often on the basis of real
issues in bourgeois society, as opposed to
personal grudges that are then translated into
ethnic and factional politics, as is the case in
many African and Third World countries. Of
course, the conventional bourgeois state is
not without its own version of the unofficial
opposition: the various marginalised and
impoverished groups that constitute the other
side of such capitalist societies as those of
the Western hemisphere. The point, however,
is that this unofficial opposition lies in the
almost permanent shadow of the official
opposition, often with implications no less
adverse than those that account for the

unofficial opposition in Third World countries.

So, the other side of the continuum of
human societies is that

peculiar to Third
including the post-colonial
Unlike the bourgeois state

World countries,
state

in Africa.

that has been referred

to

colonial state in Africa is

from the Banda dictatorship.

issues have been resolved, and the

analysts of the
existence of the unofficial opposition in
African society that they have had to express
30
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varying

and different levels of attainment of the

above, the post-

an

imitation of the

bourgeois state without a bourgeoisie, mainly
because it has resolved neither the National

Question

nor

the nation-state issue.

The colonial state will have substantially
pre-empted the development of an organic
African national bourgeoisie, rendering the
post-colonial state itself the focal agency
through which the incumbent petit
bourgeoisie seeks to wax rich and thereby
approximate a bourgeois status that is but a
poor imitation of the metropolitan
bourgeoisie. Lacking an organic base, the
African petit bourgeoisie becomes invariably
predatory in its economic conduct, indulging
in abuse of official (state) power in order to
Sapem February, 1995
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accumulate vis-å-vis not

only the state itself
private sector

the

but also in relation to both the

ruling party (ZANU-PF) nor the
opposition parties themselves have so far

and international

succeeded to capture

capital.

petit bourgeoisie, with those
already in the state doing everything —
literally everything — to stay in and thereby
seeking to ensure that contenders stay out.

that mainstream
unofficial opposition. For, the opposition
parties themselves appeared to acknowledge
that there could be no successful opposition
without the explicit support of that unofficial
opposition. Clearly, the official opposition
in Zimbabwe has as yet developed neither
the organisational capacity northe legitimacy

This is

a

with which to mobilise the mainstream

political tolerance, aggravated by
the economic hardship and the growing
poverty and social strife that invariably
characterises post-colonial society. These

unofficial opposition, the strongest in any
post-colonial society, based as it is on the
real political and economic issues that affect
various sections of society. Conversely, can

So,

the post-colonial state becomes a
terrain for intense contest within and between
sections of the

an

environment that is inimical to

culture of

the conditions that further weaken

are

an

already weak state, a weak civil society and
a weakformal opposition. It is sheer weakness
andthe consequent decline in legitimacy that
renders the state increasingly dictatorial and
violent; and it is weakness also that reduces
the opposition into a disorganised expression
of

disgruntlement and frustration, into the
unofficial opposition.

It is tempting for some critics to conclude
that the

unofficial opposition is variously
composed of opportunists and cowards,
those brave enough to stand up and
confront the powers-that-be, only when
chances of success present themselves.
So, it is argued that
the unofficial
opposition in such countries as Kenya,
Zambia and Malawi suddenly joined the
bandwagon of that organised opposition
that wrought recent changes in those
countries. Likewise, it has been argued in
the Zimbabwean case, that the unofficial
opposition stands back selfishly while the
official opposition alone confronts the
state. Indeed this

was

the view of two

or

three leaders of the

opposition parties
participated in the discussion — on
State and Democracy in Zimbabwe

it be that the conditions in Zimbabwe

are

not

yet such as to prompt the sudden
transformation of the unofficial opposition
into

explicit expression against the post
so that the ruling
party has so far succeeded in deciding both
the parameters and content of the debate
between government and its erstwhile
opposition. On its part, the official opposition
has as yet made no real attempt to deal even
an

colonial state? So much

with the issues about which the

struggle was
fought. This is not surprising since opposition
elements are composed variously of those
once opposed to the struggle itself, aspirants
to state power, regardless of its imperfections
and, therefore, both unwilling and unable to
address those basic issues that account for

for national
realisable

marked the tenth

Zimbabwean

that needs to address the

The

(Harare November, 26, 1994)

—

that

anniversary of the
Chapter of the African

Association of Political Science

(A APS).

In

particular, the President of the Forum
Party of Zimbabwe, Enoch Dumbutshena,
accused the Zimbabwean

intelligentsia,
unofficial opposition,
of being armchair critics and sheer
as

members of the

cowards. Yet

present were

of

those

politicians
able to explain why neither
none
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concerns

of the

unofficial opposition.

So,

so

it

as any

post-colonial state is inclined to, continue to
caress the middle classes more intimately,
champion the cause of the emergent Black
bourgeoisie (e.g. the Indigenous Business
Development Centre [IBDC]) more
vigorously; and, in general, respond more to
the promptings of the middle classes than to
the less threatening peasantry and a working
class so largely disorganised by the combined
forces of capital and unemployment.

As precedents from Zambia and Malawi
have demonstrated, the post-colonial state’s

capacity to deal with the growing demands
of an ever expanding unofficial opposition is
not infinite. On the contrary, given the
constraints that arise from such economic

between the rulers and ruled. Those rulers

because of their contribution to the

to

will,

translate their bitterness into

influence. Even those members of the

opposition that do have credibility, mainly

far

is also the middle class itself; and

is that the Zimbabwean state

struggle
independence: they have failed

unofficial opposition. More often than
not, opposition politics in Zimbabwe are
imbued with strong personal grudges against
such counterparts in the ruling party as beat
them to current positions of power and

so

state

policies as structural adjustment, it is a
capacity that is fast declining. Of course,
social change is never an overnight
phenomenon nor is it possible, even with
the best analytic tools at one’s disposal, to
chart out the trajectory of events in any
post-colonial society. For, even a
revolution is but a process of change, the
origins of which have to be searched out of
the complex and antagonistic relationship

the

political programmes. Hopefully,
they will have realised by now that political
marriages of convenience cannot be a
substitute for such a political programme

that

professions, and including a large chunk of
the urban population. But then, such is the
nature of the middle classes in particular; the
world of party politics will remain so remote
as long as they continue to live far better than
the majority of the people, have access to the
luxuries that have become increasingly out
of reach of the average Zimbabwean, and not
yet feel threatened in these and other political,
social and economic aspects. This is why it is
the middle classes that constitute a significant
proportion of the unofficial opposition.
Besides, the raison d' etre of the post-colonial

both the ruling party and the
opposition parties have so far failed to attract
into their respective ranks the otherwise more
informed and generally patriotic elements
that constitute the unofficial opposition,
particularly sectors of the middle class in
general, intellectuals, students and other

who have demonstrated

a capacity to
respond to the unofficial
opposition have invariably lasted longer
than those who have not, thereby also
creating/improving the environment for
democratic discourse, the healthy
interaction between state and civil society.
Likewise, only those opposition parties
that have sought to embrace and champion
the concerns of the unofficial opposition

understand and

have met with

success,

contributed either

and thereby

real

change and
society or to the
in general.Q
to

transformation in dictatorial
democratic process
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RWANDA: BEYOND THE GENOCIDE
It is unfortunate that certain

Kigali, but those
who wielded the pangas during the April
genocide are still at large and even
organising to fight on. Major Wilson Rutayisire,

the stage for resolving their internal problems.
Zaire’s relationship with us will be determined

by the

they have and will continue to
politicians who ran away
from Rwanda. It appears that Zaire has failed
to restrain the militia and politicians who are
reportedly terrorising the civilians in the
refugee camps. Our relationship with Tanzania
was complicated when they refused to accept
genuine refugees fleeing from the genocide
only to open their borders when the

Information, speaks to SAPEM’sThomas Deve
the current transition in Rwanda.

DEVE: What is the situation in the

government Department of Information
(ORINFOR) you are currently heading?
WILSON RUTAYISIRE: Prior

to

“murderers” fled from the country.

our

Does the

takeover. ONIFOR was not a media parastatal,

just like a propaganda
department in the President’soffice. Because

Most African countries

recruiting professional journalists and
consequently, the former incumbents did not
demand professional ethics or forms of liberty
that the media is generally associated with.
The department will
need serious

Can

rehabilitation both in terms of infrastructure

misinformation, because they operate at

and

the

coping?
We have redeployed a few of our colleagues in
addition to the few who survived the genocide.
Our mission is to give the department a new
outlook and we have already secured some
support from the Germans in terms of training
personnel for the development of Radio and
are

you

Television.
What is the situation with

Refugees?
Almost 1,5 million people have returned and
about 600 000 of them are old refugees from
the 60s. The rest fled after the April genocide.
Everyday, you do have small numbers
trickling in despite the former government
propaganda regarding the situation inside the
country.
Has the international media been of help

in
regard?
Unfortunately, much of the news put out is not
properly digested. A lot of correspondents
from the west just fly into Kigali, interview a
few people and then quickly file a story without
really going deep. Some of them come with
pre-conceived ideas and use their presence
here to legitimise their views. This has
complicated matters because this is tantamount
this

to
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disinfonnation.

situation

apply to other
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MAJ. WILSON RUTAYISIRE

We

NGOs

help

reverse

this

grassroots?
are

satisfied with their work. It is

not

unbelievable that for

a tiny country such as
Rwanda, you have over 140 NGOs opierating.

We still have

problems of food, medicines,
orphans etc; created by the genocide. Imagine,
we have over 100 000 proven orphans, but
only one-tenth of them have been cared for by

NGOs. Most of these NGOs have concentrated
their work in Zaire where the

biggest number
have gone to. They do not want to
support our campaign to bring back those
people to Rwanda. They have further
convinced the international community, that
they and not governments are the best conduit
for aid to be channelled through.
of refugees

How does this affect

you?

It denies the government legitimacy and some
of those NGOs undermine the principles on

which this government was founded.

Imagine,

they separate people in
them

as

camps by classifying
Hutu or Tutsi before giving them aid.

This is very

dangerous.

How do you

generally relate with

your

neighbours?
We have very cordial relations with them, but
certain forces would want to portray Uganda
as

the cause of the internal problem

in Rwanda.

often misled

by
agencies which
support campaigns spearheaded by their host
countries when it comes to distorting
information and misinforming the international
community. Generally, mo.st African countries
have followed closely what is happening here,
but in especially when it is considered that
they worked with the former regime in the
OAU and other fora. The challenge for them
now is to accept the new situation and facts of
the genocide before them.
certain international

of that inclination, it was not keen on

How

same

African countries?

hut functioned

personnel.

manner

treat the militia and

the Rwandese Patriotic Front (RPF) director of
on

people in Burundi

have been led to believe that Rwanda has set

Guns have fallen silent in

are

news

What is the

position of your government on
Security Council Resolution 955?
We did not support the specific details so far
outlined related to the setting up of a tribunal
to try those involved in the genocide. First,
we want all those involved in training the
militia and preparing the logi.stics for the post
April 1994 genocide to be included in the trial.
the UN

This will also incriminate certain superpowers.

Second,
in

we

do not

see

how the courts

can

sit

foreign country, yet the bulk of our
witnesses are spread all over the villages in
Rwanda. There is a danger that those we have
arrested will get a harsher punishment as
opposed to those “Big culprits” whom the
international community treat with kid gloves.
These are the people who set up the Ten Hutu
commandments and manipulated the peasants
to kill each other. Finally, we are not convinced
that the amnesty and avoidance of the death
penalty will give us a sen.se of fair justice that
is expected by our people. We hope to mobilise
independent lawyers to monitor these courts,
because we are dealing with people who have
a

used double standards to

measure

us.Q
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appreciate that we are dealing with a
Transformation in Transition. A Transition
process goes

Nation or we are just in a process of fonning and
building one. It is important to appreciate that
mere geographic co-existence is an insufficient

Letting

condition for the existence of

through the following phases:
of the past order, its identity and
characteristics; Going through a “neutral zone”
between the old reality and the emerging one
and finally the ushering in of a new order, its
go

validation

and

consolidation.

evaluating

there is

50

a

a

Transformation in Transition,
in diagnostic activities:

need to engage

how well has the transition started; what are the

key policy enunciations; what is the quality of
policy/strategy formulation system; are
the relevant structures appropriately
articulated and in place, etc? From here, we
can engage in prognosis; Can it be said that,
in the light of the diagnosis, there is a high
probability that transformation will be
successfully realised?
The above approach and analysis should be
the basis on which to evaluate the perfonnance
of the African National Congress (ANC) led
Government of National Unity. It is still too
early to Judge this government strictly on
programmes and projects already started and
finished. There is a need to conduct the diagnosis
as identified above, and then to prognostically

the
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a

nation. Critical

requirements forthe existence of a Nation include,
common
historical
experiences and
consciousness based on commonly lived
experiences; the common vision (density of
consideration, allowing for non-disturbing
variance), articulation and internalisation of a
shared desirable future; shared paradigms,
ideological values etc.
It is, therefore, clear that in the South

African

situation the above critical
existence of
course,
so

a

nation

are

requirements for the
still lacking. One, of

might add economic independence and

forth.
Given the above reality, the consensus fonnular

regard to decision making processes at
governmental level is essentially based on false
premises. It might be desirable, but it is based on
with

loose .soil. In the current South African

there

are status

situation,

quo upholders (superficially they

transformation process. For this, the ANC led
Government of National Unity should be held

yield certain grounds, but even, here they always
attempt to shift the goal posts) and the forces for
change. The forces for change have the
satisfaction of their needs and aspirations squarely
depended on the success of the Transformation
process. The status quo upholders are more
concerned about losing as little as possible on
what they already have. This is the crisp

accountable.

characteristic of the situation in South Africa;

evaluate

SAPES NEWSLEHER

question to ask, with respect to the

State of the Nation is whether or not we have a

In

Towards Academic Freedom

The critical

the South African one, we should

to

institutionalisation,

Fataar's Review

Misleading

I

N DEALING with societal situations similar

the chances of

success

of the

.T3
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South Africans do of course, have democratic

rights to fool themselves otherwise.
The rate, depth and breadth of change are
critically influenced by the assumptions and
fonnular used for decision making.
What Has Changed
In a Marxist scheme of things, the political
economy of any state has the following
characteristics:
•

representing the strucownership and level of development

of economic forces and
•

resources,

The

political superstructure as represented
by the political infrastructure and processes
which ultimately determined by the eco-

nomic base.
•

The

ceremonial,

ideological and
justificatory ambient atmosphere guiding
or legitimising the nature and operations of
the economic base and the political superstructure.

The

change that has, to a large extent, been
at the political domain; especially the
Right to Vote and the Right to choose the rulers
of Government. The ideology of political
exclusion with regard to voting has also changed,
but the political power expressive of economic
power has not changed.
realised is

It can thus be stated that the nature of the “New

State”, has got to be decided. Remember, we are
a

“Nation” with two National anthems.
It should also be appreciated that

the operating
existing
property ownership relations under its Property
Rights Clauses and restricts the government’s
intervention in the restructuring of the economy.
Any government intervention should meet the
test of not interfering with the market forces in a
manner “not acceptable in a democratic state”
(this is, however, not defined, nor described).
The Human Rights of the unequals are equally
protected. It must be emphasised that the Right
to Vote, is but a first step on the long and winding
road to social, economic and political democracy.
Limited Fundamental Change
interim constitution entrenches the

There

a

ownership structure of industries has
changed.
The perpetuation ofdifferentiation between
labour and capital interest (as, on fiduciary
basis represented by management, a lot of
managers are now also part equity owners,
thus making them truly on the side of
capital)
Lack of workers participation in critical
strategic decisions.
Persistent perceptions that business enterprises have not transformed themselves from
being exploitative and oppressive institutions especially to the African workers.
The lasting solution is not going to be achieved
by improvements on labour relations legislation
per se, but through the restructuring of industry/
firm ownership, the participation of workers in
strategic decision as co-owners, investors,
producers and beneficiaries of business outputs.
The “illegal” occupation, by the landless
members of our society, of vacant pieces of land
not

•

•

The economic base
ture,

The

•

•

well as houses meant for other groups: Such
actions tell the whole story of endless deprivation
and limited transformation.
as

The non-ending and increasing violence
against the police, possible explanation include
the following:
This violence represents the pre-politically
motivated stage as represented by the conflict between the police and politically oppressed and economically exploited communities. In this regard the police has always been seen as an instrument for protecting the property and political order of
the haves.
•

•

34

should be remembered that these forces
settled the

scores

in the battlefield:

never

they still

psychologically,
The

owe it to each other.
“Gravy-Train” Outcry

The

“gravy-train” outcry represents a reality
Ministerial and MPs salaries should
be seen in this light. In reality and symbolically
MPs and cabinet ministers are the only ones that
visibly demonstrate personal socio-economic
achievements after the April 27 elections. By
and large, they are the ones with new first or
and symbols.

second cars; new and/or better houses, better

clad

sharp rise before a
with a long

a process

and those within the have-nots structures.
There is

A

new

assisted

by neutral management of
change consultants. It is important that each side
should part with its past advantaged position and
be subjected to the new order under new
conditions. Any perception that one force is
absorbing another creates an identity crises on
the force that perceives it is being absorbed. The
absorbing force will always feel superior. It
structure

It represents the revenge/avenge syndrome.

political change to
filter down to the day to day live socioeconomic experiences of the majority of
the people of this country: Rising unemployment, and rising cost of living will
always pit the police against the indigent
whose substitute occupations are of crimecommitting nature. The police stand in
between conflicting forces within the haves

Workers’ Strikes; The country

and those from the past government

should be drawn into these

structures

compared to the past; changed social
networks; changed terminology and articulation
of issues

The failure of limited

•

below.

rewards.

movements

It could represent a

sharp decline of
history.

taking place in the country, that represent
symptoms indicative of limited fundamental
changes.
These are briefly identified and described

•

established. Forces from the liberation

•

number of events that are/have been

has been
experiencing wide-spread strikes by workers at
the private and public sector institutions. These
strikes were influenced by a number of factors
including the following;
The pre-election grievances that had not
been attended to. Broken promises and
uncertainty with respect to Job security and

represented by APLA and MK with the settler
regimes forces is experiencing serious
problems. At a macro level, this crisis represent
problems associated with limited political, social
and economic transformation in the country. The
two sides are represented by forces with different
hi.story, ideologies, expectations and aspirations.
The military establishment, its structure and
processes are but a microcosm of structures and
processes within the broad political economy of
the country and the transformation within it.
Ideally, a new military establishment, with
new structures,
top leadership drawn from both
sides, new regulations and ethos should be
as

colonial

growing frustration and uncertainty with respect to the future and what it
holds in store for the disadvantaged communities. The police are being used as
targets to release/express the anger arising
from such frustration and uncertainty.
lasting solution is indeed dependent on

successful socio-economic transformation.
APIA and MK Crises
The

integration of liberation movement forces

facing the country etc.

The communication effect of these salaries is
as
•

follows;
In South Africa, without working fora long

time, it is

possible to have one’s quality of
changed overnight, especially through
participation in the political activities of
life

the country.

The need to

tighten belts does not apply to
political elite.
Performance and productivity are not the
pre-requisite for higher salaries.
What is even more important is that the
government has lost moral high grounds on
which to exercise discipline over other strata of
our society with respect to demand for higher
wages and salaries.
Given the size of government in this country,
the management of government deficit is going
to be a slippery and tricky business. The IMF
driven structural adjustment programmes are
•

the

•
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indeed
The

whatsoever.

knocking at the door.
enduring problem is that

any slight
reduction of the MP’s and ministers salaries
is

going to suffer from an inadequacy
perception. What is that level of reduction
which will be perceived to be noticeable
difference? An

acceptable reduction.

privileged statutory associations are
exercising minority veto-powers in frustrating
the integration of developed and under developed
municipal and metropolitan areas. It proves once
more that the status quo holders are only interested
to minimise their losses not democracy and not
transformation. The interim constitutions allow

Education Crisis

Basically the education crisis is a function
and insufficient time as well as
general confusion arising difficulties in
marrying populist education pronouncements
and practical realities. There are also a number
of mobilised stakeholders; upholders of the
status quo as well as propagators of “change”.
Unfortunately, this change has not been
properly articulated. It lacks vision and
ideological underpinnings. There is no
ideologically neutral education system in the
world. Societies reproduce themselves
principally through their education systems
which propagate certain values, attitudes,
knowledge and skills.
What normally exi.st is either correct or
incorrect ideological foundations of a given
education system. The ideological thrust of
thecountry’s education should be specifically

them to do

articulated. We shall attend to this when

dealing with investment in social
development; e.specially in education.
Anarchy and Paralysis
The anarchy and paralysis being
experienced in the former homelands and
regions that have incorporated former
homelands are due to the following factors;
Poor incorporation plans. In fact there
was no serious planning done.
These areas have excessive poverty and
unemployment levels.
There is the surfacing of old social,
•

•

•

•

political and economic contradictions.
Some of the new political leaders are
unpopular.
The pre-election political leadership has
become MPs and ministers and its at-

tention is focused
well

on

different issues

as

being consumed by the demands
from the new styles of living and sense
of political importance and roles.
as

The percentage

of non-payment of charges

for utilities and other services at local/

municipal government which is perceived
not to have delivered its promi.se is essentially
a social, economic and political struggle of
the continuing have-nots against those
perceived to have become the haves. This
crisis will only be solved through the process
of .socio-economic development itself. Any
precondition that; there shall be no socioeconomic development projects, started
before payment is done, is no solution
Sapem February, 1995

so

with

impunity.

Social and Economic Transformation

of complexity

•

economic development.

The

It is

no

secret to say

that,

so

far, there has been

Has the government
experiences. Are they any
strategies to deal with this dislocation or
disengagement
of
asymmetrical
development?
The partial explanation of the Mandaza
Paradox can be given as follows:
The development of human talent or
capital had little connection to the requirements of business and economic
development. The number of gradu-

considered these

•

little social and economic transformation in the

ates at

country. To a large extent, there is still, limited

training programme was used as the
only measure of perfomiance.
The political bureaucrats had very little
knowledge and understanding of strategic decisions required in the area of
business and economic development.
Education was perceived and accepted
as a public sector responsibility, which,
given measures of perfonnance used,

time for

effectuating such transformation. We

should thus engage in the diagnosis and prognosis

•

spelt down at the beginning of this paper and
evaluate the performance of government on those
as

bases.
The First and the Third World socio-economic

dualism remains intact. There

are no

•

serious

in place that deal with this. Even
contemplated, will deal,
segmentally, with the problems of the Third

programmes
those that

are

had little connection with business and
economic

development. Being edunothing to do with being
proficient in business and economic
development. Development was
equated with the number of graduates
that the country was “producing” each
year. That is what generated votes; not
complex issues of business and

World in isolation. The First World will be dealt

with in the
manner.

Not

same

cated had

isolated and “customised”

integration,

The informal sector is

as

required.

increasing in size and

its is

experiencing further underdevelopment.
productivity; inputs are
becoming more and more unaffordable, thus
reducing real wages; the increasing number of
new entrants is further crowding the area, thus
reducing income levels for the participants.
Poverty is on an increase. The peasant sector in
the rural areas is equally deteriorating. A large
number of rural, semi-rural and peri-urban poor
has become constant migrant squatters. Like the
hunted birds, their nests are destroyed every day;
each following day they need to build new nests,
which are destroyed either on the same or on the
following day. They hardly have time to engage
in productive activities. They are ever on the
move erecting short-lived shelters.
Monotonous rhetorics is everyday carried by
our media exhorting the formal business to be
competitive as well as to be export-oriented. We
are ever reminded to “dress” properly so that we
can attract inward foreign direct investment
(FDI). Very little strategising follows such
There is reduction in

rhetorical calls.
The

government's social development
emphasises huge investments in the
areas principally represented by investment in
education and health. An interesting observation
has been made by Mandaza (SAPEM, June 1994)
that independent Africa has been very successful
with respect to social investment in education,
but with little impact on economic development.
programme

This I have decided to call the Mandaza Paradox.
There seems to be a missing

integrator/stimulator
development and

between investment in social

the end of each education and

•

economy.
The concentration

on

like education had
voters.

social investment
a

better

pull for

Business and economic issues

risky and mature over a long period
political bureaucrats
needed less risky and short-term
projects in order to be returned to or
retained in their political and public
are

of time: The

service seats. Political bureaucrats

are

short-term benefits maximisers.
•

The connection between investment in

social

development and economic development was assumed to take place
automatically. It did not need strategies and management processes.
With respect to existing tertiary education
in South Africa, especially the undergraduate
university programmes, a lot of subjects
being taught will merely condemn the
graduates to perpetual unemployment. It is
almost “criminal” for the universities to offer
and admit students to pursue programmes

which will not contribute to the

country’s
technological, business and economic
development. This is wasted investment. It
is even worse when one finds that the majority
of students, (in the historically white
universities) doing inconsequential
programmes are Africans from the
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Youth

employment

Organisation (ILO) differed strongly on the issue
of basic needs approach to socio-economic
development. The World Bank emphasised the
need to have a focus on economic growth, which
through time, will develop even the poor sections
of the society. ILO emphasised basic needs
approach as advocated by the Reconstruction
and Development Programme (RDP).

possible to reduce inequality, while the
poor getting worse off." The experience is
that countries that have rapidly reduced
inequality have also performed well in
reducing poverty, and countries that have
grown rapidly while inequality has increased have poverty largely untouched.
It must be recognised that human and community development is not an external process. “Development is not an end in itself,
but a process whereby a needy society
transforms itself to be better able to satisfy
its needs and to improve gradually the
quality of the goods and services which it
can provide.” It should always be remembered that: “People develop themselves.
Any development process must be preceded by an in-depth study of the society
concerned; and analysis of the social forces
whose interaction explains the present situ-

Development Strategies

ation and the mechanisms of their control

Parliament is not

and

socio-economic development strategies can

disadvantaged communities. These graduates
will never be in a position to develop the technical
and economic capacities of their communities;
they will not be in a position to develop the
infonnal sector; they will not be in a position to
play a major role in the deconstruction,
restructuring and integration of the First and the
Third World communities in the country.
Social and Economic

The

basic

needs

Development Thaist
to

development strategy is not

socio-economic
new.

In the 1970s,

the World Bank and the International Labour

Experience has it that any recommendable
strategies based on basic needs approach should
be premised upon:
Proper analysis of needs (problems) leading to the development of social, economic
and political objectives; followed by the
formulation of appropriate strategies; and
the identification, development and financing of appropriate institutions for planning, organising, monitoring and control.
Recognition of the fact that the social groups
whose basic needs (housing, nutrition, education and training, health, water and sanitation. energy, transportation, political
empowerment and participation etc.) are to
be the basis for goal and strategy formulation are not homogenous. The social, economic environmental, political and technological context on which development
strategies are to be designed, are also not
homogenous. Lower level stakeholders
participation is critical, and vertical and
•

•

horizontal co-ordination mechanisms

are

essential. Needs identification and

planning should be where the information is
available and should meet the requirements
for empowerment, accountability and trans•

36

parency.
The specification as to

whether the development strategies favour economic growth
(keeping the poor down for some time to
accumulate enough capital for the stimulation of economic growth which then leads
to economic growth and finally the elimination of poverty) or is more initially concemed with income inequalities. “It is possible to eradicate poverty rapidly while the
rich get richer even faster; and it is also

.special initiatives drawn
up and forming part of large policy package. The youth and their needs are not
homogenous in all respects. Urban versus
rural, educated

The

provision of basic needs (housing,

nutrition, education, water and sanitation
infrastructure, transport, energy, empowerment

etc.) should be the focal spring-

board for employment generation, poverty

eradication, income generation and reduction of income

There

are a

Africa.

overarching objective. The employment
generation capabi lity ofthe upper medi umto-large scale sector of the economy are
below the levels required to employ more
than 4 000 000 persons Joining the work
force each year. The production of food,
wearing apparel, leather and agricultural
goods can be done at relatively high labour
intensity methods and the African (low
income) consumption of these goods is
also high: this leads to higher employment
and the income spent by Africans on these
goods have a 10 percent higher contribu-

be

Labour Intensive Public Works

Poor administrative structure.

Lack

of

proper

balance

between

centralisation and effective involvement
of local administration and
in crucial programme
and implementation.

popular bodies
decisions, planning

Failure to

inject sufficient managerial and
engineering skills leads to poor programme
planning, programming and manpower.
Inadequate post-project maintenance arrangements
Lack of

precision about target groups and
programming on the basis of inadequate
information about benefiting groups etc.

number of other issues that

need to be considered with respect to the
socio-economic developments of South

The

They tend to be ad hoc in nature, lacking
spatial focus and often without proper links
to national, rural development and
infrastructural planning systems.

inequalities.

Other Critical Considerations

be crafted.

effects.

non-educated and

segmentation should be

appreciated.

overall macro-economic framework, be an

tion to GDP. The informal sector and the

versus

other basis for

adjustment.”
Employment generation should, within the

goods and services it produces have similar

programmes warrant

well-conceived

a

place where serious

major requirements in the country can
represented by economic
democratisation.
restructuring,
better

deconstruction (more than reconstruction)
and

development. Equalisation and
equitisation (better concepts than Affirmative Action) should be emphasised.
The scope of competitiveness should be
appreciated to cover the national level (the
competitiveness of South Africa's total
“diamond” in attracting the location of
internationally competitive companies, in
nurturing and developing effective and
competitive local companies), at industry
and company levels.
The export-oriented and inward-looking
industrialisation dichotomy is essentially
misplaced. Even the limited Porters (1990)
single home-based “diamond” model emphasises the following factors for the competitiveness of nations: Factor conditions
including human and physical resources,
knowledge and skills resources, capital
resources,

and infrastructure; Demand con-

ditions

including the quantity and quality
(degree of sophistication); representativeness of the country demand to the international
one
and
the
degree
internationalisation of domestic demand;
The cluster of related and

supporting inrepresenting the presence or absence in the country of supplier and related
industries that are internationally competitive. Appropriate strategies pursued by the
country’s firms, the structure and competi-

dustries,

tiveness of the

country’s industries and An
Sapem February, 1995
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reduction, local responsiveness and

effective efficient and

cost

ented government.

global learning. The multinational companies locate their value adding activities in
different countries depending on the appropriateness of those countries with respect to cost and competitive requirements

development-oriPorter’s model accommodates the importance of developing industries that provide inputs to the exporting industries, as well as the development
of industries that share some synergies
with export-oriented industries or companies. What the model does not

cover

is role

•

of inward

foreign direct investment and the
fact that any country can access other countries’ “diamonds” for its

own

or

skilled labour,

(sophisticated and
technological know-how,

level

resource

remembered:
Different

foreign direct investing

compa-

nies pursue different general

strategies ranging from global, multi-domestic, interna-

tional and transnational. Each of these generic

strategies represent responses to cost
responsiveness; and

reduction and local
Sapem February, 1995

a

(Mhone, SAPEM, April, 1994);
the creation of enabling

conditions for the
participants to mobilise their resources so
as to increase the productivity of their

•

economic activities, in site.
•

Incentives should be based upon

the perproject rather

as a compensa-

Incentives should be based upon

the perproject rather
than the size of capital. Performance criteria could include; output growth, export
levels, employment creation, research and
development expenditure, human skills
development, domestic local content, diffusion and transfer of technology etc.

•

•

For economies which do not invest suffi-

ciently in capacity-building such as human
resource development, research and development, institutional innovation and
infrastructural development, the ability to
harness the benefits of inward foreign direct
•

•

investment is limited.

important to diversify the sources of
foreign direct investment.
Policies aimed at attracting foreign direct

against

local investors and small and medium scale
industries. There is a need to promote inter-

industry linkages through small and medium scale industries.

Foreign direct investment should be viewed
as a supplementary source than the main
source of the country’s capital fomiation.
Eventually indigenous indu.strial capacity need
to be built to maintain a country on its long
term economic development path. This responsibility rests on the shoulders of the govemment, economic organisations, citizens and
other social

organisations of this country.

The Informal Sector
The outcome of economic transformation is to

be obtained

as a

result of processes

democratisation of economic

the provision of requisite resources and
enabling conditions for the participants to
upgrade their product/service offerings by
capturing productive activities downgraded by large scale formal businesses, or
being the suppliers of inputs the big formal
business and/or being the distribution arms
of big fonnal businesses.
Upgrading technical and managerial skills
of the participants so that they can be easily
employed by the expanding businesses in
the formal sector economy. Economic policies and conditions that promote the reproduction of the existing infomial/formal
sectors dichotomy have to be changed as a
matter of urgency. Economic and social
development policies should be infonned
by a thorough understanding of existing
problems and opportunities. The formal
sector should play a role in the transforma-

tion of the infomial sector.

It is

investment should not create bias

•

integration with the formal economic

exclusive interventions should be considered

need for active government

provide incentives

their

With respect to the transfonnation of the
informal sector the following non-mutually

fomiance of the investment

seekers, market seekers, ef-

ficiency/profitability seekers, and location
economies and competitiveness seekers.
Does South Africa provide what the aggressive foreign direct investors demand?
What, indeed is special about South Africa?
In managing the inward foreign direct investment the following basics should be

sector.

as

tion for these disincentives.

communication infrastructures etc.) in the

country’s “diamond” is more important
today. Political stability and predictable
economic policies are also important. Furthermore, the development of economic
policies are also important. Furthenoore,
the development of economic blocks in
Europe, Asia and North-American demand
of the world direct foreign investors to
locate within these growth economic
blocks. Direct foreign investors are high

investment. Political

than to

have been

of advanced factors

the informal and rural/communal sectors as well

formance of the investment

decoupled from the
manufacturing processes of major international companies. The abundance of cheap
labour and natural resource does not by
itself provide attraction to the most aggressive foreign direct investors. The presence
sources

structures;

policy measures, per se, are not
sufficient to attract inward foreign direct

incentives and programme.

•

and

Liberal

support in the fonn of industrial policies,
•

constructions

of these activities.

There is

•

economic

integration of the Third World economy with the
First World economy to attain a truly dynamic
national economy; the transformation in site of

stability and predictable economic policies are important. For
the new technology-based industries, the
provision of efficient infrastructural facililies, appropriate institutions and, the availability of skilled human talents at a reasonable cost is critically important.

economic

indu.striali.sation.
With respect to inward foreign direct investment, the country should not be bamboozled by conference statements emanating from potential foreign investors as well
as heavily published visits by foreign personalities. Foreign investors take their time
to make their decisions; with rising
internationalisation of capital, foreign investors have all the regions of the world to
choose from. We should carefully evaluate
the competitiveness of South Africa to
high-technology foreign direct investors.
Cheap labour and abundant natural re-

development

participation by employees of economic
organisations in critical strategic decisions;
deconstruction and restructuring of existing

covering the
ownership and

A

development-oriented state/government
The traditional liberal democrats that

in

are

vocal

society falsify the history of economic
development and transformation without
blushing. They are all for a small and weak .state.
These minimalist ideologues are either
deliberately mischievous or are pathologically
historical. What this country needs (as it was the
case with Japan, South Korea, and other Pacific
Rim countries) is a developmental state. A state
ready to intervene for purposes of promoting
our

industrialisation, economic transfonnation and

development as well as international
competitiveness. In dealing with market
imperfections the State, through its executing
hand the government, should set correct “wrong
prices” which will promote and sustain the
occurrence

of industrialisation, economic

transformation and international competitiveness.
For the state to
have the power

play the above role, it “must
and the proficiency to exert
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transform and

standards for assisted businesses are achieved. It

resentatives of grass-roots organisations at

develop themselves at
depth and breath they can afford.
Collective learning, continuous improvement and sustaining culture and institutions must be emphasised.
We have already emphasised that people
develop themselves. Furthemiore, it was stated
that development is a process whereby a needy
society (we might add needy people, needy
individuals, needy communities) transfomis itself
to be better able to satisfy its needs and to
improve gradually the quality and quantity of the
goods and services which it can provide.
The government must not be tempted, for
purposes of gaining or retaining popularity, to
engage in quantum-leap forward oriented
programmes and projects which, through time,
turn to be quantum-leap backward experiences.
Any level and rate of development must be
within the skills, knowledge, institutional
capabilities and resources of the beneficiaries.

is

national level. The role of this council

Government resources should add to these. Such

should be to map up

development is sustainable and irreversible.
“Developing” the environment within which or

discipline over business”, especially the rent
seeking behaviour of business (Amsden, 1990).
Capable bureaucrats are required to manage

by RDP. The issues of great concern are
with the process; structures; participation
of the stakeholders; the operating assump-

incentives and subsidies must be selective, must

tions

call for specific performance from the beneficiary

businesses and must have more or less a specified

pared to do given the nature of the government of national unity and the provisions

time horizon. The state power to

of the Interim

exercise
discipline over business depends on the strength
of the state vis-a-vis other social groups as well
as the operating societal ideology or paradigm.
The stronger is the landed elite, the mercantile
and business class and the working class

(assuming the state is not made up of the working
class), the weaker is the state (Amsden, 1990). A
weak state will be unable to exercise

discipline

business. The government must, of course,
be a result of popular vote and must be
accountable to the populace. The disciplining of

over

business

means the development of market
friendly and market-guiding performance

important that government leaders should be

convinced that economic transformation and

development are possible. They should also
accept the fact that this process requires longterm strategies and sacrifices. If these perceptions,
perspectives, convictions and aspirations do not
exist, the political bureaucrats are more
susceptible to become short-term greedmaximisers and economic development aborters.
This maximises the risk involving the emergence
of incurable corruption: where sleaze become
endemic.
In the South African scene, we

should,

as to

what the state

or

can

and is pre-

transition constitution;

the

operating assumptions as to the priorities of the beneficiaries and their development capacity; the sustainability and improvements requirement of socio-economic projeets etc.
RDP cannot be the responsibility of a Ministry, or a department. There is a need to
have a strategising and synergy socio-economic development council with representatives from government, private seetor, labour, research and development institutions, education and training institutions, consumer and environmentalist rep-

broad social, technological, economic and political development strategy for the country. The Couneil
should have National, provincial and local
community sub-structures.
The output from the Socio-Economic Development Council should be forwarded to
the government for consideration, improvements and adoption. Once adopted, the
structures of government ministries, their
policies and programmes should be derivatives from the Socio-Economic Trans-

therefore, be wary about the continued existence

formation and

of a strong landed and status quo oriented white
commercial farmers and a strong doubting

same

government levels. Flexibility should be

(hesitant) mercantile and business class. The

built in. The level of detail should increase

organised labour from the disadvantaged
communities has neither positioned itself as an
ally or foe for the Government of National
Unity. The strategy of the organised labour

the lower one

seems to
on an

be to relate and deal with the government

issue

by issue basis. Even here, it might

of the government of
Unity and oppose others or vice versa.
is, accordingly, a fluid situation.

support one component
National
This

The Reconstruction and

Development
Programme

To do

RDP

a

justice to the issues pertaining to the

separate paper is required. In this essay,

only few issues with respect to the RDP will be
already stated that in the
economic, social and political spheres, there is
more deconstruction and restructuring that need
to be done rather than building on the existing
delapidated and inequitable structures
(reconstruction). A couple of issues are briefly
touched. We have

There is
and
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moves

problem with the basic mission
development paradigms as advocated
no

from national to local

levels.

Appropriateness and responsiveness to local conditions and specific beneficiary stakeholders’ interest should be
emphasised within a broad generic national programme of social, technological,
economic and political transformation and
development.
The RDP should not be allowed to develop
as parallel thinking, vision, structure, human resource utilisation, budgetary aliocation, accounting responsibility etc. to
that of the three-tier structures of government. The RDP and its structures, personnel and funds should not become another

invisible.
and development programmes should be distinguished from those of communities. By
and large the role of government of govgovernment: parallel and

The RDP government structures

emment must be to

raised below.
•

Development “Plan”. The

should obtain at Provincial and local

enable and to empower

communities, individuals, business enter-

prises and associations etc.

so

that these

can

the pace,

with which individuals live

or

interact without

developing the individuals and their institutions
first, is fallacious. Appropriately, the socioeconomic context within which people live should
be developed in tandem with the people
themselves. In tmncated-models of development
(where the demand for development far
outweighs the supply of requisite resources),
there is a need to rely on the little resources that
the people have: their labour, skills and
experience, time, aspirations, motivations and
money. The building of houses, clinics, schools,
infrastructural projects etc. should be guided by
this understanding.
For instance, the government should provide
home and houseless householders with serviced

sites; ask them to contribute their labour; ask
them (with whatever

additional assistance that

the government can provide) to produce some of
the required building materials. The financial
resources

will

of government and financial institutions

never

be sufficient to meet the credit needs

of the homeless

people, many of whom have no
employment. Non-sophisticated hut-clinics in
the rurals of our country providing basic health
services should be programmed. Health workers
from beneficiary communities, trained in basic
health services for short-periods of time
(allowance made for further in house training)
should be planned. Literacy and numeral
programmes should be designed and run by
community-sourced individuals who are given
basic training for this job. Social and physical
infrastructural projects should contribute to social
and economic development programmes of
beneficiary communities. Beneficiary
communities should be empowered to participate
Sapem February. 199.“!
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No rich

prioritisation, design, implementation and
maintenance (including continuous uprgrading)
of these infrastructural projects. Projects should
be evaluated on their employment generation,
economic development and empowerment
potentials.
Employment generation, through social,

education and health must do

the State. This will

indirectly pay for the
they receive
without direct payment to the state.
There is a case to increase progressively or
differentially V AT, with the money so gen-

past, Africans sacrificed without

economic, infrastructural activities that

health and education services

any benefits. They should now be motivated to sacrifice fordirect benefits, through

erated to be chanelled to a Socio-Economic

advice should be taken

Development Fund, outside the govern-

RDP is

in the

transform and improve the quality of life of
the

people of South Africa should be a
priority. With full employment there will
be even more possibilities for upgrading
and improving the social, economic technological and infrastructural endowments
of the country. The provision of houses,
clinics and schools per se, might not promote the required level of employment
generation. Accordingly, the Mandaza
Paradox will be experienced and whatever
programmes that will be promoted, will be
bound to collapse. The interest of RDP’s
social investment programmes should their
ability to promote, directly, employment
generation; transform and develop the
economy; great requisite technological
capabilities required by a self transforming
and developing economy; and empower
individuals, communities, organisations
etc. to learn, to engage in self-improvement and to

sustain

a

culture of continuous

so.

free-riders must be allowed. For those

cov-

ered by the state, and who are of the right age
and

are

able-bodied,

some

schemes and

programmes should be designed to enable
these persons to provide some services to

which will be managed by
representatives of beneficiary disadvantaged African communities at National,
Provincial, Regional and Community levels. The African people are ready to make
ment structures,

sacrifices for direct benefits to them. In the

getting

the programmes which they, themselves,
will run and control. These warnings and

seriously as the
designed and implemented.Q

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
"cssnv OF TH€ MONTH"

FOR SOUTHiBM StVItlU
UUc

inviting scholars and ocodomics to contribute articles
Monlh" column in the Revieuu Section of
our magazine, Southern Hfricon Political on<l€<onomie
ore

For the ”Cssoy of the

Monthly (saP€M),

transformation.
The constraints that the Interim Constitution

impose on the RDP should not be hidden to
public and to the non-Constitutional lawyers.
The theory that the RDP will be principally
financed through the rechanelling of government
funds from the existing department is not
convincing and it raises a number of issues:
as of now there exist serious overbudgeting
(large financial slacks) within government
departments such that their work will not
be affected by the rechanelling of their
•

excess

funds.

there exist

•

as

of

now

budgetary indisci-

pline.
In

conclusion, I would want to reiterate my

July 28, 1994, response to the 1994/95 National
budget, wherein I gave the following warnings
and advice to the
•

new

This calumn aims at

enhancing the liveliness af the magazine
stimulating further debate on Africa's cultural, econamic,
sacial and palitical developments. UUe ore encouraging schalars to submit more reseorch-bosed empiricol contributions for
this column os these pieces mill be subjected too si^stem of peer
and

reviem.
o modest honoraria being affered, please note
result of tight selection of such manuscripts, the

In addition to
thot

os a

publication

be cited for

can

occompanied bi^

a

brief abstract of not

The executive Director

be avoided. These services cost

P.O. Box MP

a

lot of

The government policy should be
specifically that; no child will fail to be
educated, say, within the first ten (10)
years of education Just because his/her
money.

111, Mount Pieosont
Horore, Zimbobuie
Tei: 727875/790815; Fox: 732735; Telex: 26464 RAPS ZUI

Call

health services

because he/she cannot afford. This is to say
that all persons who can afford to pay, to
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than 200 mords.
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parent cannot afford; No South African

whatever percentage

more

PI0QS0 direct all enquiries to:

government.

access

of ocodemic promotion.

The orticles should not exceed 4 000 mords and must be

myth of Free Education and Health
Services and the resulting paradigms must

The

citizen will fail to

purposes
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level of the cost of
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ENDOGENISING GROWTH THROUGH
PRIMARY ACCUMULATION
Guy C.Z, Mhone

A

FUNDAMENTAL failure of past

development efforts in Africa, and a
major limitation of present economic
refonn policies, has been the inability of African
governments to conceptualise an accumulation
regime in the context of which both short and
long term economic policies are to be
implemented. This is a failure that has
characterised both pre- and post-SAP (Structural
Adjustment Programme) periods and both statist
market and so-called socialist oriented states.
An accumulation

regime is being used here to
refer to a sustainable model of generating and
mobilising savings, and of the deployment of
these savings in form of investment. For
underdeveloped countries such as ours in Africa,
our major resources are primary, namely labour
and land. In this respect, then the accumulation
regime would have to be based on the exploitation
of these two main
that

are

resources,

at least for countries

of nonnal size in terms of population and

land. Thus, if

growth and development have to
have to
have an equitable impact by ensuring the full
participation of the majority of the people, then
a fundamental concern of economic policy has to
be the definition and initiation of the process of
primary accumulation. Now since the two major
primary resources are disproportionately located
in the agricultural sector, this sector has to play
a key role in the process of primary accumulation.
In traditional economic theory the need for a
process of primary accumulation as the key to
kick-starting the growth and development process
in populous underdeveloped countries was a
major concern of Malthus and Ricardo during
the classical period, and was resuscitated by
have

an

internal momentum, and if they

,

Arthur Lewis

in

his seminal article

on

"Development with Unlimited supplies of
Labour'X The Manchester School, May 1954)
which drastically changed the discourse in
development economics from the mid-1950s
onwards and up to the advent of SAPs when the
issue was jettisoned out of the development
discourse in traditional economics. In the Marxist

tradition, the issue of

primary or primitive
major preoccupation
both in the theory and practice of socialism.
When abstracted from existing modes of
production, the process of primary accumulation
in both capitalist and .socialist fonns of social
organisation is similar, even if in practice it has
had different implications in each form.
accumulation has been

40

a

Although the motive force of primary
agriculture, the process as a
whole is predicated on the simultaneous strategies
of agricultural and industrial transformation. A
one-sided attempt at primary accumulation is
likely to be abortive, since it would be
developmentally self-limiting.

case,

Nature of the Problem

even

accumulation is in

Three decades after most of Africa attained

independence, about 70% of the continent’s 230
million labour force still works and lives in the

agricultural sector, primarily engaged in
subsistence farming and various non-farm
activities. By all counts, this group of the labour
force is gravely under-employed, and when that
proportion in the labour force engaged in the
informal sector is added to that in subsistence

agriculture, probably about 80% of the labour
force in Africa is underemployed. That whatever
economic processes that may have taken place in
Africa over the past three decades may have
failed to entail the participation of the majority of
its people in productive employment, and may
have failed to directly benefit the majority of its
people in terms of improving their welfare is the
essence of the development problematique in
Africa.
The

enormity of the task at hand is easily seen
or modem sector employment,
on average accounts for only about 10%

in that formal,

which

of the labour force which has been stagnant or

declining in Africa while the labour force has
been growing at an average rate of about 2.5%
per year, that is. adding about 6 million adults to
the labour force annually. In the face of the
depressed formal sector, this addition to the
labour force has no other option, but to join the
traditional or communal sector in agriculture or
the infomial sector. It is generally now well
accepted that the majority of the participants in
the informal sector are also in various degrees of
under-employment, being engaged in low
productivity and low return activities that entail
enormous expenditures of human energy and
effort under the most trying of circumstances. As
matters currently stand, communal agriculture
and the informal sector may be solutions to
unemployment, but are not substitutes for
productive employment. The labour force in
both those sectors is largely under-employed, or,
to put it another way familiar to economists, the
labour force is in disguised unemployment.
The notion of under-employment, perhaps

requires explanation in order for its implications
be appreciated. Labour
or any factor of
production for that matter, is said to be underemployed when its presence in terms of an
additional unit of labour or effort expended does
not add to more to total output. In the extreme
to

,

the additional unit of labour

or

effort will

reduce total output.

Thus, in light of the
foregoing, labour can be said to be underemployed when its marginal productivity, that is
each additional unit'scontribution to total output
is zero or negative. This definition of under-

employment is rather technical and difficult to
pinpoint empirically because of the very
restrictive assumptions under which it has to
hold even if it has proved quite useful
theoretically. For policy purposes, however, a
normative definition may be suggested that is in
practice more relevant. Labour can be said to be
under-employed, if given the known state- ofthe- arts in terms of production techniques the
labour, in terms of units of effort

or

numbers

could be reallocated such that total output could
be increased; or alternatively, if removal of some
of the labour units( numbers or hours of effort)
would leave total output
increase it.

the

same, or

actually

The

problem of underemployment is in reality
by the fact that it is generally shared,
rather than manifested in particular individuals
being parasitic. Thus for instance, a communal
household with four adult equivalents might
produce, say 20 bags of maize per year from two
hectares of land with each adult equivalent
working an average offourhours a day throughout
the year, when only two equivalent adults each
working eight hours per day could produce the
obfuscated

same amount.

When viewed in this

manner,

it

easily be seen that, if a household begins
with two equivalent adults working eight hours
per day and producing 20 bags per year, and then
can

its household size

were to

later increase

to

four

adult

equivalents, perhaps due to population
growth, in the absence of alternative employment
opportunities and with land fixed, the four adult
equivalents may now have to share the work of
producing the 20 bags of maize by reducing their
work load to, say. four hours per day each. Now
if the latter pattern of work becomes
institutionalised and routini.sed as an aspect of
the division of labour through behavioral norms
and attitudes, it may become so ossified that the
withdrawal of one or more adult equivalents
Sapem February. 1995
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would actually reduce output,

implying that there

underemployment when in reality some
of the adult equivalents are redundant. Thus
while in theory the notion of under-employment
were no

scientifically precise and neutral, in
practice it requires a value or normative
judgement on how labour is utilised or deployed.
appears

instance, or by creating new employment
opportunities in the industrial sector.
Second, there is inefficiency at the
microeconomic level reflected in the fact that
there is too much labour

being utilised in the

industrial revolution in
entailed the latter.

Rarely has this reorganisation

and transfomiation arisen from the

it quickly gets hijacked
by, or degenerates into the economic hegemony
of a minority class of landed property owners. In
and if it does so originate,

Africa, given

earnings being generated. Finally,
although not explicitly discussed above, African
countries are plagued by a high degree of

any case,

have to work harder to retain the same output.

inequalities in access to and ownership of land,
livestock, and capital(finance and equipment)
thereby suggesting that there is also distributive
inefficiency as well. The combination of all the
foregoing inefficiencies, especially to the degree
to which they may be pervasive throughout the
economy, is indeed one sure mark of
underdevelopment. These inefficiencies are

Our contention is that in the communal areas

of

fixed land and increasing
population, the situation has been progressively
degenerating toward the sharing of
underemployment whereby more people continue
to work to produce more or less the same output,
but possibly working less. However, when
environmental degradation is super-imposed on
this scenario, it is quite obvious that people may
Another illustration of the meaning of underemployment may be drawn from the informal
sector.

Here

one

could visualize

a

situation

whereby two youths occupy a block on a city
street selling fruits or other wares for 10 hours a
day earning say 40 units of currency per day, that
is 20 units each. Now let us assume new migrants
from the rural

areas

low skilled workers
sector,

arrive
are

or

that

a

number of

retrenched in the formal

and that there are no alternative

employment opportunities, and demand for
informal sector products is fixed. As a
consequence, let us say four more youths decide
to join the other two on the pavement of the same
city block because entry is not restricted. The
result will be that there will now be six youths
working 10 hours per day earning a total of 40
units of currency per day all together, with each
on of them now earning about 6.7 units of currency
per day, rather than the 20 units each previously
earned by the two original vendors. The result
then is that all these youths are sharing the low
incomes and are in effect all under-employed to
some degree. This in essence is the emerging
phenomenon in Africa, where the informal sector
is expanding laterally at a fast pace due to rural
to urban migration the increasing labour force,
and declining formal sector employment.
But before elaborating on how this redundant
labour can be exploited, we need to underscore
the efficiency implications of the pervasive
existence of under-employment in Africa. When
,

the above illustrations are for the

African countries, we may

economies of

postulate that the

characteristic of African economies.
The Process of

Primary Accumulation

key sector for our proposes is the
agricultural sector, as indicated earlier, and it is
in this sector that the under-employment is most
acute. The process of primary accumulation
entails the exploitation of the hidden rural savings
ossified in under-employment to trigger a virtuous
cycle of accumulation that extends to the
industrial sector. We might begin by first
assuming an African country that has the majority
The

of its labour force in the communal sector, where
it is

largely under-employed, and a minority of

its labour force in the formal modem sector such
no open unemployment and no
informal sector. Second, we may next suppose

that there is

that the demand for labour in the industrial or

of an
increase in the demand for primary exports such
as cotton, oil, copper, or cocoa that the country
produces. This can be expected to increase the

modem sector increases as a consequence

demand for labour from rural areas with wages

perhaps initially increasing slightly to attract
increa.sed supplies of labour to the modem sector.
An induced outflow of labour from the communal
sector

will then result. Now if, on the one hand,

under-employment in the communal sector
is so ossified that our remaining workers continue
to work the same ours as they did prior to the
migration of .some of their colleagues, and such
that land resources are not reallocated among the
remaining workers, then total output will fall as
a consequence of the out-migration of some of

the

the labour from the communal areas, even

if

following inefficiencies are manifested as
symptoms of underdevelopment. First, there is
allocative inefficiency in labour use at the
macroeconomic level, such that a shuffling of

average output might remain the same.
If, on the other hand, significant numbers out-

of the labour resources across the various

efficiency and to maximise productivity, the

the

use

sectors

of the economy

would raise total output

by reducing the degree of under-employment of

migrate and a reallocation and reorganisation of
land-use and labour effort occurs to enhance
chances

are

that total and average output per

worker will increase. The

communal

reallocation will

agriculture and the informal sector and allowing

class in form of

labour in

some

sectors,

it to be absorbed in

capacity

as on

areas

such

as

where there is

excess

surplus commercial land for
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usually
a

landed

impetus for such a
from a particular

come

bourgeoisie interested

in accumulation, or in form

programmes

of state-led

of rural transformation. The

initiative of

the peasants themselves to any significant degree,

communal and the informal sectors for the amount

of output or

Europe entailed the

former, and the Russian socialist revolution

this second scenario has important
implications. First, the increase in
for the remaining rural dwellers, albeit

economic
incomes
under

new

forms of social and economic

organisation, will entail increa.ses in potential
average consumption and savings, up and above
subsistence consumption.
Second, the increase in consumption can
potentially be channelled into increased
consumption of agricultural goods such as food,
or into purcha.se of industrial consumer goods.
And third, the increased savings can either be
reinvested in the rural economy or be loaned out
to the industrial sector, assuming appropriate
financial intermediaries exi.st. The foregoing
consequences
of out-migration have
repercussions for the industrial sector and for its
linkages with the agricultural sector.
Next, we need to examine what transpires in
the industrial sector as a consequence of the
absorption of the new migrants from the rural
areas. First, the employment of this cheap labour
that was previously redundant will result in
increased industrial output and profits. Now
,

even

if the first round increase in output were

exported, the new profits could be invested in the
production of increased consumer goods and
agricultural inputs for 'export' to the rural sector,
which will purchase these goods with its
additional income. In addition however, the new
labour recruits in the industrial sector will akso

ready market for rural food produce,
surpluses generated by theirdeparture
from there, and for industrial consumer goods as
well. Thus industrial production, profits and
reinvestment are generated and propelled by the
initial spurt in export demand and by the outmigration of redundant labour from the rural
areas. This process is reinforced by the fact that
foras long as redundant labour exists in the rural
areas the supply of labour to the industrial .sector
will be elastic over a fairly long period, implying
increased hiring of labour in the industrial sector
at constant real wages
an eventuality that is
made possible partly by the increased production
of food which lowers prices of wage goods, and
therefore real wages, and partly by the large
supply of redundant labour that exists in the rural

provide

a

out of rural

,

areas.

The process of primary accumulation then
refers to the ‘costless’ emergence of endogenous

(or

internally generated) accumulation

(simultaneous rural savings and reinvestment as
well as industrial savings and reinvestment) based
41
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the existence and

workers, the landed classes, and the bourgeoisie
in the modem sectors of industry and emerging

exploitation of redundant or
under-employed labour from the rural areas, and
predicated on a reorganisation of the social and
economic modes of production in the rural
economy. For a large and relatively closed
economy, this process will lead to the
simultaneous processes of agricultural

classes will control and

transformation and industrialisation. Of course,

oriented, the dominant classes, or some coalitions

accumulation would have been enhanced

both

of fractions of such classes will

imperative of the conjuncture of
capitalism and pre-capitalist social formations.
The conquest and subjugation of Africa however
truncated and pre-empted the possibility of this
from occurring and substituted a perverted form
of development. The modem industrial sector in
Africa was grafted onto African socio-economic

on

benefit from opening up. and
from foreign investment and international trade,
but these linkages will only complement the
more fundamental
process that is already
internally generated and sustained. This is what
is meant by autocentric development, and the
process of primary accumulation is a necessary
precondition for its initiation. In this respect
then, autocentric development does not imply an
autarchic regime. The process needs to be
propelled by technological innovation, adaptation
or transfer, by strategic
development of human
capital, by appropriate supportive measures by
sectors

may

the state to facilitate accumulation, innovation or

social

reorganisationfe.g. land reform), and by
consciously designed measures such
as research and
development, and economic
infrastructure for industry and agriculture.
The critical minimum requirement for primary
accumulation to initiate an internally sustainable
basis for growth and development is that the rate
other such

at

which labour is absorbed from communal

agriculture into industry and theemerging modem
sectors of commercial agriculture and services
should be at least equal to or greater than the rate
at which the labour force, or more generally the
population is growing If. on the one hand, the
rate is lower, then both rural under-employment
and the urban informal sector, also largely
representing under-employment will grow. And.
if on the other hand, the rate is consistently
greater than the rate at which the labour force is
growing, the process will eventually reach a
point at which the redundant labour in the rural
economy will be exhausted, and the full
integration of the agricultural and the industrial
.

.

.sectors

point

would have been attained. From this

economy will tend to have a new
momentum of its own entailing a virtuous cycle
on.

the

of accumulation

over the long run even if it might
cyclical in the short to medium tenns. The
economy would now be on the road to
development.
Needless to say, this process does not take
place in a vacuum. We have deliberately
abstracted from the political economy context of
the process in order to underline its technical
aspect. Nevertheless, it is important to underscore
the fact that the process entails the destruction of

be

old classes and the fonnation of
hence entails class

new ones,

and

struggles within rural areas,
industry, and between industry and
agriculture, variously involving peasants.
w'ithin
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agriculture. The point to stress is that the dominant
manipulate the state to
ensure that the process of
primary accumulation
operates smoothly to their own advantage.
Essentially, even if the economy were market

economic

ensure

that the

policy is coherent and enabling of

their interests and that the various economic

policy regimes related to fiscal, monetary, trade,
financial, labour market, and regulatory policies
are, to a large degree mutually coherent and
reinforcing. More importantly, the politics of
economic management will reflect an
appreciation of the primary accumulation regime
that needs to be optimised, and the need to
blanche and rationalise the various class conflicts

that this entails. The market in

an

auto-centric

such as the type we are presuming here
just blindly romp along led by the
invisible hand of the market. It requires an astute
balancing and continuous realignment of the
various policy instruments and regimes to
optimise endogenous accumulation such as is
implied by the process of primary accumulation.
economy
does not

of colonialism, many parts

of Africa had
developed city centers of one sort or another that
could have acted as the springboards and engines
for autocentric development if the interaction
between Africa and Europe had been on an equal
footing. Then perhaps, the possibilities for the
emergence of the process of primary

formations

—

—

for the enclave modem sectors were labour,
land and natural

of their land and
that

within the colonised countries, and
global economic structures and

could

were

increasing globalisation of the world

effectively militated against the

not so

the ills in Africa, but to

pinpoint the structural

it.

on

internal demand.

easy import substitution industrialisation did develop on the basis of the small
industrial labour force demand for wage
some

basis for industrialisation.
—

much to continue to

blame and lambast our former colonialists for all

on

goods, but given the low level of real incomes this could not provide an adequate

full-fledged emergence of auto-centric
development based on primary accumulation.
This can be seen quite easily by considering how
the model discussed above was pre-empted by
the colonial legacy. We will hasten to point out
that the aim here is

contained

produce primary commodiexport thereby obviating the need

for reliance
—

resources

used to

ties for

economy. . More importantly the international
division of labour and specialisation that emerged
such that it

time

they could be integrated into the
fully. The expropriated

land, and the

commodities, skills and technology that emerged

was

same

modem economy

flows in the realms of finance, tradeable
with the

by absorbing the labour

needed while at the

duction

structures

in terms of the

was

transform their methods and modes of proor social organisation so that they

articulately made by Samir
writings is colonialism
effectively blocked the proper emergence of the
process of primary accumulation and autocentric
development. Colonialism did not only negate
the process, but it also bastardised it in its own
Amin in his various

of the internal

The labour was

compelling the remaining peasants to be
concentrated on the remaining traditional
lands without the need to reorganise or

and that has been

terms

resources.

extracted by expropriating Africans of some

The point that was made so forcefully by Paul
Baran in his Political Economy ofGrowth [1957],

interests, both in

the basis of external initial

on

capital(finance and equipment), skills and
technology with the following consequences:
the fact that the savings were generated
externally obviated the need for an internal
source of savings such as would be implied
by the process of primary accumulation.
the only indigenous key resources needed

Implications of Enclave and Dependent
Development

that emerged

as a

necessary

—

when demand for exports

increased, the
resulting profits were used to further expand the enclave sector, or were re-exported abroad, or were spent on imports of
inputs and consumer goods for the enclave
sector, thereby obviating the need for
interlinkages with the rural economy.
since the absorption of labour emphasised
males who were recruited and employed as

features of our present predicament, and to show,

‘bachelors' in the modem sectors with little

how.

provision for adequate incomes and amenities to support families, women were left

when

have been

nominally
independent, we in Africa have not had the
clarity and conviction of vision to resolve these
structures in order to precipitate the conditions
for the process of primary accumulation to begin.
On the eve of imperial conquest and the onset
even

we

concentrated in the rural economy to act as
the social security safety net subsidising
modem sector

growth by reproducing and
nurturing the future labour force, taking
Sapem February, 1995
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of the spent

labour force ,the sick and
producing subsistence
goods and services for the remaining housecare

the invalid, and

of partial
prolitariani.sation was precipitated entailing simultaneous partial incorporation into
the modem economy of males primarily,
hold members. Thus the process

and the

marginalisation of the peasants
disproportionately female. Thus
the peasant economy remained relatively
uncaptured by capitalism and the industrialisation process to a large degree.
the simultaneous neglect of rural transfermation not only increased rural under-employment, but also ensured the cheapness
who

—

were

of labour absorbed into the modem .sector
at more or

less constant real wage rates.

This akso obviated the need for rural incomes

to

rise, hence also

need for rural

obviating the
savings to emerge as a source

for reinvestment in rural

areas, or

clave industrial sectors, outside the ambit

of the traditional rural economy.

foregoing is a stylised account of how the

process

of primary accumulation

was

prevented

emerging. The actual experiences differed
from one region of Africa to another, depending
on the mode of colonial rule that each region was
subjected. In Southern Africa for instance, settler
from

colonialism unleashed
simultaneous

a

vicious form of

incorporation and marginalisation

of Africans and the rural traditional economy;

and in Western Africa, the

partial incorporation
of the African peasants was made through their
limited participation in agricultural exports
without allowing for a radical transformation of
the rural economy. Further in Western Africa the
rural peasants were ruthlessly exploited in the
realms of marketing and distribution related to
primary export commodities, and since the
modem sector based on large scale forms of
organisation did not develop fully because of the
perceived inhospitable climate(re: Nkrumah’s
tribute to the mosquito!) the major type of modem
activity that developed to a significant degree
was the ubiquitous informal sector, which catered
to low income demand, and very much
represented acommoditisation ofmral household
activities.
way of summary then, it may be claimed
that coloniali.sm vitiated the need for the process

By

of primary

accumulation to emerge in Africa, by
grafting enclave modem sectors on the various

Sapem February, 1995

on

external demand,

savings, skills, and technology; which neglected
rural transformation, thereby suppressing the
emergence of increased productivity and incomes
that would have provided a basis for rein vestment
in the rural areas and a source for financing
industrial growth and development, and for the
emergence of demand for industrial goods that
would spur further easy import substitution in
the industrial sector. Thus the endogenous basis
for accumulation was precluded by colonialism
because the economies were disarticulated,

additional labour force would find work in the
infomial sector under such circumstances is the

height of cynicism

or

paternalism, let alone

romanticism, aimed at transforming a curse into
a virtue. In the absence of rural transformation
tied to an indu.strialisation strategy, consciously
designed, managed, and manipulated to
precipitate the much needed process of primary

accumulation

as

condemned

described above, Africa will be

perpetual poverty and
underdevelopment. Current SAPs, let alone their
associated Social Dimensions or Poverty
to

implying that there were no v irtuous interlinkages
or interactions between the agricultural economy

Alleviation programmes, cannot

in which the

in.

majority of the population lived and
emerging modem sector. As a
consequence, the ability of African countries to
galvanise the critical minimum effort needed to
surmount the disarticulation has been severely
compromised by the colonial legacy.
still lives, and the

Conclusion

for lend-

ing to the industrial sector, and also obviating the need for the lateral expansion of
rural demand for industrial inputs and consumer goods. Thus the underdevelopment
of the rural economy constrained the emergence of virtuous linkages between the
agricultural and the industrial sectors. When
this occurred to some degree, it was between the enclave agricultural and the en-

The

economies which relied

The truth of the matter is that

post-colonial

African governments have not been able to
resolve this fundamental contradiction of the

colonial

legacy. The so-called socialist
substituted a dubious and

governments merely

unsustainable welfarism for the need to initiate
the process of primary accumulation through
simultaneous rural and industrial transformation.
The so-called market

capitalist states like
Kenya, Malawi, and Cote d’Ivoire, merely
or

intensified the processes began by the colonialists
by further expropriating and marginalising their
pea.sant populations without precipitating viable
forms of primary accumulation. What of the new
economic reforms(SAPs)? The present scenario
is such that there

are

about 23 million (10% of

230 million) workers in the
sector

formal

of the African economies. If

the best

or

modem

we assume

possible scenario of SAP success, with

gross domestic product

growing at 10% peryear,

beyond the 5% nonnally celebrated by SAP
proponents, and if we assume that the elasticity
or responsiveness of formal sector employment
to increases in gross domestic product is such
that a 1% increase in gross domestic product
results in

1% increase in formal sector

a

employment a fairly liberal assumption, we
may expect fomial sector employment to increase
by 10% or 2.3 million per year, which is way
,

below the rate at which the labour force would be

increasing, at about 2.5% or by 6 million adults
It can easily be seen that even at this
glorious rate ofgrowth in gross domestic product,
per year.

the critical minimum effort needed to override

fundamental

resolve the
predicament that Africa finds itself

African countries need to

begin to address
predicament by first appreciating the
structural constraints to economic development,
and not only those related to resuscitating
economic growth, by recognising that there
cannot be any meaningful development with the
majority of the people under-employed in the
rural and informal sectors, that any economic
policy programme that does not directly enhance
the productivity of the poor and the underemployed is not worth its salt, and that the
process of economic development can only be
given greater possibility of occurring, and a
firmer footing if the process of primary
their

accumulation

is

initiated.

Further,

our

governments need to recognise that this process
cannot come

automatically as a result of market

forces, for, if anything, market forces are only

likely to reinforce enclavity, unless growth rates
in gross domestic product of above 20% per year
are postulated and attained over a reasonable
period of time. Long temi strategies are needed,
based on a conscious restructuring of the
agricultural and the industrial sectors, the
relationships between them, and those between
the domestic and international economies. Such

strategies need to entail the total transformation
productivity

of the rural economies to increase

and toenhance their interaction with the industrial

by the state intervening to resolve
allocative, microeconomic, and distributive
sectors

inefficiencies

particularly as related to labour
only in this way that development
ba.sed on the full participation of the majority of
the people can begin, resulting not only in the
lateral expansion of the fonnal sector. but also in
and land. It is

the vertical transformation of both the rural and
infonnal sectors in terms of increased productivity
and incomes. This would

precipitate

a

virtuous

articulation among

NEVER be achieved,

all the three sectors. Thus the
true meaning of the indigenisation of African
economies should really be the endogenisation

to

of the process of growth and development through

the

persistence of under-employment in the

communal and the informal sectors would

thereby relegating Africa
perpetual underdevelopment. This is how to
appreciate the predicament of the so-called
success

and

stories in Africa such as Botswana, Ghana

Uganda, for instance.
assume or imagine that the surplus

To

initiation of the process of primary
a task that has yet to be tackled
three decades after the attainment of nominal
the

accumulation,

independence.Q
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GENDERING CONFIDENTIALITY FOR
WOMEN
Patricia McFadden

T
with

HE CONTEXT of the ideas
in this article

of medical

was a

expressed

seminar

on

confidentiality for

issues

women

HIV/AIDS in Zimbabwe. However,

although being female. Black and infected with
the virus brings to the fore some of the most
serious violations of women’s right to privacy, a
critique ofthe notion ofconfidentiality, (I describe
it

as a

notion because it is

so

far-fetched for the

majority of women, and in particular for Black
women on

to

the African continent,) can be extended

its wider

implications for women’s private

lives.

rights by

Visibility and Voice
Someone (a northerner) accused

me

the other

day of being ‘too ahead of Zimbabwean women’
in my conceptualisation of gender issues, and
claimed that most

women

in Zimbabwe would

accept my definition of women’s rights. I
reluctantly skipped over her paternalism in the
interests of a convenient peace, and tried to
explain that in fact, Zimbabwean women—both
not

activists and non-activists

—

were even

further

ahead in terms of the ideas I have been expressing.

keep these assumptions in
mind
assumptions which tend to be
universalised even though they apply only to a
very .small minority of humankind — we cannot
see the seriously unrealistic nature of the current
meaning ofconfidentiality for poor Black women.
Recognition of Rights
First, confidentiality assumes that one has a
recognised status of rights in a home, community
and nation. A recognised status which enables
one to express one’s views about issues which
might eitherenhance one’s life, or undermine the
viability of ones existence. It assumes the
recognition of one’s status as a citizen of a
community and state, and the assurance of that
status within a presumably egalitarian notion of
nationhood. For women, this very basic status is
essentially formalistic and in many cases
conjunctural on their relationships with men
through birth, marriage, and or association. In
both the public and private domains, women

things, and unless

we

—

derive their status from adult males
instances from their male

(and in some

children),

a

situation

which

fundamentally undermines their access to
the notion of confidentiality
Secondly, the notion ofconfidentiality assumes
a social location (which is relatively permanent)
from which one can be informed of one’s rights
as well as express such rights. Voice, that critical
political vehicle ofexpression within civil society,
is not necessarily available to all who live in
human societies. Just as children are largely
voiceless in most of our homes and communities,
have had to

struggle long and hard to
open up, and occupy a limited space in the public
arena. And even having done so, their voice is
muted, distorted and often marginalised by an
androcentric definition of knowledge and what
women

are they, these
cutting edge of feminist issues. I
don't see them out there’. And although 1 tried
hard to be gracious — and I must admit I was on
the cutting edge of something else by then — I
realised that under her paternalistic arrogance
was buried a very important issue. Over the past
few months/year, the visibility of the Women’s
Movement, our Voice in the public arena, has
women on

the

become muted and almost silenced. There

are

very real reasons for this temporary ‘invisibility’
and I have no doubts that we will resurge again
soon.

(1995 must be the year of feminist renewal).

Otherwise, regaining lost ground will require a
tremendous effort which we need for unfinished
business all around

women to the ‘goodness’ of the man,
uiiable to challenge the silence

most women are

Then she exclaimed ‘So where

The notion of confidentiality presumes several
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is knowable.

us.

However, in terms of establishing and

maintaining Voice through visibility and through
raising issues of power and male privilege, our
social location as gendered beings in an unequal

the part of their husbands/lovers about the
risk/threat they pose to them through their

on

promiscuous behaviour. The status of wifehood
in particular changes the meaning and
assessibility of confidentiality for women,
because unless she is able to negotiate those
dangerous waters of masculine pride, and coax
him into agreeing that his ‘open’ sexual behaviour
is a threat to her life, there is almost no way that
she can know if he tests positive for the virus (if
and when he undergoes the test). The tight
into which marriage puts women in
political, sexual and cultural terms, becomes a
death trap in relation to HIV, because in most
instances, she has no way of contesting the
terrain of safer sex without provoking a fight.
I know that in some instances, relationships
are becoming more open between couples, and
there are increasing numbers of women living
with men who do discuss issues of sexuality and
risk. However, I also suspect that often this
discourse is mediated by the fear of up.setting
him, of guilt on the part of the woman that by
raising the issue she might be accused of
mistrusting him, or simply the fear on the part of
the woman that if he were to say yes, 1 went for
the test and am seropositive — how she would
face that fact and its implications for her.
comer

Somehow, in between these numerous scenarios,
the real

reasons

power nexus with men, is definitely not conducive

And,

experience of confidentiality as a right.
Ability to Exercise One’s Rights
The third element in this problematic set of
assumptions about the universality and neutrality
of the notion of confidentiality is the actual
ability to exercise this right once one is

further away

to an

empowered with it — at the legal, economic,
spatial and political levels. Given that one knows
that her partner/husband/lover is sexually
promiscuous and that he most probably does not
use a

condom with his other lover/s, how does

she raise the issue of
in terms of her

responsibilities and rights
on shared

rights based

confidentiality?
Because women are socialised to accept male
privilege as a right on the part of men, especially
when women have gone through rituals like that
of marriage, which institutionalise male privilege
and leaves the extension and exercise of sexual

as a

for

broaching the subject is lost.

result, the

woman

often finds herself

from the objective she was trying to
reach—that of establishing a sense ofconfidence
between them as a couple, so that threats like
HIV can be managed and or contained.
Therefore, the ability to exercise one’s rights
is not a given, especially for women, and for poor
women in particular, because the material
conditions
be they objective or subjective simply do not allow for women to take things for
granted. If women and men existed in
relationships that were based on respect, equality
and mutual support, and if power were a
collectively defined and collectivelyexpierienced
phenomenon between two or more ptersons — if
we had the ideal world of gender as an enabling
rather than dis-abling construct — then maybe
we could say that what transpires between a
doctor and her/his patient is really Just a private
matter, and nobody else’s business.
—

Sapem February 1995
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Privacy as the Ability to
Carve Out

a

Personal

Space
However, privacy — that
ability to carve out a personal
space
and defend it
effectively, wliether it relates
to ones body, one' s property,
one’s time, or simply one’s
concept of .self — is still the
prerogative of rich men.
Only presidents and popes
have privacy. Only those
who control the major
institutions of

our

societies

have

privacy. Only those
who can buy health services
can actually experience the
privacy associated with
confidentiality.
In

our

societies, most

people are poor, and by
implication, rightless, inspite
of the numerous con ventions
and constitutions which
claim to endow

people with rights. Poverty, the

lack of basic needs and services, compounded by

Structural

adjustment has made women's struggles less visible

violence, puts

people in places where their
rightlessness is taken as a given. It used to be
called underdevelopment. Now it is called
structural adjustment. For African women, our
rightlessness is compounded by the persistence
of the oldest patriarchal system in the human
story. African patriarchy has to be the most
entrenched and most resilient fomi of patriarchy,
exhibiting the most backward notions of human
interaction side-by-side with some of the most
idealised memories of a utopian past. Structural
adjustment and authoritarian political systems
only serve to further entrench African patriarchal
ideology, pushing women into a place reminiscent
of the expression ‘between a rock and a hard
place’.
The

crux

of the matter is that the notion of

personhood underlies tlie real meaning of being
without a presence, being invisible, and unseen.
Many readers might be wondering what the heck
it is 1 am trying to say, and I agree that unless one
has actually stopped and thought about it, the
rightless status of women in African societies
has been so taken for granted, especially since
the colonial experience, that most people simply
do not

Let

see

it

as an

—

try to

the foundation for all

confidentiality is premised on the ability to
purchase health as a service, and to be able to
sustain the right to privacy which determines
whether something remains confidential or not,
through the occupation of a social status which is
recognised and which is empowering. At this
level, confidentiality is a dream formost African

towards

women.

names serve as

Absence of

a

Concept of Personhood for
Women

Poverty, that ‘fire that bums but gives no
wannth’, undemiines the very basis of rights for
most Africans, and in particular for African
women. However, this status of rightlessness is
not

without its

gendered connotations. For
right to

African women, the absence of a
Sapem February. 1995

issue.

explain how the absence of
personhood for women is very real and very
problematical, especially for those women who
seek to establish women’s rights as human rights
me

a

our

work

as we

strive

different and better future.

Because human behaviour operates

within
language
systems, social proces.ses, assumptions which
become givens with time — the construction of
normatised contexts -institutions,

humanness around maleness has been assumed
as

‘natural’. Men

are

the decision makers, their

the basis for

lineage systems,
they are the leaders, they have constructed the
political systems which are supposed to serve the
interests of all people. Therefore, the very
meaning of humanness is androcentric.
Personhood derives from being male. Libuntu is
a derivative of one of the oldest patriarchal
language systems, characterised by literally all
the essentials that define patriarchy as a soci-

economic, political and culturally repressive

gender system.
Just cast your eye

back into the story of
will see a near perfect
example of patriarchal society for as far back as
one can imagine. Disregard the queen mothers
(they were really the custodians of a male ruling
system, and skip over the matrilineal systems,
they were only a moment in the march to
patriarchal power and the consolidation of sociopolitical systems conceived and owned hy men).
Then you will see the emergence of a patriarclial
state system, who.se foundations are the Control,
Circulation and Exploitation of women’s
productive and reproductive capacities over
Southern Africa and you

centuries of male rule.

Disregard the .specific characteristics of the
colonial state, and focus your

lenses

on

the

compatibilities between the "traditional system’
and the capitalist patriarchal ideology which
both defined

women as

subordinate to

men

in

every sense. Political rights, economic rights,
social status, sexual rights, i ights to mobility, the

right to life

—

and if

we

su.spend the struggle

between B lack and white males for the control of

the three essential factors of production
labour and women’s
we

need look

no

— land,
reproductive capacities —

further for the fundamental

similarities between all

patriarchal systems, be
they controlled by white or Black men.
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They all have the same rituals, similar practices,

linguistic expressions, etc., which deny women
the right to personhood. In countries of the
North, women have been demanding their rights
to personhood in the public arena much longer,
but that does not

mean

the African women, for

example, have not struggled against the patriarchy
for even longer. Enslavement, colonisation,
underdevelopment and structural adjustment
have made our struggles less visible — but we
have been in the forefront of this battle for

as

the human story has been made. I will
still unknown
and unacknowledged legacy of African Feminism
long

as

come

back to this wonderful, yet

later in 1995.

Therefore, the ritual of marriage for instance,
which imbues

a woman

with

a status

without

actually enabling her to become part of a male
headed/male owned family, is one of the most
important expressions of the absence of
personhood for women in Africa. Women derive
their personhood through their fathers by naming;
they derive their personhood through husbands
by naming; they are identified through men
(being called Mrs simply because you have
reached a particular age); and even when the man
is deceased, they continue to be called by the

—

man’s

name.

Therefore, while

being married might be an
necessity for most women, it has very
real implications fortheirstatus as human beings.
existential

We all know what it
a

male in

our

need to do

means not to

be married to

androcentric societies. What

we

is to take that

experience of
discrimination and rightlessness and extend it to
a deeper understanding of how it resonates on
our very exi.stence as humans (or non-humans).
Women are owned through the ritual of
marriage. They are violated because their bodies
have been bought through rituals like lobola.
They are murdered by men who believe that they
own

now

them and therefore

can

do what

they want

often very

dangerous and life-threatening.
they appear to be benign, to consolidate
those things, those relationships, which we have
come to own as women. Those processes which
we associate with pleasure, with joy, with lookedforward to moments in our lives. And, they
reproduce themselves mainly through us —
through our womanhood, our femaleness.
We must look more carefully at the
implications of rituals like lobola, child pledging
(which is really female pledging), the payment
of ngozi and the inheritance of women as things
which are so fundamentally unethical and
which violate the most basic of human rights for
those who are female and poor. The
objectification offemaleness as something which
can be circulated amongst men, used to placate
men, used to punish, to appease, to satisfy
maleness, is astounding in its inhumanness. And
yet, because femaleness is not considered
inherently human, and therefore must be imbued
with such by men, this incredibly violent status
quo has persisted to date in many African
are

Yet

—

governed by the same
legal protections which assure the rights of men,
we would still be treated as the private property

of fathers, uncles, husbands and older brothers in
all countries of this continent.

Nowhere has the

change for the recognition of
rights as human rights been initiated
and or sustained by a male state, political party or
even individual males. While they live with us,
watch us grow into adulthood, work with us,
struggle with us against colonisation and racism;
while they enjoy the benefits of having us as
women’s

wives, sisters, mothers
of their

—

African

men

have

volition, taken up the issues

of

imbue women with humanness, with personhood.

‘fighting for women's emancipation’ ie. Samora

the

killing of
women by men in the domestic sphere, in the
public arena, in situations of war and strife -is
not only a blatant expression of misogyny (the
hatred of womanhood), but, it is also the taking
away of a personhood which we are denied from
the day we are bom as females.
Rituals

as

That is

Dangerous Processes for Women

why it is

what rituals

mean

so crucial
for us as

that

we

Machel
were

—

men

did

so

women.
who have been credited with

because

women

in FRELIMO

pushing for their rights; because it

convenient for the movement to

move

that

was
one

little step forward.
Machel’s writings on

However, if you re-read
‘the women question’- you
will uncover a deep-seated resistance to moving
beyond the nationalist accommodation of the
most minimal bourgeois rights for women.
The continued distinction between civil/
commercial law and social status law which

why they are imbued with certain
significances which put women in places which
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equal rights for
Even those

We must

deconstruct them, know where they are premised
and

own

understand

women.

At the Heart of

Confidentiality

At the heart of the notion of confidentiality

is

the presumption of personhood—the recognition
that

beyond one’s social, political, cultural, and
responsibilities and obligations;
beyond the identities and statuses which we are
socialised into and or inherit/acquire; beyond the
who we are in our specific existential moments,
there is that essence, that specialness, which
makes us human beings — persons. And, that no
one can give or take away personhood. It is
inherent in being human, and all are born with it
be they female or male. What we do with our
personhood is really a matter of circumstance in
the first instance
that can be changed.
economic

—

—

But what is most critical is that all human

rhetoric, is

Struggle for Humanness
legal system sustains these violations
by continuing to treat what happens to women as
a private matter. But for the insistence and
And the

are premised on the assumption that being
female is to be without Ubuntu. And. that men

—

constitutions.

women's lives must be

Women Own the

which

femicide

why it is that they persist, even in the face of
liberal rhetoric and supposedly democratic

demands of the Women’s Movement that

societies.

never,

me,

beyond their

apparent discriminatory character, and establish

beings must be granted the right to personhood
as a uniquely human status and capacity.
Enslavement is an attempt to deny one’s
personhood (note how the first thing the slaveowner did was re-name his property). The
transfomiation of human beings into commodities
through trading — regardless of whether it is
open or hidden, couched in rituals and ‘traditional ’

with them. Women are objectified through rituals

Therefore to

have to look at these structures

—

a

fundamental violation of that

person’s right to personhood.
So when 1 hear
males

men

claim that in ‘nature’

dominant (as

though humans are not
part of nature,) and therefore dominance in a
are

nature

which

is

removed

from

us

is

unproblematical on the one hand and yet can be
used to justify human injustices on the other, 1
can understand
but never accept- the
normatisation of women’s denial to personhood
—

as

the basis of our existence in human .societies.
The absence of

concept of

personhood
inaccessibility of
confidentiality as a right. As a terrain of
empowerment for women, especially poor Black
women
infected with HIV, they are
disempowered by its absence long before they
reach the doctor’s surgery/clinic. It is how people
get to a right which is more important in this and
all cases, rather than the pronouncement of that
right as an absolute state of being. And intimately
linked to the absence of personhood for women,
is the right to bodily integrity. Its absence leaves
a

therefore lies at the heart of the

women’s bodies vulnerable

—

like wide open

‘virgin’ fields waiting to be occupied by men in
physical, sexual, political, cultural and economic
terms.Q

reflects the

public/private divide; male/female
dichotomy, feeds these cultural assumptions that
women have no personhood outside of men. We

(This article will be continued in this
column next month.)
Sapem February 1995
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CONCEPTUALISING THE POLITICAL
SCOPE OF ETHNICITY
Ethnic Politics

by Milton J. Esman (Ithaca, NY, Cornell University Press, 1994)

REVIEWED BY ABDELLAHl ADEN AND CHERYL HENDRICKS

THNIC

and opportunities it affords,

are

invented

identity, solidarity and conflict
re-emerging as central themes in the
current literature on political change.
This is primarily due to the global political
saliency of ethnic conflict in the 1990s. Scholars
have attempted to identify the conditions under

E

which ethnic identities become activated and

converted into

political conflict and the possible
by which this conflict can be
managed. Milton Esman makes a significant
contribution to this debate by reconceptualising
the political scope of ethnicity; merging the
instrumentalist and primordialist perspectives;
situating politicised ethnicity within a relational
framework; bringing the state in as a central
factor within the process of ethnic politics, and
most importantly, drawing on the literature of
social movements and political violence to
augment his macropolitical analysis.
Esman
provides
a
compounded
conceptualisation of the term “ethnicity” by
bringing under one category overlapping and
multitudinal social cleavages which are
potentially susceptible for politicisation and are
mechanisms

sources

for collective action

—

such

as race,

religion, language, region, nation, ethnic, tribe
clan. This broad categorisation is
supplemented by an array of definitions of key
concepts, instrumental for any analytical account
of ethnic political mobilisation, namely, ethnic
community, ethnic identity, ethnic solidarity,
ethnic political movement, ethnic nation and
and

nationalism.
Esman

points out the methodological
inadequacies of treating ethnic phenomena either
as primoridal or instrumental. The former hold
that ethnicity as a collective identity is so deeply
rooted in historical experience that it should
properly be treated as a given in historical
relations. The latter argue that ethnicity is not a
historical given, but, in fact, a highly adaptive
and malleable phenomenon. That it is a practical
resource that individuals and groups deploy
opportunistically to promote their more
fundamental security or economic interests and
that they may even discard when alternative
affiliations promise a better return (see Esman,
p.ll); hence the concept “imagined
communities”. Esman contends that ethnicity is
shaped by the pol itical environment, by the threats
Sapem February 1995

or

however, it is seldom

constructed from whole cloth:

a

cultural and

experimental core must validate
identity and make solidarity credible to potential
constituents. This portrayal of ethnic identity
and its political action concurs with that of
Anthony Smith (1986).'
From

explanatory and practical point of
validity as
to whether ethnic identity is historically !>iveii or
an

view, the exercise of determining the
a

result of

be

a

opportunistic construction seems to
futile exercise. The contribution of such an

exercise

marginally advances our understanding
dynamics of ethnic politics and is of little
use to statecrafters facing sectarian pressure and
looking for a creative way of managing real
ethnic issues. These latter actors know by a first
hand experience that the values over which ethnic
communities compete are real, not imagined—
that is what matters. Esman's unified usage of
these two concepts (primordial and instrumental)
finds its home in the “pluralist school”, a school

of the

which made

an

effort to detach ethnic

phenomena from the negative normative
judgement of modernists suffering from “false
consciousness”. However, the only binding
thread among the “pluralist school” is “the
recognition of ethnic solidarity as •dfree-standing
and enduring phenomenon that needs and serves
to

be examined and understood

on

its

own

terms” (p.

1.3).
By positioning state actions and the reactions
it engenders by ethnic competitors at the centre
stage of ethnic politics,^ Esman’s perspective
elevates the debate from previous tenuous
explanations of the role of the state. Previous
approaches were often inclined to view the state
as either a neutral actor and above ethnic disputes
or as

an

instrument of class domination, i.e.

Liberal and Marxists
role of the state,
state

is

a

conceptualisation of the
respectively. For Esman. the

central actor in the realm of ethnic

politics. The character of the state (close or open)
and the rules it establishes for political
participation shape the goals that ethnic
communities pursue (legal or extra-legal) and
the strategies and tactics they may employ. The
state, by affording opportunities on an ethnic
basis,

reinforces

and/or creates ethnic

differentiation. As such, the state,

although not

necessarily creating ethnic identity and solidarity,
provide compelling incentives for their

does

activation and is thus party to contemporary
ethnic conflicts.
For

Esman’s theoretical
of ethnic politics and
its dynamic interaction into seven variables
(opportunity structure, leadership, ideology,
organisation, resources, goals and strategy/
tactics) and provides five case studies to illu.strate
the model’s potential explanatory strength. In so
doing, his approach attempts to combine an
effort at theory construction with a thick historical
description into a single intellectual enterprise.
The two approaches are always difficult to
analytical

purposes

model divides the practice

combine and researchers often sacrifice the

adequateness of one. In this instance, Esman
sacrificed description for theory building and
hence area speciali.sts will find little depth in his
case

studies.

It is Esman’s

conceptual framework which
the theoretical
development of ethnic studies in comparative
politics. The core of this framework deals with
the two related processes of ethnic mobilisation
andconflict management. Explicitly focusing on
the politics of ethnic mobilisation and countermobilisation. Esman successfully bridges the
micro and macrodynamics of the politicisation
process of ethnic cleavages and steers the research
endeavour to explain conditions that favour the
rise/decline and success/failure of ethnic political
makes the greatest contribution to

movements.

Moreover, he maintains that

identifyingconditions that precipitate and sustain
ethnic mobilisation is not sufficient and

challenges us to carry the research agenda beyond
the explanation of motivational factors of ethnic
actors
whether being defensive/negative
(grievance, threats, relative deprivation) or
offensive/positive (new opportunities and rising
expectations). To extend the research agenda of
ethnic studies, Esman brings into the equation a
—

new

set

ethnic

of variables that affect the

outcome

politics.

The theoretical

model Esman

presents

highlights the role ofenvironmental opportunities
(conducive or restrictive of mobilisation) and
political resources in determining the prospects
of ethnic political movements to alter interethnic or ethnic-state relationships. Another
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Footnotes

mediating factor between ethnic mobilisation
and its outcome is the state’s “reaction” to the

challenges launched by politicised identities.
According to this model, state management
fomiulas range from “depluralisation” to "social
pluralism"
genocide, displacement
(cleansing), internal colonialism, divide and rule,
federalism, consciationalism, normally
assimilation. He argues that the burden ofconflict
management normally falls on the elites who
operate the state apparatus, since the access/
control of central authority is the highest price of
modem ethnic conflict. However, in

a

1.

Anthony Smith, The Ethnic Origin ofNalions, Oxford: Blackwell. 1986.

2.

For

comparative and theoretical synthestate in ethnic politics,
see Paul Brass (ed.). Ethnic Groups and the
State, New Jersey: Barnes and Noble Book.
1985 and Paul Brass, Ethnicity and Nationalism: Theory and Comparison, New Delhi
and London: Sage Publications, 1991.
Cynthia H. Enloe, Police, Military and
Ethnicity: Foundations of Stale Power,
a

sis of the role of the

3.

situation

London: Transaction Books, 1980; John

where governing elites are also simultaneously
ethnic entrepreneurs (“ethno-state” builders), the

Markakis, “Ethnic Conflict and the State in
the Horn of Africa” in

Ethnicity and Con-

4.

flict in the Horn of Africa, edited by
Katsuyoshi Fukui and John Markakis (Athens: Ohio University Press. 1994) and Ali
Mazrui, Soldiers and Kisnien in Uganda:
The Making of a Military Ethnocracy,
Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1975.
Stedman places state penetrative efforts at
the centre of ethnic politics “Penetration
puts all other conflicts of governance into
motion”. See Stephen J. Stedman, “Conflict and Conflict Resolution in Africa: A

Conceptual Framework” in Conflict Re,soliilion in Africa, edited by Francis M. Deng
and I. William Zartman (Washington, D.C.:
The Brooking Institution, 1991).0

state's

capacity to manage ethnic conflict is
highly compromised. Consequently, the state
itself becomes the source of political crisis rather
than the .solution, for example. South Africa’s
apartheid state and Israel’s Jewish state. Though
these two cases represent an extreme ideal type
of the ethno-state, in practice ethnic-centred
bureaucratic recruitment strategies have much
wider application than is recognised in the
literature.’ Ethnic conflict tends to be more likely
in situation where slate identity and ethnic identity
turns out to

in

a

be one and the

multiethnic

same

—

or

decreases the risks of state-

building enterprises.'' Two other factors also
need to be considered. Firstly, the way besieged
ethnic mobilisation (coherent or

fragmented) and the manner by which anti-state
mobilisation affects intra-ethnic elite solidarity
and intra-state elite unity (unifying or spl intering).
Hence, the degree of elite unity additionally
condition the relationship between ethnic political
movements and the central authority. Secondly,
the prevailing international nomis, political
culture and security concerns all have a decisive
effect on ethnic politics.
Esman’s model thus links and competently
fuses the analytical depth and theoretical
sophistication of the literature on political
violence to the research agenda of ethnic politics.
His book. Ethnic Politics represents one of the
first off-springs of such across-breedingexercise
and advances our ability to contend with the
conceptual problems underlying the puzzle of
persistent ethnically ba.sed political movements.
For a strong theoretical synthesis of the research
findings or the political violence scholars and
their epistemological underpinnings, consult
Peter Sederberg’s new book Fires Within:
Political Violence and Revolutionary Change
(1994).
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Rejoinder to Alie Fataar’s “From the History Pages of
South Africa” in SAPEM, Vol. 7, No. 12
Hosea Jaffe

ethno-state —

strategies adopted
by states detemiines and shapes the type of interethnic and ethnic-state relationship which will
exist. The nature of the relationship which evolves

states react to

A

society.

The conflict management

either increases

FATAAR’S REVIEW
MISLEADING

UROPEAN Colonial Despotism — A
History ofOppression and Resistance in
South Africa—has received only hostile
reviews from the liberal-imperialist press (Cape
Argus etc.). This is to be expected. But Alie

trilogy of books on history of South Africa,' this
volume repeats much of what Jaffe wrote in
Colonialism Today (1981) and A History Of
Africa (1985). Had he really read these properly,

Fataar's “review” SAPEM

history in Colonialism Today, less than 5 per
cent in A Hi.story OfAfrica and under 1 per cent
of either in European Colonial Despoti.wi. If it
belongs to a trilogy it is as a revision, updating
and development ofStoriaDel SiidAfrica (Milan.
1980) which updates the original 3(K) Years
(Cape Town, 1952). It is therefore untrue for
Fataar to say "The only new material is in the last
chapter on the Constitutional Crisis (19761990)”. Material not in any of my previous South
African histories include: (i) the “Conceptual”
Chapter I. the sections on (ii) "The Khoi-San
Modal Revolution” in Chapter II. (iii) on preVan Riebeeck shipping to the Cape and Natal in
Chapter III, (iv) on the “Zulu Difaqane” in Chapter
IV, (v) on the maltreatment by liberals like
Pereis of Governor Grey’s genocidal role in the
1857 "Killing of the Cattle”, and (vi) on
“Trotsky’s Letter to the Workers Party of South

E

Vol. 7, No. 12

—

which condemned the whole book of 360 pages

(including illustrations) on the basis of two pages
was unworthy of the comradely credits given
him in endnotes. He certainly is entitled tocriticise
the book, just as I am to reply: in the democratic
spirit of the South African Unity Movement,

—

which unlike other liberation movements,

discusses differences in

public, without
expulsions, let alone killings, as we debated in
1956-9 the questions Alie Fataar raises. 1 should
add that Tabata (the leader of the group Fataar
joined) and I were never "personal”. We met
in the

1960s

several

long conversations in Harare in the

over

tea

in London and had

1980s.
Alie

clearly had not read beyond those pages
by his name which recalled his political
mistake in going over from 1957 to 1966 to the
group led by the late LB. Tabata calling itself
APDUSA and/or“Unity Movement of S. Africa”
in “exile” in Lusaka. Although he complains that
“1 am fobbed off as being an ‘Africanist’”, the
book credits him for his and Mquotsi’s break
with Tabata’s grouplet in 1966, as stated in endnote 131, pp.284-5.
Fataar says of the book itself: “a third in a
indexed

he would know that there is

no

South African

Africa”.
Fataar says

of the last chapter: “This section is
hardly informative because the author was too
dependent on current reportage and the European
media perhaps.” However, 100 of the 132 endnotes are not from European media and of the
“new material” in this chapter is the NEUM
debate to which Fataar, over-reacting, devoted
SAPEM February, 1995
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two

of the three columns of his “review”.

Like

so

in the Peninsula, I took a long“Sonny” Abdurahman, to be the son

many

time friend,

of the founder of the APO which is inherited.
Other

errors

first-edition typo-errors

are

(corrected by “Errata”)
I

only trying to do my job as a historian to
the facts (confimied by the endnotes)- of the

was

state

1956-9 debate and the break-away from the Non
European Unity Movement of the above group
(in December 1993 the rump of UMSA held a
pathetic “conference” in Queenstown while the
New Unity Movement — legitimate heir of the
NEUM
met in a large conference in Umtata).
Because history repeats itself first as tragedy,
then as farce (do both characterise the “New
South Africa”?) it may not be “water under the
bridge” but quite topical not only for South
Africans but for all in Africa suffering from the
—

failure of “Independence”
the

(for them, but not for
imperialist absentee masters) to recall the

main issues of the 1957-9 debate;

(i)

The Land

The Land Question, i.e. the free redivision
of the land to those

living and working on
it or “the lawful acquisition of land within
the capitalist society”. The latter was the
official position of the AAC wen it adopted
the .said statement of W.M. T.sotsi, AAC

President, at Edendale Conference in December 1958. This
Fataar in his

of

stone

policy, defended by

“review”, is

now

the

comer-

ANC-Inkatha-NP

the

Government's Land Laws, which freeze
all “White” land seized before 1913 (i.e. 95

and whose “right to
buy” puts all this land beyond the reach of
99.9 percent of the landless, seen in the
ex(?)-Bantustans to which Fataar claims
the AAC restricted this “right”. This claim
is untrue, since the AAC’s official position
explicitly applied to all the land. The claim
percent of the land,

also does not hold water, because was
it not

an

insult to the peasants to

(is?)

prescrip-

tively tell them to demand the “right to
buy” land from the sole proprietor, the very
Native/Bantu Affairs Department which
had stolen their land! (as

discover
the three

—

if he needed to

had he read

the Land Wars and
dispossessed these peasants).

chapters

Laws which

Fataar would
—

on

What is relevant now is the topicality—for

all of Africa

—

of the “Land Question”

nearly 40 years after
(ii)

we

debated it.

African Nationali.sm on which the AntiCAD wrote in May 1959, endorsing a February 1959 statement by the NEUM;
A Nehru ofIndia, a Na.iser of Egypt and a
Nkrumah of Ghana— these are the selfstyled heroes of'national independence'
who are trying to save imperialism... they

Sapem February 1995

Question is topicalfor Africa

...find a diversion for the ma.s.ses...
feed them on nationalistic propaganda...
Pan-Arahism and Pan-Africanism
competed in the glorification of tribalism...
the e.vciusive culture, of Africa... the
‘preservation of the unique greateness
and purity of the African way of life' ...the
African middle class in this country have
developed a definite inclination towards
the Ghana magnetic line and it seems that
this is the chief reason for the defection of
the official leadership ofthe AACfrom the
Unity Movement (Athlone, 5 May 1959).
(iii) A denial of the existence of “races” versus
the biological fiction of “White” and

member of

must

"Black” races; and

of “African”, “Co-

loured" and “Asian”

“Groups" invented
by Herrenvolk-coloniali,sm in orderto”Divide and Rule” (ever since my address in
the Drill Hall in 1958, the Linity Movement
has put these "Groups” — revived by the
ANC-Inkatha-NP “Government of National

Unity" — in inverted commas. This
opposed by the Tsotsi-Tabata
“Africanist" group.)
(iv) Regarding the 1956-9 disagreement in the
NEUM over the Language Question (English versus Afrikaans or Bantu as “mothertongue” in schools), the end-note 133 of
Chapter 8 cites a series in TLSA Journals
of 1956-7 which takes issue with the posiwas

a

Bantu School Council (Anti-

CAD Statement, 5.5,1959).
Alie accuses “Jaffe and his

largely Cape Town
colleagues” of “engineering... the split”.
This is doubly untrue. Firstly among the leaders
of the N EU M position versus Tsotsi-T abata were
Kies, Jayiya, Wessels, Dudley (who led the
based

walk-out from the AAC Conference afterTsotsi 's

defection from NEUM

policy), Mzimba and
labelling
by the “buy and sell" nationalists. Secondly, the
NEUM position was upheld by the whole AntiCAD movement, the Teachers League of South
Africa, the famous New Era Fellowship and all
the other Fellowships of the Cape, the
Witwatersrand and other SOY branches, leading
AAC members in Durban, Western Cape,

others and not "Jaffeites”—a Stalinistic

Transkei/Ciskei and the Civic Associations.
It is infamous to accuse them of “engineering”
split “on the fraudulent formula of the Land
Question" and of “hiving off from the NEUM”
(which they sustained and renewed via the New
Unity Movement in 1983. The Natal APDUSA
piece of UMSA Joined this NUM but “suspended
its membership” after rejecting the 1991-2 Unity
a

Movement

(NUM) Conference Resolutions on
(i.e.

the ex-USSR, on which it took the Euro-Left

social-imperialist) position.
Only three pages of the book deals with the
NEUM-UMS A/APDUSA split. It would be nice
to

read

a

fair — however critical

—

rev ie w

of the

liberal

book which to Fataar “seems to have been

nationalist member of Tabata’s group —
viz. that “mother tongue” is “natural”. It is

produced hurriedly” but which, however, took

tion of the late A.C. Jordan

—

a

good to hear that Fataar now shares our
position at the time. It is relevant that the
NEUM’s

own

President, Rev Z.R.

Mahabane, resigned when he

became

a

much of the last decade to write and to get

beyond the readers of a dozen publishing houses
big and small; Liberals, Stalinists (both of
whom blocked iOO Tet/ra from 1952 to this day),

—

Africanists and

“Trotskyists”.Q
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TOWARDS ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN
MALAWI
The National Conference

on

Academic Freedom

Reviewed by Gregory Kamwendo

F

ORTHE first time since
in

independence

1964, Malawi held

conference

on

a

national

academic freedom. The

conference, which ran from 17-20 October, 1994,
was

organised by the University of Malawi and
by the Council for the Development of

funded

Economic and Social Research in Africa

(CODESRIA). Malawi's deputy minister of
Education, Science and Technology, Mrs
Catherine Chipembere officially opened this
historic conference.

The Malawi conference

was a

the 1990 CODESRIA conference

follow-up to
on

academic

freedom in Africa held in

Kampala, Uganda. The
Kampala conference was convened against the
background of numerous cases involving
violations of academic freedom across the African

continent. It gave birth to the Kampala
Declaration on Intellectual Freedom and

Malawians

celebrating their newly found freedom

Social
In

Responsibility in Africa.
Malawi's just ended 30-year dictatorship,

violations of academic freedom, as well as human

rights in general, were legion. Academics faced
various types of problems: detentions without
trial: deportation in the case of foreign academics;
unwarranted dismissals of lecturers; stringent
censorship of university learning and teaching
materials among many other.
Now that Malawi has a new and democratical ly
elected government, which has promised not to
muzzle academic freedom, Malawian academics

thought it was necessary to meet and reflect on
unpleasant past and devise mechanisms that
would ensure that the newly found freedoms are

the

protected.

Dr.

Jack Mapanje who left Malawi after
languishing in detention for three years without
trial. In his keynote address entitled “Creating
the Context for Academic Freedom''. Mapanje
recalled that Dr. Kamuzu Banda’s regime
harassed academics because it regarded the
university as the breeding ground for rebels and
confusionists. He observed that the repressive
regime cultivated a culture of su.spicion, fear and
lies in the university community. Now that the
repressive regime is no longer in place, it was
high time Malawians rid theirminds of autocratic
thoughts, Mapanje advised. The university and
the state should operate as allies or partners in
development (and not as foes as was the case in

According to the conference convener. Dr
Anthony Nazombe, four specific objectives were

the

selected for the conference:

capacity

•

•

•

to examine the sources

of constraints

on

a

Delegates to the conference, most of whom
university lecturers, narrated many accounts

were

of violations of academic freedom. These

violations included:
•

•

•

•

a

•

politicians' intrusive involvement in the
day to day running of the university;
arrests of lecturers (for example. Jack
Mapanje):
long delays in obtaining research clearances
from government;
lawsthat limit researchers’

access to certain

premises, documents etc;
banning from the university library of very
important books;
the system of having lecturers cleared by
the Office of the President and Cabinet

Malawian

research,

before travelling to other countries forstudy,

to

the Banda

conferences etc;

teaching and publication;
identify the connection between
academic freedom and human rights in
general;
to discu.ss and .suggest possible ways of
eliminating the constraints on academic
discuss and suggest ways

of ensuring
adequate academic freedom and social
responsibility in a democratic state.
The guest of honour at the conference was
Malawi's celebrated exiled poet and linguist.
50

was
Dr. Thandika Mkandawire. He is

the violators of academic freedom in Africa.

•

special
CODESRIA’s Secretary General,

political appointments. He also cited
society as some of

who had been banned from

freedom, and
•

past).
attending the conference in

Also

lucrative

donors, the state and the civil

to

returning home by
visiting Malawi after

regime. He was
nearly 30 years in exile.
Presenting a paper entitled “Academic
number of oppressors

politicians making directives about some
aspects of the curriculum.
Among the many resolutions passed at the
conference, was the adoption of the Kampala

freedoms. For instance, some African academics

Responsibility in Africa. Delegates also resolved
to form a body which will monitor and publicise

Freedom in Africa”, Dr. Mkandawire cited

a

of academics freedom in
Africa. He sadly noted that sometimes, it is
academics themselves who destroy each other’s
known to act

•

Declaration

on

Intellectual Freedom and Social

spies for autocratic

violations of academic freedom. The forum also

governments. In some cases, academics who are

agreed to cultivate a culture of debate and free
exchange of ideas.Q

are

as

critical of their governments are

silenced with
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SOCIAL AND PUBLIC POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES

STRENGTHENING POLICY
FORMULATION IN AFRICA: A CASE

FOR LIBERATION THROUGH TRAINING
Catherine Alum Odora
S WE

in the execution of the

of the

this form of education that is

register the end of the forty years
‘development’ epoch, the eyes of
both citizenry in Africa and the world at
large is fixed on the direction in which policy
development is taking particularly in the African
continent. Forty years ofthe ‘age of development',
that particular historical period which began on
20 January 1949; the date on which for the first
time, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America declared, in his inaugural
speech, the Southern hemisphere as
‘underdeveloped’, has now passed. That
unforgettable label, we know only too well,
stuck, and has provided the cognitive base for
both the deleterious and arrogant interventionism
from the North; and pathetic self pity in the South

A

(Sachs 1992).

Today the development discourse is made up
Most of these concepts
rose to prominence during the modem Western
history and only then, have they been projected
on the rest of the world. In the way they are

of a web of key concepts.

articulated and carried out, each of these concepts

constitute the

development project, it is
supposed to
engine for development.

In Africa in 1989

alone, at least 94,0()(),(K)()

children and young adults were variously engaged
in this process of gaining access to the
mechanisms of power via the school system. It is
also this system that is now given the strategic
task of socialization of Africa’s young

into what
presumably is ‘the modem society’, ‘the good
life’. Ostensibly, schooling’s role in delegitimizing the local collectives, the
endogeneous forms of knowing and knowledge
is assumed as natural and is, by inertia, endorsed
by public policy. Even when schools are
acknowledged as concretizers and transposers
of particularly Western notions of reality, and
are thus status conferring institutions for both
the fact and notions contained in and associated
with western cosmologies,
as a

fundamental human

of the
of the
facing the continent and

the obvious need for external assisstance and

Development has so pervasively spread the.se
assumptions that people everywhere have been
caught up in a we.stem perception of reality. This
worldview highlights certain aspects of reality,
reinforces others and casts into complete oblivion,
especially those views of reality that are specific
to the Third World, particularly Africa. As such:
.it has become ofparamount importance
to liberate ourselves from its dominion
over our minds., and to recognize that we
all wear not merely tinted, hut tainted,
glasses If we are to lake part in the prevailing development discourse (.empbdsismme,

finance, the place, content and direction of policy
development in education needs to be put in a
new and intensive focus. Essentially, this is
because it is in the struggle for the control of the
esoteric space reposing in the young minds of
Africa’s young that the highest and most
.sophisticated of battles is being waged today.
Dias has argued that in the context of
imperialism, colonialism and now neocolonialism, Africa came by force under the
influence and determination of a militarily and
technically powerful civilization. This situation,
which continues up to now has had the
consequence that the defeated one (the colonized)
not only lo.ses his life space, but also his word
(Dias 1993). It is this fact, he argues, that makes
the struggle for reconstitution of the ‘self’ in the

..

Sachs, ibid:5).
Policy studies in education and the African
context

The

prime rationale for a focussed study of
policy formulation, its character, and context
lies in the fact that education, that is to say its
western mode, is today the perennial handmaiden
of power. It is power’s supplement and has also
become its centre. According to many involved
Sapem February. 1995
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right.

severe

economic crisis

African
become

sense
a

and the search for a ‘true universal’

struggle for truth.

This search for truth enables

us to

search for democratic and egalitarian
the

link the

ideals with
rejection of the eurocentric perspective of

of education, that

supplement of power, that:
.serves to uphold power and knowledge
upon dominated .societies by monopolizing
the parameters for interpretation, by
marginalizing whatever has not been determined by western conquest, and by domesticating other subject positions as hi.storically obsolete and self-defeating otherness
pre-colonial, pre-capitalist, ir-rational, pre-modern, non-modern, non-lit-

The turn of this century marks the end
fourth development decade. In the light

worldview.

area

handmaiden and

schooling in the same

reinforce

Occidental

discourse in the

module, is still posited as ‘universal ‘ and extolled

(poverty, production, the state, equality e.t.c.)
crystallizes a set of tacit assumptions which
the

history (which has culminated in the total selfrealization of the progressive absolute spirit in
the European civilization) in relation to which
the seemingly idyllic but autonomous and selfsustaining African societies have become
personifications of inhumanity, despotism,
superstition, and essentially all evils. One then
extolls the civilizing mission of Europe as a
historically beneficial necessity for the sake of
radically destroying that breeding ground of
despotism and inhumanity.
An interest in the process of policy formulation
in an education to which all the young children in
Africa are to be exposed and entrusted therefore
becomes more than Just ‘an interest’. It becomes
part of a process of deliberate scrutiny of the
seemingly innocent and emancipatory western

-

erate, un-democratic...e.t.c.

Interest in educational
extend

(Dias ibid:230)

policy begins then,

to

the

investigation of the methods and
tactics by which particular values in education
are constantly upheld, and the silent and
inobtrusive ways in which an entire range of
areas in policy visions in education hardly ever
receive any attention or financial support.
to

It would also

mean

renewed interest in

investigating the phenomenon of external
influence on educational policy in Africa and
examining the fundamental patterns of influence
embedded in the interactions between

providers
recipients. It is also such a renewed focus on
educational policy proces.ses that would expose
the cartography of the foreign policies that
underpin the costly process of intellectual
socialization offered by the western countries to
young graduates of Africa in order to incline
them, on their return home from overseas training.
and
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problems in
particular understanding of
development, or economics, or education to
which they have been intensively exposed while

military aid or the Aswan High Dam, but for the
industrialized former imperial countries,
educational aid has the potential of a multiplier

abroad. Writes Samoff:

people than are original ly exposed to it. Further,

to

define and delimit solutions to
of

terms

a

.Note that neither the

e.xplicit. nor the
of specified agendas
into African education policy making is
primarily a consequence of external ignoranee or Insensitivity to African values, or
philosophies ofeducation or policypreferences (though that distance from Africa
and disdain for things African are widespread)... Rather, what is most powerful
and most insidious in this relationship is
the internalization within Africa, of
worldviews, research approaches, and
proceduresfor validating knowledge that
effectively perpetuate Africa’s dependence
and poverty (emphasis mine, Samoff
.

.

more

subtle insertion

effect in that education

can

their influence in the Third World (Altbach

1982).
in the twists

given to

‘assistance’ in education, the nature of 'support'

given especially to institutions of higher learning,
types of policies in institutional and model
transfers, the kind of de-contextualized
management training offered in the Third World,
the interest in promoting metropolitan languages
in African countries, the type

of books donated
‘foreign assistance’, the kind of journals that

receive assistance from the industrialized nations,
and the kind of

training offered to curriculum
designers in the former colonies.
Educational aid and aid programmes accepted
by Third World officials, is often seen as ‘cost
free' and Third World planners feel that virtually
any help is better than none at all. However,
education has been, and still is an

as a means of helping
modernization as well as a
means of infusing their own values and
technologies into the development process

have
the
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seen

cause

educational aid

of orderly

(Altbach ibid).
.The vestiges of colonialism and the
continuing attraction of metropolitan institutions and practices create a kind of
'psychological dependency’ in which the
industrialized nations serve as an example
of what is ‘modern and hy implication,
deemphasize indigenous models. While
.

.

.

psychological implications of colabeyond the scope ofthis chapter, they are quite important and are linked

important area

only relatively inexpensive compared to

ues

This is aimed

at drawing the attention of the
participants to the aspect of policy as ‘statements
of prescriptive intent’. Policies also privilege

certain visions and interests, but is, at the same

time,

of action affecting large
(Ball 1990). In the context of
the continuity of colonial relations, the question
of who makes the policy, when, where and with
what authority, begins to assume new
significance. This should constitute a central
part of training programmes.
a

to

the

more

structural elements that

stitute the basis

con-

(of the senhtude of the

mind). It is clear that the colonial past is

directly related to attitudes and practices
evident at the present time in the Third
World... (Altbach 1982:474).
Toward

a

methodology for liberation
through training

By partaking uncritically of this loaded and
culturally biased and globally inappropriate
process, we are (as scholars and practitioners)
unwittingly transforming our agony into a
chronic condition. For an effective starting point
for intervention therefore, policy studies and
policy formulation becomes one strategic first
port of call.
Critical attitudes in policy studies, policy
analysis and policy formulation are tripartiate
but closely interrelated aspects of getting a
grasp on the nature of the policy power game
around which millions of peoples' lives are
pegged. As a field however, policy studies
encompasses policy analysis (which is
essentially the intellectual activities in a political
process); policy making (which is the broad
range of activities beginning with agenda setting,
policy formulation, policy adoption, policy
implementation and policy assessment). As
training in critical emancipatory techniques,
attitudes and knowledge therefore, policy studies
should consider the following as important
aspects in its preamble:
policy as authoritative allocation of val•

ues,
•

discourse and power, and their
understanding, as emancipation,
preparation of participants as active hutexts as

critical
•

settled

course

numbers of people

nialism are

of assistance for the industrialised nations. It is
not

foreign policy goals of
and western donor nations

the

timely at this point in
time therefore, is a policy training that locates
educational policy and intellectual affairs within
a political and economic frame. Students in
policy studies should be able to clearly distinguish
between dependency and neo-colonialism in
the process of policy making particularly in the
context of 'international cooperation’.
Dependency signifies the continuity of the
impact of western institutions, political power,
languages and culture on the Third World; in
short, a present reflection of patterns established
in the colonial past, and the independent
countries' inability to create anything radically
different structurally or content-wise. In the
context of policy making, neo-colonialism
differs from dependency in that it is a deliberate
policy ofthe industrialized nations to maintain

as

be tailored to fit the

the donor country,

1993:186-7).

seen

reach many more

the content and orientation of educational aid

What would be most

This latter is

can

man agents and future policy catalysts
capable of discerning as well as locating
policy discourse that is on-going at national, regional and international levels,
the importance of transdisciplinarity in
policy studies,
policy studies as a training in bridge building between research and policy work.
Policy as authoritative allocation of val¬

Texts

as

discourse and power

The focus here is

a methodological one, and it
is to transform our understanding of the nature of

when power is textually mediated. An
analysis of texts enables the investigation of the
way in which texts are ‘active’ components of
the organization of particular relations of ruling
(Smith 1990). From this point of view, texts are
not seen as inert extra-temporal blobs of meaning,
but as a particular form of participation and even
control. It is not Just a specimen or sample, but
power

a means

of

access.

The

project here is to work from within the
reading, hearing and seeing the textual
surface, discerning the threads and shreds of the
relations that the particular texts organizes or is
organized by. The subject/participant begins
his/her inquiry into the social organization of
knowledge prior to and including the moment
of transition into the textually grounded world.
The process of text analysis would therefore
begin with a thorough understanding of the
participants’ own experience ‘prior to’ and
including the point of encounter with the text.
The point of interaction between experience and
the objectified text represents the distinct
epistemic moment that permits the analyst/
participant to examine how a particular text
happens to be constructed in that particular way,
as well as interrogate by whom, and why. The
analyst should be able to develop a capacity to
text,

discern the antecedents to the creation of the

particular text and render such antecedents open
relevant critique.
In this day and age. texts and documents
provide a basis for information, knowledge,
reasoning, decision making and ultimately,
control in a wide range of social, legal, economic
and political spheres. Given the relations of
to
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and gross inequality that
global system and Africa in it,
a great chunk of this information and knowledge,
most of which are textually mediated, are. in one
way or the other, properties of external
organizational and technological forms. This
calls for special attention especially now, to this
specific methodology.

dependency

characterizes the

Analysts as human agents

By this is meant the fact that in everyday life
situations, we appear as subjects in two ways. In
the first instance,

we are

tied to external factors

by control and dependence; but we are also tied
to our own identity by a conscience or self
knowldge (Ball ibid).
From the stage in which colonialism involved
the violent exercise of power of the sovereign
upon the ‘subject’, what we see today is the
emergence and reinforcement of a total
dependence and akind ofquiet, ordered, scenario
in which the colonized peoples’ abilities and
knowledge about themselves are gently and
quietly shaped to induce a posture of leniency
and evident endorsement towards all that

was

supposed to represent imperialism and imperial
control.
The role of human agency

is critical for us as
policy analysts and activists in that it enables us
to confront and come to terms

with our individual

roles in

determining the course of events that go
us. As part objects, part subjects, the
voluntary agents of our own determinants, the
role, in particular, of the cognitive dimension of
human agency helps to capture the degree to
which people are not only rich in creating
possiblities for change, but also the extent to
which, in everyday life life options that are
available to us, we have a possibility to reflect
and examine the degree of our personal and
on

around

individual collusion with the structures and
mechanisms of

oppression (Odora 1993).
‘fully human’
entails the type of critical human agency which
is capable of planning and executing
transformation in society at all levels (Freire 1985).
For Freire, the meaning of being

Transdisciplinarity
The nature of the crisis

face

today is
definitely no longer that of ‘economics’,
‘politics’, or ‘culture’ per se, but one in which
there is a peculiar convergence ofall these factors,
and which together, fonn an entirety exceeding
the sum of its parts. In increasingly recognizing,
particularly in Africa, our incapacity to assimilate
the nature of this new and more complex crisis,
the challenge to us as scholars and practitioners
becomes that of moving beyond the strict
disciplines (of isolated descriptions), through
interdisciplinary approaches that can perceive
the

relation between

we

the elements,

to a

transdisciplinary stance that requires a personal
Sapem February, 1995

commitment that surpasses
frontiers.

disciplinary

Transdisciplinary approaches combines the
with the factor of
critical human agency to create individuals who
are able to overcome the pitfalls of reductionist
principles and recognize that the once beautiful
small problems to be solved by beautiful small
experts qualified from beautiful narrow
disciplines have since mutated into higher and
more complex ones (Max Neef et. al 1991,
interests of interdisciplinarity

Odora 1994).

Policy studies as ‘bridge’ building
Over and above the urgent

necessity to move
policy studies and analysis from its usual
conservative and a-political social science nook
to a pragmatic and activist mode, policy analysis
should and can become catalytic in promoting
the reflective individual on the road to improving
public policy discourse, practice and debate.
The ‘bridge-building’task forthe policy expert
or analyst rests in confronting the Cartesian
divide between theory and practice which has
hitherto pecluded the consideration of the
dialectic between the two that reposes in the
reflective practitioner. Secondly is the
polarization between the researcher and
practitioner which precludes the consideration of
the existence of policy activists and action-oriented
researchers. Thirdly is the divide between science
and politics which confuses scientific knowledge
with with Knowledge, rather than positing it for
what it truly is: one among many knowledge
types; one among many ways of knowing, and
of seeking knowledge; which creates the illusion
that facts

can

substitute,

or are

better substitutes

for

experience.
possible way to achieve this, is by
making policy analysis extend beyond the
production of facts, to information about
values, context and preferable courses of action
The best

also know that

policies by the industrialized
actively in place, simultaneously
and alongside the philanthropic 'aid', that is
precisely set to thwart any inkling of moves
countries

are

towards self-realization in the African continent.
We

being made to believe that our
by those who
most to benefit by our disempowemient.

are

empowerment will be engendered
have

But in order to clear our tainted lenses and opt

of

the

self-defeating discourse in
should develop aproaches and
attitudes that can enable us to recognise those
humble blessings in tenns of our power and
capacities which have survived in spite of
development, and to highlight those aspects of
our realities that we consider more representative
of our histories and truths. In the area of policy,
the recognition of policy as a game of power, of
texts as a form of power, of human beings as
active agents, of the importance of holism in
policy analyis, and of recognizing the need for a
more authentic discourse in development are
starting points that are central to the wider process
of emancipation and empowerment.
out

development,

we
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LETTER FROM WEST AFRICA

TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR NIGERIA’S

GENERALS
Afrika Man

N

undoubtedly, a country of
importance to all Africans for a

IGERIA is,

great

number of reasons. One, it is the country

largest population of African people in
the whole world (though they have not been able
to count themselves satisfactorily up till now).
Two, it is one of the richest (if not the richest) of
African countries with vast sums of petrol —
dollars which has produced the legendary multimillionaires/billionaires and their private jets,
uncountable wives and assortment of chieftaincy
titles. Third, Nigerians (like other west Africans)
are very buoyant, vivacious and very proud and
not a few will say loud and full of themselves!
Four, many are fascinated and frustrated with the
perpetual political instability of the country
resulting in periodic palace coups by Generals
who have nothing fundamentally different among
themselves other than “its my turn too".
Many more Nigerians are outraged at the
Shenanigans of Nigeria’s political class who
seem to aid and abate the Military in its assault on
democracy and Constitutionalism through their
own misrule during the two times they had
opportunity to govern the country during the 1 st
and 2nd Republics (1960 — 1966 and 1979 —
1983). How can such a dynamic people suffer
with the

General Ibrahim B.

Bahangida cancelled the results of the June 12 Presidential elections

the misfortune of mediocre leaders?
To many
between the

Nigerians, there is

no

difference

Military elite and their civilian
cousins because both use state power to enrich
themselves and theircronies at the expense of the
people. In fact the military’s claim of
monopolistic patriotism andeven grandeurclaim
of being “corrective regime” have been
discredited by their rapacious profligacy and
monumental corruption for the 24 years out of
the 34 years of independence that they have
ruled. The military has been so long in power that
it is wrong to say

‘military' intervention’ in

Nigerian politics rather it is temporary Civilian

lasted almost 8 years (1985 — 1993) and instead
of yielding a democratic government both at the
centre and in the states, was halted at the last
minute when he and his

generals cancelled the

results of the Presidential elections of June 12
which Chief M.K.O. Abiola of the S.D.P.

believed to have

won

with

a

was

landslide.

civilian rule after some

that had been institutionalised under I.B.B.’s

Aliyu Shagari and his NPN regime (dubbed No
Plan for Nigeria by critics).
Transition to Nowhere

Since 1983, three Generals and a civilian

transition programme or
54

Ibrahim Badmasi

Babangida’s political transition programme that

Nigeria with a promise to

ruled

was between 1979 — 1983 under the
ineffectual Presidency of Alhaji Shehu Usman

Nigeria

the country to

framework of General

The

torrent

The last time civilians, popularly elected,

return

and economic crisis
Nigeria cannot be understood outside the

suspension of the results has unleashed a
of political crisis that has continued to
have debilitating repercussions for Nigeria,
Nigerians and friends of Nigeria. l.B.B. himself
was consumed by the inferno and was forced to
resign (or ‘step aside’ as he put it). He handed
over to a spineless civilian. Chief Ernest
Shonekan. who was removed by the military led
by General Sani Abacha about three months later
(November 1993). The limited democratisation

Intervention in Politics.

puppet, have governed

The present socio-political
of

the other.

transition

was

quickly wrecked by Abacha who

about instituting a classical military regime.
All the elected 30 state legislatures and governors
.set

removed from office and replaced by
Military Administrators and the National
Assembly was dissolved. General Abacha has
were

embarked on his ow n transition programme which
far has not received popular backing from
Nigerians. His National Conference which is
supposed to draft a new Constitution is constituted
by delegates elected by less than 10 pc of
registered voters. It is also dominated by his
appointees. As if this is not enough the
government has made it clear that it will have the
final say on the constitution. Nigerians are
justified in their cynicism about the outcome of
so

this exercise because if l.B.B. could abort his 8

Fiat who is to stop Abacha
thing? In any case wasn’t
of his Generals part of the

year transition with a
from doing the same
Abacha and many
l.B.B.

regime?
Who is Afraid of Abiola?

The

man at

the centre of this

chief Abiola.

one

of

political crisis is
Nigeria’s leading
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reportedly with a billion dollars in
fixed assets and accumulated capital. A friend to

REMAINING

businessmen

why don’t they want
him to become president? I.B.B. said that he
could not allow him to become president because
it will be a threat to National Security without
giving details of how. There are sugge.stions that
the top brass of the Army do not like him. Both
these reasons are preposterous to say the least. If
he was a threat to National Security why was
both I.B.B. and Abacha

so

largest number of

For a nation with the

Universities, Newspapers, Radio stations and
Televisions on the African continent, are we
not supposed to worry when

its Head of State
reportedly declare that he does not read any
Newspapers!

as

indeed

were

aspirants (including the influential
retired General Sheu Musa Yas Adiia) by the
Babangida regime. Abiola has said, without
contradiction on many occasions that he sought
the personal opinion and endorsement of his
friend, I.B.B. before he threw his hat in the ring.
The second reason is weakened by the fact that
I.B.B. had the power and personal authority to
dismiss from service any top brass who did not
support him as he did on many occasions. He
would have become a national hero by cutting to
size such military officers. Unofficial results
across the country al.so indicated that Abiola was
the leading candidate, in most of the barracks. So
if the top people did not like him, which soldiers
could they have used to thwart the democratic

process?
Abiola’s supporters have a number of reasons
why they think the military is determined to
prevent him from claiming his mandate. His
ethnic constituency believe it is because he is a
Yoruba man. The populist base are convinced it
is because he is

a

kind richman who wanted to do

things for the common people. While they may
agree that he is as much of a thief as any other rich
Nigerian, they will point to the fact that he is very
generous and philanthropic across racial, ethnic
and religious lines.
The fact of the matter is that in spite of the
superficial ethno-regional coloration ofthe crisis,
it is an intra-bourgeois crisis e.ssentially within
the elite of rulers. Having said this however, one
must take cognisance of the damage that the
crisis is doing to inter communal relations in
Nigeria. It is certain that no election, under
whateverguise, can take place among the Yoruba,
for as long as the Abiola issue is not resolved.
Their faith in the Federation of Nigeria has been
shook from the core as it had not happened
before. Al.so, it is unlikely that people will accept
the result of any future election no matter how
free and fair. Although Abiola was elected
popularly across the country, the divisive ways
in which Abacha and his henchmen have been

managing the crisis, through divide and rule has
isolated the struggle from other areas. While this
may give it temporary respite, it is not a permanent
solution. No government can hope to succeed for
long if a significant section of the country is
hurting and hurting badly.
Sapem February. 1995

After

that,

only language he understands. His Public
people make him out as ‘a man of few

Relations

words’ but the truth is that his education, if any,
The main

15 other

Presidential

OFFICE.

substitute for these deficiencies. Brute force is
the

,

he not banned

IN

everything else was negotiable. He had plans, no
matter how hydra-headed and wrongly —
conceived. He had above all, style and class. But
Abacha is a cut from very cheap rough diamonds.
No plans, no visions and no personal charisma to

reason

why the military hate Abiola

is

really because his victory was a progressive
potential for Nigeria. It could have heralded a
power shift. He broke a number of myths, about
Nigeria’s politics. One of this is that a Southerner
cannot rule the country in uniform or as acivilian.
Abiola won equal number of states both in the
South and the North

than 40 percent
State.

(10 each)) and had

more

in all the others except Sokoto

The other myth concerns religion. When
Abiola choose Baba Gana Kingbe as his running

blunder because
both of them are Muslims, yet the electorate
thought differently.
At best, I.B.B. thought there was going to be
a stalemate, violence at the polls or massive
rigging but all these did not happen and therefore
the neo-colonial military had to come out in its
mate, many

true

pundits

saw

it

as a

colours: that it is undemocratic in

essence.

It

committed to democracy,

rather it wants
a diarchy in which civilians will remain junior
partners. Many continue to make the mistake of
thinking that the military had preferred Tofa to
was not

Abiola. This could not have been true. Were it so,

nothing could have stopped them rigging for
him!
What Choices

How

are

There?

Nigeria get out of the present crisis?
What choices are open to General Abacha now
and in the foreseeable future? These questions
are being asked by all people concerned about
Nigeria.
It is a disgraceful shame that Africa’s largest
country and its tremendous resources and proud
citizens have been beaten to pulp by the Jackboots
of Generals who have not fought any battles. At
a time when the global changes are forcing
democratisation across the world, Nigeria stands
out as a trojan horse of inept dictatorship. It is a
can

only sustain him for

which the General

Televisions

The current military despot. General

Abacha,
may go down in history as the country’s worst
leader. Infact his ineptitude and dangerous
brinkmanship is making many Nigerians to
miss the calculating political manouvers of
I.B.B.
was

therefore he

first and foremost

a

politician,

pressure both with a
combination of carrots and stick. He was
concerned

responded to
about

one

issue

only:

HIS

on

can not

the African continent,

are we

not

supposed to worry when its Head of State
reportedly declare that he does not read any
Newspapers! The man is also said to make
national decisions based on the sighting of the
moon

and location of the stars

as

revealed to

him

by witch doctors. Imams and other
sorcerers. Something crazy is surely happening
in Abacha’s Nigeria. And as Chinua Achebe,
one of Nigeria’s leading men of letters wrote in
one

of his books: those whom the (Jods will

destroy they first makemad. Abacha is
certainly not sane.
However, the problem of Nigeriacan only be
solved by Nigerians, not some divine
intervention. Though the pro-democracy
movement

has been boxed into

a

temporary

through organisational weaknesses and
clamp down by the state, popular struggles
against the dictatorship goes on in the
Universities, among workers (such as the recent
corner

Oil Workers nine week strike), students, women
etc. But

the

regime will not budge to popular

pressure alone.
It seems Nigeria

is now at the situation
where neighbouring Ghana was in 1979 before
the June 4 Junior Officers Uprising that brought

Jerry Rawlings to power. Since Nigeria is
more complex than Ghana, the only way this
insurrection

can

succeed is if it is total and

national, meaning full blast violence

within

the army and the civil society. While this may
not offer a fundamental solution, it may be the

only

shame.

I.B.B.

a few lines beyond
just go on. To cover
up his frightening ignorance, the general engages
in outrageous bravado and government by
arrogance. For a nation with the largest number
of Universities, Newspapers, Radio stations and

can

way

available to dismantle the gridlock

that the Generals have fostered on their

compatriots. The Nigerians are baying for the
blood of present and past leaders for forcing
them

on

their knees. The bell tows, but the

Abuja have stuck the cotton wool of
greed in their ears. And as they say: those who
make peaceful change impossible make
violent change inevitable.
Nigeria’s rulers do not have much
rulers in

time.U
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SAPES SEMINAR SERIES CLUB

We

are

whose

inviting

you to

join the SAPES Seminar Series club

Membership fee stands at Z$250 per year. Benefits will

include free

series of

high-level, wide-ranging
debates in he vein of the highly successful Policy Dialogue
seminars v .lich are held at SAPES every month. Other benefits
access

to a

of membership will include a free copy of all publications
emanating from these seminars, plus a copy of Southern Africa
Political and Ec momic Monthly (SAPEM) magazine.
We are developing a hospitality centre where you will be able
to socialise and brainstorm with re.source persons of various
backgrounds after every seminar.
Please contact Dr. Ibbo Mandaza, the Executive Director of

SAPES/SARIPS for further details
call at No 4

on

Tel. 727875/790815

or

Deary Avenue Belgravia.

Human

Norbert

Tengende from the University of Zimbabwe,
Department of Political and Administrative Studies will kick
off our S APES/S ARIPS Seminar Series on Thursday, February
2,1995. The presentation will draw much on his doctoral thesis
on Democracy and Civil Society in Zimbabwe. It is hoped that
this .seminar will generate a lively debate in light of the
forthcoming general elections.□
HUMAN RIGHTS EDICATION IN SOUTHERN

AFRICA
the

project
Rights and Education in Southern Africa met with five
resource persons for a planning
workshop at SAPES Trust
Regional head office on January 19, 1995.
The meeting reviewed the first stage of the project paying
special attention to the structures and human rights education
activities of organisations and institutions in the respective
countries under study. The discussion revisited the political,
social and economic context of the project as well as
on

Human

administrative issues related to deadlines for researchers.
It

Shifting cultivation and deforestation: a study from Sumatra,
Indonesia, by Arid Angelsen
Mobilization for Khas Land: two experiences from Pahna, by
Kirsten Westergaard with Abdul Hossain
People's empowerment in Bangladesh - NGO strategies, by
Kirsten Westergaard
De-agrarianization in Zimbabwe - a process of diversified
development, by Poul Ove Pedersen
Africa's .security problematic in the post-cold war era, by
Emmanuel Kwesi Aning
Politics of two Sudans: the South and the North 1821-1969, by
Deng D Akol Ruay. Uppsala, Nordiska Afrikainstitutet,
1994

SAPES SEMINAR SERIES

Members of the SARIPS research network

Acquisitions

Received from the Chr Michelsen Institute

agreed that the first phase of the project will be
completed in August 1995 and hopefully, the findings will be
presented during the country workshops scheduled to be held in
was

Rights Report No 4: The 1994 election and democracy
Ethiopia, by Siegfried Pausewang. Oslo, Norwegian
Institute of Human Rights, 1994
Non-forma! education for human rights in Zimbabwe: concluin

sions and recommendations,

by Marina d’Engelbronner

Kolff. Harare, SAPES, 1995
New Journals Received

Mozambique Inview, edited by Gil Lauriciano. Maputo,
Mediacoop, 1994.
Bulletin analytique de documentation politique, economique et
sociale contemporaine. Paris, Presse de la Fondation
Nationale des Sciences Politiques, 49e année.
Arena Journal. Fitzroy, Australia, Arena Publications, new
series
The

no

3.

People: a magazine devoted to development and welfare of
Zimbabweans. Harare, The People (Pvt) Ltd, 1994.G
VISITORS TO SAPES

During November, December and early January, SAPES Trust
regional office was visited by a number of scholars, academics
and members of the diplomatic community coming to familiarise
themselves with

our

work. Notable among

these

were:

photocopying service is now available at the LDC at a cost of
Z$0,50c per page. The Micro ISIS User group will be holding

Edgar Tekere, Zum, Zimbabwe, Ferris S. T. Mushonga, Joseph
Jimmy, Namibia, El Kouedi Yousu, Egypt, T. M. Lekuni,
Botswana, Janet Graham, Canada, M. Tawfic, Egypt, U Semin
Pauzer, Terres des Hommes, K. Langshot, Norway, Eric Thoren,
Linda Freeman, Canada, Moh-Lameen Metterdeen, Nigeria,
Dr Jan Voderadsky, Slovakia, Magid Yousif, Sudan Ingelore

its AGM in

Frank, Namibia and Alain Debos, Paris.□

Botswana, Zambia, Namibia and Zimbabwe as well
SARIPS Annual

as

the 1995

Colloquium.□
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February. Dates to be advised.
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PROPOSED SARIPS
POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA/(MA/MSc)

^

I^

in policy formulation

long-time, regional professionals have identified the need for a graduate course in Policy Formulation. This graduate diploma/MA/
directly addresses this need drawing upon regional and internationaJ expertise to develop a genuine Southern African graduate
experience. This course will focus on three core modules, policy formulation frameworks; methods of policy formulation; and
regional development, cooperation and integration.
For a
MSc

Background and Training Context
SADC Universities to varying degrees offer post-graduate opportunity. In playing to their strength, such opportunity usually involves an
intensification of specialisations addressed in under-graduate courses. As such, the emphasis is on increasing technical sophistication
which allows international comparability of achievement. One consequence of this is that there are no opportunities for taking existing
under-graduate expertise and exposing it to a wider frame of reference which could address the establishment of frameworks for policy
fonnulation and problem resolution in the context of SADC regional development.
community has long realised the value of broad training to manage both on-going production
change. The MBA has long been recognised as providing organic, situational training for pracfitioneers in a flexible applied
programme. Such an approach offers much forthe development of policy making in the region, not least because as in MBA programmes,
it can quickly draw on existing expertise and practice in the region.
In contrast to this, the business/academic

and

The Southern African

Regional Institute tor Policy Studies (SARIPS) of SAPES Trust will lead a Masters Programme in Public
Policy Formulation in collaboration with the Universities in the SADC region. SARIPS is the independent policy
that has regional and international recognition, and is best placed to deliver such a programme.

Administration and
research institute

It is proposed
°

To facilitate

°

Provision of

°

°

°

that SARIPS of SAPES Trust establishes such a course for academic year 1995-1996 with the following objectives;

training in policy formulation for the SADC region.
cadre of trained people both within and without government, in policy formulation.
Provision of technical capacity to oversee research necessary to argue policy cases.
Provision of interpretative capacity to diagnose and respond to global, regional, national and local agendas.
Disseminate information on issues emerging from the course.
a

Course Structure
The

course

will cons.si of such elements as

Policy Framework Analysis, Policy Methods and Opportunities for Regional Coopcrawould include regional policy formulation, international relations, energy policy,
and development, local government policy and trade policy. Other specialist
request. Exemptions for courses done elsewhere on specialist sectors will be considered.

tion in SADC; while initial specialist courses
environmental policy, land policy, women
courses

could be

developed on

Core

courses which would be compulsory and would require assessed woik would be taught intensively as two three week courses
spread over 24 months. A third core course on regional development, cooperation and integration will entail two week courses
within the same period, amounting to 20 contact hours. This would give core contact time of 80 hours (8x10 hours), a usual
balance for graduate work.

Additional
on a

specialist units would be offered at SAPES, individual universities or research and training institutes throughout the region
specialist basis. Students would be required to complete two such courses which would run for two weeks giving contact
hours in specialist subjects (2x2 weeks x 10 hours). Short assignments would be required for each course. Total course

sector

time of 40

contact time

would, therefore, be 120 hours.

required to submit a 25 000 word project that focuses on a specific policy problem to be completed within
obtaining the 5 course credits. This projectwould count for 35 per cent of the course work. Field trips and seminars will
also be part of the teaching programme, and a dissertation will form a core requirement based on applications in the home country of
students. The diploma will be awarded after completion of the course work, while the Masters degree will be awarded after completion
In addition, students would be

6 months of

of the dissertation.

Students will be drawn from institutions in both the public and private sectors, particularly those already exposed to policy work in either
government, parastatals, international organisations and private sector organisations. It is intended that the programme will commence
with 25 students in 1995-96.

Direct all your enquiries to The Executive Director, SARIPS/SAPES Trust, P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Tel 263-4-727875/790815 or Fax 263-4-732735.

Tip of Everyone’s Tongue
_

Jobbing

-

Printers to. the Nation

Educational Books - Newspapers
Packaging - Postage Stamps

P.O. Box

ST83, Southerton, Harare.

Tel: 67671

1

-

Magazines

Fax: 68323

